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SYNOPSIS 
An interactive gra.hics program for the design of 
earth retaining walls is presented. 	This considers wall 
stability against overturning, sl.iding and bearing failure. 
A summary is given of methods for calculating active 
and passive earth pressures. 	Prom these a selection is 
made of methods suitable for use in the program. 
The procedure for assessing wall stability is 
outlined with reference to the typical forces acting on 
a wall. 
A full explanation of the interactive facilities and 
their use in running the program is given. 	The methods 	of 
data input and result output are described. 
iLs an aid to possible program development a detailed 
description of the program is also presented. 
Twenty-seven trial sections are analysed with the 
program, and the results compared with those obtained by 
alternative methods. 	A comparison is also made between 




The modern computer is a very different machine 
from the early models of twenty years ago. 	Its speed 
reliability and storage capacity have increased considerably 
and it is now finding application in just about every field 
of engineering design. 
The vast increase in comuter usage in recent years 
has been accompanied by a steady increase in its application 
to civil engineering problems. 	However the effect of the 
computer in civil engineering design has been considerably 
less dramatic than in other branches of engineering. 
The reason for this undoubtably stems from the very creative 
nature of most civil engineering designs and from the 
difficulty of achieving a sufficiently intimate partnership 
between designer and machine. 
In civil engineering the computer is still used 
primarily for lengthy routine calculations using batch 
processing. 	hile certain problems are ideally suited 
to such a processing method, for example multi-storey 
frame analysis, many design roblems cannot be so stereo-
typed as tb. permit efficient design using batch processing. 
A design will generally have an infinite number of possible 
solutions and while in some cases optimization techniques 
can be used to search for a solution, in many jroblems 
such techniques will not form a satisfactory substitute 
for a designer's experience and skill. 
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The advent of on-line methods of access to timesharing 
systems makes a completely new design approach possible. 
The engineer can now communicate with the computer. 
The computer is no longer an obscure calculating machine 
conversing with the designer by way of long lists of data 
and results. It has become a living assistant with which 
the designer can communicate directly. ith the advent 
of interactive programming the designer has the ability 
to alter data and to examine instantaneously the effect 
on the proposed design. 	The design process has a 
continuity that was not possible under a batch system. 
With this approach many problems unsuitable for running 
under a batch system now become ideally suited to computer 
application. 
A further development which will undoubtably find 
considerable application in the solution of civil engineering 
problems is the visual display unit. 	'While early graphics 
systems proved expensive and required a considerable amount 
of back-up hardware advances in computer technology have led 
to the development of the low cost graphics terminal. 
Storage tube display units can now be purchased for as 
little as £2,000 and can be linked directly to the main 
computer. 	The facilities available with any system will 
of course depend on the graphics software available. 
Visual display terminals will of course not prove 
suitable for all civil engineering problems. 	A rather 
small screen area is of little use when the output of results 
involves the listing of long columns of data. 	However 
for many types of design the engineer will be accustomed 
to working not so much from figures but from drawings 
and sketches. 	Jith the provision of a visual display 
unit this practice can be continued while at the same 
time the designer can take full benefit of the computers 
assistance in carrying out the necessary design calculations. 
Retaining wall design is a problem that proves 
ideally suited to interactive graphics Jirograrffning. 
The design of these structures can be considered as an 
essentially two part process. 	The primary design stage 
involves the selection of a wall shape which, when considered 
as a whole, will safely support the soil behind it without 
failing by sliding forward, overturning or settling 
excessively. 	Once the overall wall shape has been selected 
the secondary design stage involves the structural design 
of the various wall units e.g. for a cantilever wall the 
stemheel and toe projections. 
Programs already exist for both the primary and 
secondary design stages, however as will be seen in chapter 4 
section 4.3 	these are written exclusively for cantilever 
walls and in virtually all cases are designed for batch 
processing. No programs appear to have been developed 
using com7uter graphics 	facilities. The scope of 	the 
existing programs varies considerably with the majority 
of them incorporating restrictions on the nature of the 
ground surface behind the wall. 
An interactive graphics program has been written 
for the primary stage of the design of reting walls using 
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the facilities available in the Computer Aided Design 
Project at Edinburgh University. 	One of the principal 
aims when developing the program was to keep the design 
process as flexible as possible and to avoid hindering 
the designer with unnecessary restrictions. 	The result 
of the work is a program that can be used for the design 
of both gravity and cantilever retaining walls. 	There 
are no restrictions on the shape of the ground surface 
behind the wall and this surface can be loaded with any 
arrangement of strip or line loads. 	Active earth pressures 
on the back of the wall are calculated by means of the 
trial wedge method while passive earth pressures are 
calculated by either Rankine's Method or the Friction 
Circle Method depending upon the share of the front of 
the wall. 
For cantilever retaining walls two analysis methods 
are available. 	A simple method considers earth pressures 
on a vertical plane through the heel of the wall, while 
a more rigourous method will consider the formation of 
an outer rupture surface between the top of the wall heel 
and the wall back. 
An automatic desig procedure is also available for 
cantilever walls. 	To use this method the designer must 
specify the depths of foundation required and the toe:base 
ratios to be considered. 	The program will then work 
through the series of sections specified and for each 
find the smallest base required to satisfy the design 
requirements. 	The results from such an analysis can be 
output in the form of either a table or a graph. 
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A high decree of interaction has been written into 
the program so that the designer can change readily from 
one analysis process to another, change the shape of the 
wall and backfill surface by graphical interaction, and 
make changes to soil properties as desired. 
CHAPTER 2 
EARTH PRESSURES AND RETAINING WAIL DESIGN 
2.1 
	
I NThODUCT ION 
The analysis of the overall stability of a retaining 
wall becomes a fairly straightforward matter once the earth 
pressures on the wall are known. 
As will be seen the lateral pressure in a mass of soil 
can be considered as being in one of three forms. 	However 
from the point of view of retaining wall design it is generally 
assumed that the earth behind the wall attains an active state 
of stress. 	The earth in front of the wall is often assumed 
to attain a passive state of stress although as will be 
discussed later this assumption may not always be justifiable 
(chapter 3, section 3,3.2). 	Given that the soil reaches the 
active state of stress there are several theories and 
equations for calculating the pressure exerted by the soil. 
However as will be seen the majority of these are applicable 
under fairly restricted conditions. 	For this reason they 
are abandoned in preference for a trial wedge method which is 
applicable under a far wider range of conditions. 
There are several factors that may hinder the mobilization 
of the passive pressure in front of the wall (section 3.3.2). 
Because of the uncertainty that surrounds the passive pressure 
it is common only to include a percentage of the maximumpossibl 
pressure in stability calculations. 	Accordingly the same 
accuracy is not required when assessing the passive pressures 
and this can be done using one of the traditional methods. 
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2.2 • EARTH PRESSURE STATES 
2.2.1 	Active Earth Pressure 
If a retaining wall is moved away from the backfill 
thus permitting the soil behind the wall to expand laterally 
the pressure exerted on the wall by the soil will gradually 
decrease. 
A point will be eventually reached at which further 
movement of the wall would cause shear failure of the soil 
mass. 	At this point the lateral earth pressure on the wall 
is a minimum and is called the active earth pressure. 
Retaining wails are usually designed to withstand 
active earth pressures, however this is only acceptable 
provided sufficient wall movement has occurred to permit the 
development of an active state of stress in the soil mass 
behind the wall. 	The amount of lateral expansion necessary 
) 
has been investigated by several researchers (10,26 , and will 
be discussed later (section 3.5.4). 
2.2.2 	Passive earth pressure 
When a retaining wall moves forward permitting expansion 
of the soil behind the wall it will cause compression of the 
soil in front of the wall. 	As the wail moves forrds the 
pressure exerted by the soil on the face will steadily increase. 
A point will eventually be reached at which further movement 
of the wall will cause shear failure of the soil mass. 	At this 
point the pressure on the wall is a maximum and is known as 
passive earth pressure. 
IM 
The lateral compression required to mobilise passive 
earth pressure is somewhat greater than the expansion necessary 
to develop an active state of stress. 	For this reason and 
because of possible interference of outside agencies on the 
soil in front of the wail passive pressures are often neglected 
from the stability analysis of retaining walls. 
2.2,3 	Earth pressure atrest 
When no deformation of the soil mass has occurred the 
lateral earth pressure in a soil mass will be the earth pressure 
at rest. 	The active and passive states of stress are the two 
limiting cases for earth pressure. 	The rarth pressure at 
rest represents a stress condition in-between these two cases. 
Earth pressures at rest will be found in soil masses 
retained by walls which show no appreciable yield under the 
action of soil pressure. 	Basement walls are a good example 
of such a case. 
There is no direct means of calculating the earth pressure 
at rest and where such conditions exist it will really be 
necessary to estimate the pressures involved experimentally. 
However it is generally accepted that for normal retaining 
wall design the wall moves sufficiently to create an active 
state of stress in the soil behind it. 	No further consideratio 
will be given to earth pressure at rest. 	A comprehensive 
summary of attempts to measure earth pressure at rest is given 
28) 
by Tschebotarioff  
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2 • 3 METHODS OF CALCULATING ACTIVE EARTH PRESSURES 
2.3.1 	Introduction 
No attempt will be made to prove or develop the well 
known theories for the calculation of earth pressure. 	These 
are widely covered in soil mechanics books. 
Consideration will however be given to the conditions 
under which these theories are applicable because in an 
attempt to develop a program that will consider a wide range 
of problems many of the cormrnon methods of calculating earth 
pressures are found to be not directly applicable. 
2.3.2 	Rankines method 
2.3.2.1 General 
Rankine developed his earth pressure theories fcr the 
evaluation of the lateral earth pressure in a semi-infinite 
mass of soil. 	The lateral earth pressure on a vertical plane 
is assumed to act parallel to the ground surface. 
When considering the earth pressure against a vertical 
retaining wall Rankine still assumes that the earth pressures 
(19) 
act parallel to the ground surface 	• 	Rankines formula 
can under these conditions be considered as a special case of 
Coulombs formula with the angle of wall friction 6 equal to 
the slope of the ground surface 
2.3.2.2 	Application to retaining wall design 
Rankines theory is only applicable for calculation of 
the active pressures on a vertical plane. 	Consequently for 











FIG. 2.1b. RANKINES METHOD FOR CANTILEVER WALLS 
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be used to calculate the active earth pressure directly on 
the wall. 
However provided the wall back does not interfere with the 
formation of the outer plane of rupture and provided the soil 
between this plane and the wall back moves forward with the 
wall and does not slide along the wall, Rankines method can be 
used to find the earth pressure on a vertical plane through 
the heel. 
For the walls shown in Figures 2.1a and 2.1b the resultant 
active pressure on the vertical plane vv' is 




and 	9 = unit weight of soil 
= angle of slope of ground surface with horizontcJ. 
0 = angle of internal friction of soil 
The resultant force on the wall can then be found by 
combining the active force with the weight of soil betweer.. 
the vertical plane and the wall back. 	However if the obliquity 
of the resultant force is found to be greater than the angle of 
wall friction the initial assumption that sliding does not 
occur along the wall back was incorrect and Rankines method 
is not applicable. 
The heel is shown cut away in Figure 2.1b so as to avoid 
interference with formation of the outer rupture plane. 	When 
the heel has not been cut away Rankines method is not strictly 
applicable but is often used. 	Huntington
( 	suggests that 
the resulting error would only be of the order of 25o. 	This 
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is of course insignificant when considered with all the 
uncertainties surrounding soil properties. 
2.3.2.3 	Conclusions 
Rankines method can only be used to calculate earth 
pressures on retaining walls provided: - 
backfill surface is plane 
backfill is cohesionless 
there are no surface loads on backfill 
apart from continuous surcharge 
wall back does not interfere with 
formation of outer rupture plane 
sliding does not occur between wall back 
and backfill material 
The first three conditions severely restrict the scope 
of the Rankine method, and it is therefore of little use in 
a program which is designed to offer a high degree of versatiiit 
2.3.3 	Coulombs method 
2.3.3.1 	General 
Coulombs method differs from Ranicines in that the soil 
is assumed co slide along the back of the wall. 	The wall is 
assumed to have a rough back and the active pressure on the 
wall will act as an obliquity 5 to the normal 	to the wall, 
where 6 = angle of wall friction. 
Coulombs method, unlikankines, yields the magnitude of 
the active earth pressure on the wall directly. 	A cornprehensiv 
account of Coulombs method for calculating earth pressure on 
wall backs is given by Golder 
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2.3.3.2 	Aj2plication to retainingWall dn 
Coulombs method is strictly only applicable to walls with 
a plane back and where Rankines conditions are not satisfiable. 
However for gravity walls with small heel projections (Figure 2. 
(4 
an 	effective wall back AB is often assumed '9 '25)  • There will 
of course be some error introduced in such an approximation 
however this will be small provided the departure from the real 
surface is not large. 
For this wall the resultant active pressure is given by 
the Coulomb equation 
PA =. 	'. h2. 	KA 
where KA = sin 
2- 
i- oj.{ 	+JI  r! -  -f -ff ---  
and 	ô = angle ol slope of ground surface with horizontal 
= angle o 	wall back with horizontal 
6 = angle of wall 	friction 
= angle of 	soil 	friction 
= unit weight 	of 	soil 
Then the wall back cannot be represented by an equivalent 
plane surface a two part Coulomb method can be used (Figure 2.3) 
The pressure distribution over the two faces will be as shown 
in this Figure. 	The distribution over the top surface is 
triangular and the resultant pressure will act at 2/3 hl from 
the top of the wall. 	On the lower surface the resultant pressu 




FIG 2.2. : GRAVITY WALL WITH SMALL HEEL PROJECTION 
FIG 2.3. : COULOMB'S METHOD FOR WALL WITH BI-PLANAR BACK 
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Unlike Rankine, Coulomb also considered cohesive soil 
as well as cohesionless types. 	However because of the large 
number of terms involved an analytical solution is only 
possible for a vertical wall, horizontal ground surface and 
a soil which is completely cohesive ( 0 =0 ). 
2.3.3.3 Conclusions 
Coulomb's equations like Rankines can only be used when 
the backfill surface is plane. 	They can not be used if the 
backfill surface is subject to point or discontinuous surcharge 
loadings. 	Like Rankine's equations these restrictions severely 
limit the usefulness of Coulomb's equations. 
However as will be seen Coulomb's basic theories can be 
used in a trial wedge analysis method (section 2.3.5) and 
such a method does not suffer from the limitations of Coulcmb's 
equations but can be used when the backfill surface is non-
planar and is discontinuously loaded. 
2.3.4 MODIFICATIONS TO RANKINS METhOD 
Bell 	modified Rankine's theory to consider the active 
pressure due to cohesive backfills. 	However Bell's work was 
for the very simple .se of a vertical wall back and horizontal 
backfill. 	The earth pressure was assumed to act horizontally 
with neither wall friction nor wall adhesion being taken into 
account. 
Packshaw (16) extended Bell's equation to make allowance 
for wall adhesion and friction. 	Packshaw also restricted his 
work to vertical walls and horizontal ground. 	However for 
this condition he showed that the inclusion of wall adhesion and 
wall friction always resulted in an active pressure smaller than 
the value obtained when these terms were neglected. 
Packshaw recognised that the requirements of vertical 
wall back and horizontal ground surface were very restrictive 
and recommended that when these conditions cannot be met a 
trial wedge method should be used. 
2. 3.5 	TRIAL WEII)31i METHOD 
2.3.5.1 	Introduction 
As has been shown in the previous pages Rankine's and 
Coulomb's equations for active earth pressure can only he used 
under very limited conditions. 
When Rankine's or Coulomb's equations cannot be applied 
the position of the failure plane in the soil behind the wall 
will not be known directly but will have to be found by 
examing several possible failure planes. 	The trial failure 
plane will then be the one that gives a maximum reaction on 
the back of the wall. 	This method for finding the active 
pressure on the wall is known as the Trial edge Method. 
The Trial Wedge Method can be used when the backfill surfa 
is irregular, and any form of surface loading can also be dealt 
with. 	It therefore represents the most general method availabi' 
The calculations involved in the method are very lengthy and 
make manual analysis an almost impossible task. 	However 
because of the repetitive nature of the calculations the trial 
wedge method is ideally suited to computer application. 
The trial wedge method is used in the program and therefore a 
detailed account of its use is given in the next few sections. 
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2.3.5.2 	Basicrocedure for calculation of active  
Consider the wall shown in Figure 2.4a. 	The backfill 
surface behind the wall has an irregular shape and neither 
Coulombs nor Rankine's equations can be used. 
The active force on the wall can however be found using 
the trial wedge method. 	Various possible failure planes are 
considered and for each the equilibrium of the resulting failure 
wedge is analysed. 
The triangle of forces for a typical failure wedge is 
shown in Figure 2.4b. 	The soil is assumed to slide along 
the back of the wall and the resultant force on the wall acts 
at an angle 	S to the normal to the back of the wall. 	The 
resultant 	force on the base of the wedge acts at obliquity 
the normal to the wedge base. 	For each failure wedge the 
resultant lorce on the wall is found from the triangle of 
forces. 	If the results are plotted 	against the angle of 
the wedge base s the resulting graph will be as shown in 
Figure 2.4c. 
The active force on the wall corresponds to the failure 
wedge that gives the largest lateral force on the wall and 
is easily read off the diagram. 
2.3.5.3 	Trial wedge method and Rankines conditions 
When Rankine's conditions prevail the trial wedge method 
can be used to find the active pressure on a vertical plane 
passing through the heel of the wall. 	Figure 2.5a. 
In this case however the direction of the resultant active 
pressure on the vertical plane is not known. 	The vertical 
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earth pressures. 	It does not represent a failure surface 
and it would therefore be incorrect to assume that the resultant 
pressure acted at an obliquity 0 t the normal to the surface. 
When the backfill surface is plane the direction of the 
earth pressure will be parallel to the ground surface as in 
accordance with Rankine's theory. 	However under irregular 
backfill conditions there is no direct way of finding the 
direction of the resultant earth pressure. 
Huntington (9 	suggests that the direction can be found 
by consideration of the pressures exerted on the vertical 
surface by both uphill and downhill wedges. 	Figure 2.5a. 
The pressure exerted on the plane by the uphill wedge must be 
equal in magnitude and opposite in direction to the pressure 
on the plane due to the downhill wedge. 	The obliquity for 
both pressures will be the same but is unknown. 
The true value for the obliquity 6 is found by taking 
various trial values for it and calculating the resulting forces 
on the plane due to uphill and downhill failure wedges. 	The 
results of several trials are plotted as shown in Figure 2.5b (9) 
The true value of ó and the active pressure on the plane is 
given at the intersection of the curves. 
This procedure is very lengthy and when considered against 
the many uncertainties and approximations that surround earth 
pressure calculation is unecessarily detailed. 
An alternative empirical method for estimating the line 
of action of the active pressure is given in the AREA Manual 2 ) 
Here the active pressure is assumed to act parallel to a line 
drawn from the top of the wall to a point on the surface of the 
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backfill located at a horizontal distance of twice the wall 
height from the back of the wall. 	Figure 2.6. 
This method is certainly far quicker than the procedure 
suggested by Huntington. 	However it is solely dependent upon 
the ground surface shape and takes no account of any surface 
loadings on the ground. 	This empirical rule is therefo.e 
rather suspect. 
2.3.5.4 	Bi-planar wall back 
When the wall back is not plane the Trial Wedge method 
can be used to find the active pressure on the various back 
elements. 	Consider for example the wall shown in Figure 2.7a. 
This wall has a back made up of two plane surfaces. 
For such a wall the active pressure must be considered in 
two parts, PAl acting on AB and PAZ acting on BC. 	Both forces 
will act at obliquity ó to the normals to the wail surfaces. 
If the wall moves forward and establi.hed a state of 
active stress in the soil behind it any point on the back of 
the wall will represent the bottom of a potential surface of 
sliding. 	Point B can be taken as such a point and a trial 
wedge analysis carried out from it to find the active force on 
the top part of the wall A.B. 
Having found PAl a trial wedge analysis can then be 
carried out from C to find the resultant active force on the 
lower part of the wall BC. 	The magnitude and direction of 
the force on the upper part of the wall is already known and 
is included in the force polygon as shown in Figure 2.7b. 
The object of the analysis is now to find the failure wedge 
that gives the maximum value for PA2. 
id 	
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The total resultant force on the wall PA will be the 
resultant of forces PAl and PA2. 	However as will be shown 
in chapter 3, section 3.1.3.2 the points of application of 
PAl and PA2 can readily be found and it is then simpler to 
retain the forces in component form from the point of view 
of wall stability analysis. 
2.3.5.5 	Cohesive soils 
The trial wedge method can be readily applied to cohesive 
soils although the force polygon is now slightly more complex. 
Two additional terms are involved. 	There is a cohesive force 
along the base of the failure wedge and an adhesive force between 
the wall and the backfill. 
In addition to these forces consideration should be given 
to the effect of water filling the surface tension cracks. 
2.3.6 Conclusions 
In the initial plan for the program it was proposed to 
make provision for using both Rankine's and Coulomb's equations 
for the calculation of active earth pressure. 	The method 
adopted would depend upon the conditions of each particular 
analysis case. 
When Coulomb's conditions prevail there are various ways 
of dealing with non-standard conditions such as a break in the 
backfill surface, point load on the ground surface. 	These 
methods are described both by Terzaghi (27) and Taylor( 22), 
However despite the amendments for certain non-standard conditior 
these methods are strictly limited in their scope. 	It was 
therefore decided that if the program was to be kept as flexible 
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as possible the TrialVedge analysis method should be used 
for all active pressure analysis. 	For simpler wall and 
backfill shapes a trial wedge analysis may prove unnecessarily 
lengthy however because of the great speed of the computer in 
performing the analysis process there would be very little 
saving in time if the program reverted to an alternative analysis 
procedure for such cases. 	Furthermore it is felt that the 
additional amount of programming to make provision not only for 
alternative analysis methods but also for the checks necessary 
to decide upon the analysis procedure, would add considerably 
to the program length. 	The program is already lengthy without 
this additional burden. 
2.4  METHODS FOR CALCULATING PASSIVE EARTH P;(ESUflE 
2.4.1 	Introduction 
When considering the stability of a retaining wall the 
passive pressure developed in front of the wall will assist in 
preventing the wall from both overturning and sliding forward. 
However as discussed in chapter 3, section 3.3.2 there are 
several factors which may prevent the passive pressures in 
front of the wall from being fully developed. 
Because of the possibility of these disruptive factors 
passive forces are sometimes excluded from stability calculation; 
(15)• 	However where suitable precautions are taken to avoid 
or restrict disruptive agencies it would be both uneconomical 
and unnecessary to neglect passive pressures in the stability 
calculations. 
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The various methods for calculating passive pressures 
are outlined in the next few pages and particular attention 
is given to their usefuliness for retaining wall design. 
From the various methods two are selected for use in the program 
Rankine's Method and Friction Circle Method. 	These are 
described in some detail. 
2.4.2 	Rankines method 
2,4.2.1 	Cohesionless soil 
Rankine considered the lateral earth pressure in a 
semi-infinite mass of cohesionless soil. 	When the soil 
was compressed sufficiently for a passive state of stress to 
develop Rankine showed that the lateral earth pressure on a 
vertical plane within the soil mass at depth h below the 
surface Was 





COS 	- / rCOS o( - COS 0 
o( 	angle of slope of ground surface 
with horizontal 
0 = angle of soil friction 
As with the active pressure case the resultant passive pressure 
is assumed to act parallel to the ground surface. 
Rankines equation can therefore only strictly be applied 
to the calculation of passive pressure for retaining wall design 
when either both p1arsof rupture can develop (Figure 2.8a) or 
when the wall surface is vertical and the angle of wall friction 
is such that the resultant pressure on the wall is parallel to 
the ground surface (Figure 2.8b). 
Rankine inner and 
outer failure planes 
V 
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However these conditions will rarely be met in practice. 
The wall sections shown in Figure 2.9 are far more likely. 
For such sections Rankine's equation can be used to find 
the passive pressure on a vertical plane through the toe of the 
wall. 	An approximation to the resultant passive pressure on 
the wall can then be obtained by combining the Rankine passive 
pressure with the weight of soil between the vertical plane and 
the front of the wall. 
This method will of course only provide an approximate 
value for the passive pressure however as it is general only 
to utilize a percentage of the calculated passive pressure in 
stability calculations it should prove satisfactory. 
2.4.2.2 	Cohesive soil 
Rankine did not consider cohesive soils, however his 
principles can be applied when the ground surface is horizontal. 
For such a deposit the passive pressure at depth h is 
Pp = '. h 	Kp + 2c. iip- 
KP1 + sin  - 
I - sinØ 
c = soil cohesion 
This pE.ssive pressurc on a wall can he estimated in exactly 
the same manner as described in section 2.4.2.1, although as 
already stated the Rankine equation is only applicable to a 
horizontal ground surface. 
f 
F16. 2.9. : APPROXfMATD1S FOR RANKINES 
CALCULAUO 11 	OF PASSIVE PRESSURE 
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2.4.3 • 	Coulombs method 
Coulomb did not consider passive pressure however an 
equation for the passive case was developed using his basic 
assumptions. 
This methodas for the active case,assumes that the 
inner surface of rupture is the face of the wall. 	The passive 
pressure is assumed to have an obliquity cS to the normal 
to the wall where 6 is the angle of wall friction. 	Figure 21' 
For this case a formula for passive pressure was 
developed!- t 
PP p = -. h 	Kp 
where Kp =  
cos2c . cos (cu - c ) 11 	
Jii( 0 + 6) sin (0 -a 
 
and co = angle of wall face with horizontal 
o( = angle of slope of ground surface with horizontal 
This equation is based on the assumption of a plane 
failure surface. 	However in practice the true shape of the 
slip surface is curved as in Figure 2.10. 	The assumption 
of a plane surface is only justifiable for small angles of 
ground slope and wall surfaces that are vertical or very 
nearly vertical. 	When these conditions are not met the 
assumption of a plane failure surface will give considerable 
error, and an alternative method that takes account of the shape 




FIG. 2i0 	COULOMBS CALCULATION OF PASSIVE EARTH PRESSURE 
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An equation can also be developed to cater for cohesive 
soils however this is only possible if the ground surface is 
horizontal and the wall face is vertical and can be regarded 
as non-adhesive and frictionless. 	In such a case the equation 
is 




1 - sinØ 
This is the same equation as was obtained by Bell 3 	in 
modifying Rankine's equation to deal with cohesive soils. 
However the assumption of a non-adhesive, frictionless 
wall face will be hard to meet in practice and this equation 
has therefore little practical use. 
2.4.4 	Trial wedge method 
The principles for the calculation of passive pressures 
are essentially the same as for calculating the active pressure 
except that now it is the minimum lateral earth pressure that 
is sought. 
This method does however suffer from the same problems 
as the Coulomb equation, namely the assumption of a plane 
surface of sliding. 	Complete reliability will only be assured 
when conditions are such that the resultant force on the wall 
is parallel to the ground surface i.e. the same conditions as 
required for using Rankine equation for passive pressure. 
Departure from such conditions will result in error 
the magnitude of which will be determined by the degree 
to which the conditions are unsatisfied. 	These conditions 
severely restrict the scope of the method. 
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2.4,5 	Friction Circle Method 
2.4.5.1 	General 
Lhen conditions required to use Coulomb's method 
cannot be met either the Friction Circle Method or the 
Logarithmic Spiral Method can be used to take account of 
the non-planar shape of the failure surface. 	The Friction 
Circle Method will be used in the program and will therefore 
be considered in some detail. 
The Friction Circle Method assumes a failure surface 
that comprises two parts: a curved portion which is part 
of the arc of a circle and a plane portion which is tangential 
to the arc 	Figure 2.11. 
The soil wedge BCD is in a Rankine state of passive 
stress, and the plane part of the failure surface makes an 
angle 49 with the vertical where 
e = 	( 90 +0) - 	( 	+ o) 
siflo( 
and sin 6= 
1n 0 
The surface CD defines the outer limit of the Rankine 
passive zone and makes an angle , with the vertical where 
,={90+0} +{+o} 
For various positions of the point C on the line, 
a circular arc is drawn with centre lying on CC' and passing 
through points C and A. 	The plane part of the failure surface 
CD is drawn tangential to the curved portion. 
The Friction Circle Method is then used to analyse the 
stability of the failure wedge and to find the resultant earth 
Rf 
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pressure on the wall. 
This procedure is repeated for several different 
positions of point C and the resultant earth pressure on 
the wall calculated. 	The smallest value of the resultant 
farce found from such an analysis is taken as the resultant 
passive force on the wall. 
2,4.5.2 	Analysis procedure 
The analysis procedure for the Friction Circle Method 
is described in most books on soil mechanics. 	However a 
brief outline will be given here as this may clarify the 
procedure adopted in subroutine FRICLF, tie subroutine for 
calculating passive pressure by the Friction Circle Method. 
(1) Cohesionless soil without surchargd: 
As has already been mentioned the wedge DBC is in 
a Rankine passive state of stress. 	The resultant 
passive pressure on CV, FD1 can theref're be found 
using Rankines equation 
PD1 	'. hcv2 	Kp . cos o 
2 	 2 
-° 	
c, cos - cos K= 	0 2 
COS o( 	- J cos oc - 	cosØ 
where o = angle of inclination of ground surface 
with horizontal 
= angle of friction of soil 
hCV = vertical height CV 
The equilibrium of the 'wedge' ABVC can now be considered. 
The forces acting on this wedge are shown in Figure 2.11a. 
Of these the unknowns are the magnitude of PP, and the magnitude 
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line of action and point of application of RF 
However the direction and point of action of RF can be found 
because the friction circle technique is based on the assumption 
that the resultant force on the circular part.of the failure 
surface is tangential to a circle, with the same centre as 
the circular slip surface, and with a radius of R1.sino 
where Ri is the radius of the slip surface. 
Given this fact and the fact that for wedge equilibrium 
RF must pass through the intersection point L2. 
on Figure 2,11 
the direction, and point of application of RF can be found. 
The polygon of forces can now be drawn Figure 211h. 
The directions of PD1 is parallel to the ground surface. 
The soil is assumed to slide up along the face of the wall and 
PP1 therefore acts at obliquity d to the normal to this 
surface. 	From the diagram the magnitude of PP1 can readily 
be obtained. 	The distribution of passive pressure over' the wal 
will increase linearly with depth and the resultant passive 
pressure will act one third of the way up the wall. 
It is worth noting here that the friction circle technique 
is not exact. 	Taylor 
23)  has shown that the resultant on the 
wedge base is tangential to a circle with a radius slightly 
greater than RC. 	However the assumption of a radius of RC 
means that the angle that RF is assumed to make with the 
horizontal is in fact larger than the true value. 	This means 
that the value calculated for PP is in fact smaller than the 
true value. 	However since passive pressures assist wall 
stability any error is on the safe side. 
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(ii) Cohesionless soil with surch 
When there is a uniformly distributed surcharge 
on the ground surface it is necessary to carry 
out a two part analysis process. 
Initially the presence of the surcharge is 
ignored and the force on the wall due to the soil 
PP1 calculated as in (1) (Figures 2.12a and 2.12b). 
This force acts at obliquity d' to the normal to 
the wall and at 1/3h from the base of the wall. 
The calculation of the passive pressure is 
completed by ignoring the unit weight of the soil 
and calculating the passive pressure that can be 
mobili.ed due to the surcharge (Figures 2.13a and 
2.13b). 
The passive pressure due to the surcharge is 
distributed uniformly over the face of the wall 
and the resultant pressure PP2 acts half way up 
the wall. 
Cohesive soil and surcharge: 
Again a two part analysis procedure is necessary. 
Initially the unit weight of the soil is assumed 
to be zero and the passive pressure that can be 
developed as a result of soil cohesion and surcharge 
loading is calculated (Figure 2.14a). 
The resultant passive pressure on CV can only be 
found by Rankinets equation if the ground surface 
in front of the wall is horizontal. 	In such a case 
Fl 
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PD1 = q. Kp. h 	+ 2c. h AV AV 
Kp 
- 	 7- 
The magnitude of the cohesive force acting along 
the curved part of the failure surface CA is 
simply cohesion x arc lengtii. 	However to permit 
this force to be considered in the polygon of 
forces it will have to be replaced by an equivalent 
resultant. 
If the arc AC is considered as a series of elements 
of length 65 the cohesive force along any elcment 
is cx 95 • 	This force can be resolved into 
components parallel and normal to the chord AC 
The sum of these components parallel to AC is 
cohesion x chord AC while the sum of components 
normal to AC is zero. 	The point of application 
of the resultant force can be found by taking 
moments about the circle centre. 	The distance 
of the cohesive resultant from the circle centre 
will then be given by 1, where 
1 = RI * arc AC/chord AC 
The adhesive force on the face of the wall 
is given simply by the wall length times the 
soil-wall adhesion. 
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The resultant passive pressure on the wall PP1 can 
be found from the polygon of forces shown in 
Figure 2.14b. 
Having established the passive pressure due to surcharge 
and cohesion with the unit weight of the soil set 
to zero these terms are now ignored, the soil given 
it's true unit weight and the passive force on the wall 
due to the soil calculated. 	This is exactly the same 
procedure as already described and is summarized in 
Figures 2.15a and 2.15b. 	The resultant passive force 
on the wall is given by summing forces PP1 and PP2. 
2.4.6 Conclusions 
From the four methods described the Rankine and Friction 
Circle Methods have been selected for use in the program. 	The 
Trial ',iedge Method and Coulomb's Method were considered 
unsatisfactory.because of the very limited conditions under 
which the assumption of a plane surface of failure is justifiable 
For the calculation of passive pressure the Friction Circle 
Method is used when the wall front is plane between the toe and 
front ground level. 	For all other cases Rankines Method is 
used to calculate the resultant passive pressure on a vertical 
plane passing through the toe and the resultant force on the 
wall found by combining this force with the weight of soil 
between the vertical plane and the face of the wall. 
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cHAr'rFR 3 
STABILITY ANALYSIS OF RT2,IN1NG .ALLS 
3.1 	INTRODUCTION 
The design of an earth retaining wall can be considered 
as essentially a two part process. 	Initially the overall 
dimensions of the wall have to be selected so that the wall, 
when considered as a whole, is stable. 
Once these dimensions have been fixed the secondary 
stage of the design process involves the actual structural 
design of the various wall units i.e. for a cantilever wall 
the heel, stem, toe and key. 	In this program we are 
concerned solely with the primary design stage. 
When considering the overall stability of the wall 
it is necessary to examine the stability of the wall against 
failure by sliding forward, overturning and bearing failure. 
In this chapter each of these failure modes will be considered 
and the procedure for estimating the stability of the wall 
against them described. 
Before the wall stability can be examined the forces 
acting upon the wall will be discussed. 
3.2 FORCES ACTING ON 'JEt WAIL 
3.2.1 Introduction 
Before considering the question of wall stability a 
brief resume of the forces acting on the wall is given. 
For the stability calculations it will be necessary to know 
not only the magnitude of these forces but also their points 
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of application. 	While this is a fairly straightforward 
matter for most forces the resultant active earth pressure 
can prove troublesome. 
The main forces acting on a retaining wall are shown 
in Figure 3.1 
3.2.2 	Wall weir 
The self weight of the wall is the main stabilizing 
force in a gravity wall. 	Cantilever walls rely not only 
on their self-weight for stability but also on the weight 
of soil above the heel of the wall. 	The wall weight acts 
vertically downwads and through the centre of gravity of 
the wall. 
3.2.3 	Active earth pressure 
3.2.3.1 General 
The trial wedge method is to be used in the program 
to calculate active earth pressures. 	This method as 
discussed in chapter 2 (section 2.3.5) offers the considerable 
advantage of being able to cater for irregular backfill surfaces 
with any manner of surface loading. 	However while it will 
calculate the magnitude of the earth pressure the oint of 
application may not be known. 
3,2.3.2 	Point of application of active earth force 
When the ground surface is plane 	the distribution of 
the earth pressure across the wall back will be known 
(Figure 3.2a) and the point of application of the resultant 
force can be calculated. 	However where the ground surface 
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is irregular or contains some form of irregular loading the 
pressure distribution over the wall back will not be known. 
This problem can be resolved by considering the wall back 
in a series of elements. 	If a state of plastic equilibrium 
has been established behind the wall any point on the wall 
back will represent the bottom of a potential surface of sliding. 
Therefore if the wall back is divided up into a series of 
elements (Figure 3.2b) the trial wedge method can be used to 
calculate the force acting on each wall section. 	The results 
of such an analysis can be plotted as shown in Figure 3.3a. 
Once the lateral force variation down the wall back is known 
the mean lateral pressure over each back element can be 
calculated using the relationship 
= 	PA(N) - PA(N-1) X sin 0) 
d  
where 	PA(t.j)= force on wall down to clement N 
PA(N-1)= force on wall down to element N - 1 
60 	= angle of wall back with horizontal 
dh = height of each wall element 
Using this equation the earth pressure distribution over 
the wall back can be established from the values for the total 
earth force acting at various points down the wall. 	Once 
the pressure distribution has been established the point of 
application of the resultant earth force can be found because 
the resultant force will pass through the centre of gravity 
of the pressure distribution diagram. 	Figure 3.3b. 
- i 9 
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3.2.3.3 	Gravity walls 
The procedure for the calculation of active pressure 
on the wall will depend upon the shape of the wall back. 
Three types of wall back will he considered for analysis 
(Figure 3.4) 
(1) Plane wall back: 
the wall back is considered in six parts 
for the point of view finding the point 
of application of the resultant earth force. 
(ii) 	anar wall back: 
each part of the wall back is cTnsidered 
in three parts to establish point of 
application of the resultant force. 
(ii') Bi-1anar wall back with heel: 
this is treated as described in (ii) with 
the heel portion considered as a single 
element on its own. 	The heel represents 
only a small part of the wall back and 
the pressure distribution over it iv not 
considered. 	The earth force on the heel 




The analysis of the active pressure over the back of a 
cantilever wall is essentially similar to that used for a 
gravity wall once the surface upon which the pressures are 
to be calculated has been established. 	There are two methods 
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(i) 	j T11panalsis: 
The analysis of cantilever retaining walls 
is generally accomplishcd by considering 
active earth pressures on a vertical plane 
through the heel of the wall. 	(Figure 3.1a). 
The point of application of the resultant force 
is found by carrying out a trial wedge analysis 
at several different levels down the vertical 
plane and thus establishing the pressure 
distribution over the surface. 
A method for estimating the direction of the 
resultant pressure has already been described 
(chapter 2, section 2.3.5.3). 
Included wedge analysis: 
Model tests by Jenkin ' 	showed that the 
true pressures measured on a retaining wall 
differed considerably from the pressures 
calculated by the method described above. 
Jenkin observed that an inner rupture 
surface formed between the top of the heel 
of the wall and the wall back. 	Sliding 
occurred along this surface with the wedge 
of soil between it and the wall back acting 
as if part of the wall and moving forward 
with the wall. 	Jenkin however gives no 
details of the position of this surface and 
apparently made no attempt to develop a 
method for the accurate calculation of earth 
pressures on such walls. 
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(27) 
Terzaghi suggests that as a first approximation 
the failure surface can be taken as making an angle with the 
heel projection corresponding to the Rankine outer plane of 
rupture i.e. We = {45 + 0/21 + { é - oc} (Figure 	3.1c) 
where 0 = angle of soil friction,a,= slope of backfill surface, 
and sine = sin OC /sin 0 • 	This approximation can of course 
only be used when the backfill surface is plane. 	However 
a more accurate solution can be obtained if several different 
shapes of included wedge surface are analysed i.e. API, AP2 etc 
in Figure 3.5. 	The true failure surface will then be the 
one which gives the maximum lateral pressure on the back of 
the wall. 
If thc' angle the included wedge makes with the horizontal, 
We, falls below the angle of soil friction 0 the assumpt.on 
that sliding occurs along the included wedge surface is not 
justifiable. 
For included wedge angles less than 0 the frictional 
resistance along the assumed surface of sliding will be 
greater than the force tending to cause sliding. 	For this 
reason a lower limiting value of 0 is enforced for the angle 
the included soil wedge makes with the horizontal. 	Figure 3.5 
3.2.4 	Passive earth pressure 
As discussed in chapter 2 two methods are used in the 
program to calculate the passive earth pressure on the wall, 
Rankines Method and the Friction Circle Method. 	When the 
Rankine Method is used to calculate the passive pressure on 
a vertical plane through the toe, the pressure distribution 
over this plane is triangular and the resultant acts one 
u d e d 
FIG. 35:  INCLUDED WEDGE SURFACES 
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third of the way up the plane and parallel to the ground 
surface. 	iVhen there is a surcharge present the pressure 
distribution will betrapezoidal and the resultant will act 
through the centre of gravity of the pressure diagram 	The 
resultant force over the wall can be found by combining the 
passive force with the weight of soil above the toe. 	However 
from the point of view of stability calculations it is simpler 
to keep the two forces in component form. 
When the Friction Circle Method is used the resultant 
pressure will be given directly against the wall face. 
(Figure 3.1a). 	The pressure distribution will be triangular, 
or if there is a surcharge present trapezoidal. 	The resultant 
passive pressure will act through the centre of gravity of 
the pressure diagram and at obliquity J to the normal to 
the face of the wall. 
3.2.5 	Water pressres 
When there is a standing water level behind the retaining 
wall the water pressure on the wall will have to be established 
and included in the stability calculations. 
For gravity walls the pressure distribution over the 
wall back will be as shown in Figure 3.6a. 	The water pressure 
increases linearly with depth and acts normally to the wall 
surface. 	The resultant force acts through the centre of 
gravity of the pressure diagram. 
For cantilever walls the water pressures will act on 
three faces of the wall as illustrated in Figure 3.6b. 
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FIG. 3.6a.: WATER PRESSUREU 	GRAVITY WALL 
FIG. 3.6b. : WATER PRESSURE Oil CANTILEVER 	V/ A L L 
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3.2.6 	Resultant force on base 
The earth pressure is assumed to vary linearly over 
the base of the wall, and the resultant pressure on the base 
will act through the centre ofgravity of the pressure diagram. 
The shape of the pressure diagram is dependent on the 
point of application of the resultant and is discussed in 
section 3.5.2. 
3.3  FACTOR OF SAFETY AGAINST OVERTURNING FAILURE 
3.3.1 	Definition 
The factor of safety of the wall against overturning 
can be defined as 
FSTIP 	= 	
resistance of wall to overturning 
tendency of wall to overturn 
The stability of the wall is generally assessed by 
taking moments about the toe, in which case 
FSTIP 	stabilizing moment overturning moment 
This definition is however open to several interpretations 
because it does not specify which forces on the wall are 
overturning forces and which are stabilizing. 
Consider the wall shown in Figure 3.7. 	Using the 
definition oi factor of safety given above and neglecting 
passive pressure 
FSTIP = Ww x w 
PA X 
This equation for the factor of safety has the drawback that 
if the line of the active force intersects the base of the 
wall, the lever arm, 	, becomes negative and will give a 






HG. 31: FORCES AND LEVERARMS FOR FACTOR OF 
SAFETY AGAINST OVERTURNING 
R Rn 
FIG. 3:  FORCES FOR CALCULATION OF FACTOR OF 
SAFETY AGAINST SLIDING 
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of safety would tend to suggest instability which is of course 
not the case at all. 	If the point of application of the 
active force on the back of the wall is known it would be 
easier to consider PA in horizontal and vertical components 
when taking moments. 	This will avoid the necessity of 
calculating f. . 	When considered in component form, however, 
the resultant active pressure can be included in the stability 
equation in two ways:- 
FSTIP 	 Wwx w + PV 	 Equation 1 
PH K 
FSTIP 	 Wwx tw 	 Equation 2 
PHXJ - Pvx x 
Of these two equations the first will always be positive. 
For a wall with a back inclined at a considerable angle to 
the vertical the denominator in the second equation may become 
negative giving a negative factor of safety. 	This of course 
does not mean that the wall is unstable in this particular 
case, however it may lead to confusion. 	The first equation 
is more consistent and more widely used, and will therefore 
be adopted for use in the program. 
3.3.2 	Alternative method for assessing stability 
against over turn 
The equations for calculating the factor of safety given 
above are all developed for the assumption that overturning 
occurs about the toe of the wall. 	While the toe is a 
possible position for the centre of rotation it is only one 
of an infinite number of possible centres. 	Because the positio: 
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of the true centre of rotation is indeterminable certain 
15) 
authors (6, 
	prefer to neglect the calculation of the 
factor of safety against overturning and consider an 
alternative restraint which will ensure stability against 
overturning. 
The restraint used is that the resultant force on the 
base of the wall should fall within the middle third of the 
base. 	In other words the eccentricity of the resultant 
from the centre of the base should lie within the limits 
- (base)/6.O. 
When the resultant lies outside the middle third the 
large eccentricity will cause a marked no-uniformity in the 
pressure distribution beneath the base. 	When the wall rests 
upon a very compressible soil the non-uniform pressure 
distribution will cause differential settlement beneath the wall 
causing the wall to tilt forwards. 	Any forward tilting will 
cause a shift in the centre of gravity of the wall which in 
turn will lead to further increase in the pressure beneath 
the toe. 	This process may well lead to the eventual 
overturning of the wall. 
The checking of overturning stability in this manner 
is closely tied up with the problem of bearing pressures 
and further consideration will be given to it in the section 
on bearing failure (section 3.5). 
3.3.3 Design value for factor of safety 
Generally, provided the resultant force lies within 
the middle third of the wall, the wall will be stable 
(6 15 22, 30 
against overturning ' ' 	. 	However where the 
factor of safety against overturning about the toe is 
considered the wall should be designed so that a value of 





that a minimum value of 2.0 should be used for cohesive 
soils. 
3,4 	FACTOR OF SAFETY AGAINST SLIDING FAILURE 
3.4.1 Definition 
The factor of safety of a wall against sliding 
failure can be defined as 
Factor of safety against sliding 	
_!ae5resLstinp 	 -Y 
forces causing sliding 
611 
For the wall shown in Figure 3.8 the factor of safety, 
FSLID would be given by the equation 
FSLID = 	RN. Larçz + Pp 
PA. Girt (ANc1PA) 
The calculations of this factor of safety is far less 
controversial than the factor of safety against overturning. 
Although as will now be discussed the inclusion of passive 
pressure in the stability calculations is a matter of some 
debate. 
3.4.2 Passive pressure ccntribution to stabilit1 
The development of passive pressure in front of the 
wall can assist considerably in maintaining stability of the 
wall against sliding failure. 
However there are several factors that may prevent 
passive resistance from being fully developed. 	These are:- 
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material may be excavated from in front 
of the wall in connection with future works 
rainwater may cause soil -above toe to be 
washed away 
root holes in the soil may make it very 
compressible and mean that the forward 
movement necessary for the full development 
of passive pressure is prohibitive 
freezing and thawing processes during 
winter may considerably soften the soil 
above the toe 
Because of the effects of these factors passive pressure 
is sometimes neglected in stability calculations. 	However 
passive pressure forces can assist considerably in the 
maintaining of stability against sliding failure, and whre 
measures are taken to avoid disruption by the above agencies 
passive pressure should be included in stability calculations. 
The designer should consider the conditions affecting 
or likely to affect each particular design and use these as 
a basis to decide what proportion of the passive pressure 
should be used in stability calculations. 
3.4.3 	Lnale of base friction 
Retaining walls are generally concrete and are cast 
in-situ. 	Accordingly the base soil interface will be very 
rough. 	Sliding will not be possible along the interface 
because of the rougness but will occur through the soil 
immediately adjacent to the base. 
The angle of friction that should be used when 
calculating frictional resistance along the base is 
therefore the angle of soil friction. 
It will be found that it is often difficult to obtain 
the desired factor of safety when the foundation soil is 
clay because of the small angle of soil friction,especially 
when the soil is saturated. 	Under such circumstances 
cohesion beneath the wall may not provide sufficient resistance 
to sliding and the provision of a wall key should be considered. 
3.4.4 	Provision of akey to assist sliding stability  
It will gerrally be found that for a sandy soil a 
wall which has been designed to be safe against overturning 
and bearing failure will also prove stable against sliding 
failure. 	However, as already stated, with clay soils th.s 
may not be the case. 
Where additional sliding resistance is required this 
can be provided by sloping the base of the wall. 	This has 
the effect of increasing the magnitude of the resultant force 
on the base and at the same time increasing the obliquity 
the resultant makes with the vertical,, 	Both the normal 
and tangential components of the resultant force now 
contribute to the resistance against sliding. 	This does 
however considerably increase the amount of material used 
in the base. 	A more efficient procedure is to provide 
a base key. 
The base key is used to provide an increase in the 
amount of passive pressure that can be developed in front of 
the soil. 	Noweveras shown in Figure 3.9,unless the key 
a. passive pressure fully devp 
b. failure surface forms between toe and key 
FIG. 3.9•:  MODES OF SLIDU6 FAILURE FOR WALL WITH BASE KEY 
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is made reasonably deep a sliding plane may develop between 
the toe and the key. 	In such a case no additional passive 
resistance will be mobilized. 	While this is obviously not 
the desired result it does create an effective sloping base 
to the wall and will therefore give greater sliding stability 
than a wall base without a key. 
Consequently when a base key is provided both failure 
modes shown in Figure 3.9 should be considered and the mode 
that provides less lateral resistance should be used to 
calculate the stability of the wall against sliding failure. 
In Figure 3.9b the key was given an arbitary position 
on the base. 	It will be found in practice however that a 
heel key is the easiest to analyse. 
A key at the toe of the wall is not very useful. 
It will ensure that the additional passive pressure is 
stabilized however it has the undesirable effect of changing 
the position of the effective toe of the wall. 	This will 
adversely affect the factor of safety against overturning, 
because of the increase in lever arm for the active forces. 
When the key is positioned between the toe and heel 
of the wall the calculation of sliding stability becomes 
complicated. 	For such a wall shape the consideration of 
stability when a failure plane develops between the toe and 
heel requires that an effective base made up of two planes 
be considered. 	For this case while the resultant force 
will be known its direction of application will not. 
The most convenient place for the key is at the heel 
of the wall. 	Now when considering stability when a failure 
plane develops between the toe and the key, the effective 
wall base can be taken as AB (Figure 3.10) 	and the part 
at the bottom of the key BC neglected. 
Provision will be made in the program to include a 
heel key in the wall design. 
3.4.5 	Design value for factor of safety 
A factor of safety of between 1.50 	2.00 will be 
required when considering sliding stability of the wall. 
Code of Practice No 2 	recommends a value of 1.50 
should be used when passive pressure is neglected but that 
this should be increased to 2.00 where passive pressure forces 
are included. 	This will make allowance -r factors that 
may prevent the passive resistance from being fully stabilized. 
Both Teng (25) and Logeais 
(15)
recommend a minimum factor 
of safety of 1.50. 
Bowles (4 	recommends a value of 1.50 for cohesionles 
soils but suggests that this should be increased to 2.00 for 
cohesive soils because of the possibility of cohesive strength 
and angle of friction being adversely effective by the presence 
of water. 
3.5  FACTOR OF SAFETY AGAINST BEARING FAILURE 
3.5.1 Definition 
The maximum bearing pressure that the soil can withstand 
without failing by shearing or showing excessive settlement 
is the ultimate bearing capacity of the soil. 	The allowable 
bearing capacity of the soil is found by dividing the ultimate 
bearing capacity by an appropriate factor of safety. 
FIG. 3.10. CANTILEVER WALL WITH HER KEY 
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(6) 
Code of Practice No 2 	suggests that a factor of safety 
of 2.0 should be used for cohesioniess soils and 3.0 for 
cohesive soils. 
The factor of safety against bearing failure can be 
defined in terms of the allowable bearing capacity as 
FSBCY = allowable bearing cacitL - 
maximum bearing pressure beneath base 
Provided this factor of safety is greater than 1.0, irrespective 
of the soil type, the wall should be stable against bearing 
and settlement failure. 	This method of defining the factor 
of safety differs from the methods used for the factors of 
safety against overturning and sliding. 	However it has been 
adopted so that irrespective of soil type a constant design 
factor of safety of 1.0 can be used during the design process. 
3.5.2 Pressure distribution beneath wall 
Before the maximum bearing pressure beneath the base 
can be found the pressure distribution beneath the wall must 
be ascertained. 	The pressure distribution over the base will 
be one of three forms depending upon the position of the point 
of intersection of the resultant with the wall base. 	The 
three cases considered are:- 
(i) If the resultant force strikes - the centre 
of the base, the earth pressure is uniformly 
distributed over the base. 	Figure 3.11a. 
This is the most acceptable condition because 




_a. resultant intersects centre of base 
h. resultant Lies within middle third of base 
c. resultant Lies within outer third of base 
FIG. 3.11. : DISTRIBUTION OF NORMAL PRESSURE BENEATH WALL 
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When the resultant force lies within the 
middle third of the base there will be 
a linear distribution of pressure over the 
whole base. 	Figure 3.11h. 	For this case 
the bearing pressure at the extremities 
of the base will be given by 
RN 	 e- 
B I 
When the resultant force falls outside 
the middle third there will be no pressure 
under the heel. 	Figure 3.5c. 	The pressure 
distribution over the base will be triangular 




This case is most undesirable and should only 
be accepted when the wall is to be founded 
on rock. 
3.5.3 	Calculation of allowable bea-ing capacity 
Having established the maximum bearing pressure beneath 
the wall) before the factor of safety can be calculated it is 
necessary to find the allowable bearing pressure. 	The value 
for the allowable bearing pressure will depend upon the depth 
at which the wall is founded, the width of the base and 
whether the soil is cohesive or cohesionless. 
The following ammendments, as recommended in C.P.26 , 
are made to the initial value of the allowable bearing capacity: 
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(i) if the foundation material is cohesionless 
and the base less than 3' 011 , or 1.0 in, 
the allowable bearing capacity is reduced by 
a factor BASE/3.0 ft (BASZ/l.Orn) 
(ii.) if the foundation is cohesionless and the 
wall founded at a depth D below ground 
level the allowable bearing capacity is 
increased by a factor 
* 1.0+ DEPTH - 2.0 	 1.0 for metric unit 
BASE 
(iii) if the foundation soil is cohesive and the 
wall f;unded at depth D below ground level 
the allowable bearing capacity is increased 
by a factor 
l.0+ DEPTH _2.0* 	 *1.0 for metric uni 
4,0* BASE 
Once these factors have been applied to the initial 
value of bearing capacity the value arrived at for the 
allowable bearing capacity is checked against a limiting value 
for the term. Under no circumstances should the amended value 
exceed 1.50 times the initial value for cohesive soils. 
For cohesionless soils this restriction is not put on 
the value of the allowable bearing capacity. 	Instead it is 
left to the designer to assess the conditions likely in the 
field and to fix a value for the maximum bearing capacity. 
This value is input as part of the initial data. 
If the amended value for the allowable bearing capacity is 
found to exceed the maximum permissible value for this term 
(found as described above) the allowable bearing capacity is 
reduced to the maximum permissible value. 
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3.5.4 	Wall settlement and tiltig 
A certain amount of wall tilt is desirable so that the 
soil behind the wall can expand laterally and attain an active 
state of stress. 	However model analyses (Terzaghi 
) Jannson et al (10 ) have shown that the movement required is 
small being of the order of 0,001 - 0.005 times the wall height. 
The base pressures should be such that the differential 
settlement of the wall between toe and heel does not exceed 
that necessary to produce the required tilting. 
Where the wall rests on a saturated sand or gravel 
settlement will be relatively quick because such soils have 
a high permeability. 	However the percentage voids is relatively,  
low for such soils especially if well graded and compression 
settlement will be small. 	For such soils most of the expected 
settlement should be complete by the time the wall construction 
and backfilling process have been finished. 
When the wall rests on a very compressible soil, i.e. 
saturated clay, compression will take place very slowly because 
of the time required to displace the porewater. 	In such cases 
consolidation may continue for several years. 	Where there is 
an uneven distribution of pressure under the base with greater 
pressure at the toe than under the heel the wall will gradually 
tilt forwards. 	This process may eventually lead to the 
overturning of the wall. 
Consequently where the wall rests on a very compressible 
soil it should be designed so that the resultant force lies 
close to the centre of the base. 
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3.6 PROGR2I1CALCULATION AND OUTPUT OF FACTORS OF SAFETY 
The stability of the wall is assessed by calculating 
three factors of safety as described in the preceeding sections. 
The factors of safety are output on the screen along with a 
drawing of the wall cross-section as shown in Figure 4.11. 
In addition to calculatiri2 a factor of safety against 
overturning the position of the resultant force on the base 
of the wall is found and marked with an arrow (Figure 3.14). 
This will provide additional assistance for the designer 
when considering soils which are particularly compressible. 
As will be discussed in chapter 4 (section 4.44.3) 
the amount of the available passive pressure to be used in the 
stability calculation can be controlled by the user. 	This will 
enable the designer to make allowance for any factors that may 
prevent the passive pressure from being fully developed. 
When the included wedge analyses method is used for 
analysing a wall,as discussed in section 3.2.3.4,several possible 
included wedge shapes are considered. 	For each failure shape 
the resulting forces on the wall are calculated and the wall 
stability analysed. 
The final factors of safety for the wall are then taken 
as the lowest values for each factor of safety found during the 
analysis of the various shapes of included wedge. 	The final 
factors of safety therefore do not all necessarily refer to 
the same failure shape, however they will represent the critical 
cases for each mode of failure. 
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CHAFTR 4 
THE APPLICATION OF COMIUThRS 
TO RETAINING ;ALL DESIGN. 
4.1 	INTRODUCTION 
Computers have proved successful in many fields not 
because they can perform tremendous feats of high powered 
calculation but because they can perform simple operations 
very quickly. 
Computers ar especially useful for design calculations 
where any form of iterative process is used and where it is 
necessary to work through a specified set of calculations 
many times varying perhaps only one piece of data at a time. 
The calculation of active pressure by the Trial 'Sedge 
method and passive pressure by the Logarithmic Spiral Method 
are operations of this nature and are therefore ideally 
suited to computer programming. 	The calculations involved 
in the finding of earth pressures on the wall are not difficult 
however they are fairly lengthy. For anything but 	the 
simplest case the calculations are tedious. 	If conditions 
are complex, for example for a wall with broken back and an 
irregular ground surface, the work involved would be quite 
prohibitive. 
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Consequently without computer assistance the designer 
is severly limited in both the type and number of designs 
he can consider. 	The wall shape must be selected preferably 
to permit use of a Rankine or Coulomb equation for calculating 
earth pressures or failing this a shape that can be analysed 
without too much complication by the Trial Wedge Method or 
one of its graphical substitutes. 	Such a design is obviously 
limited in scope and the resulting wall section will not 
necessarily be very economical. 
A computer program which offers a versatile analysis 
process can relieve the designer of the restrictions which 
surround manual analysis and allow him to try more adventurous 
wall shapes which will, hopefully, provide a more economical 
design. 
4,2 COMPUTER SYSTEMS 
4.2.1 General 
Before giving a description of the system on which the 
program is to be run a short note will be given on computer 
systems in general. 
Three basic computer systems can be identified:- 
(i) Batch system: 
The user sends his program and data to the 
computer. 	Here the jobs to be run are 
queued-up and fed into the machine in batches. 
The results are returned to the user upon 
completion of the job. 
(0- 
Such a system will naturally have an 
inherent delay between the dispatch of 
the job and the return of the results. 
Where a large amount of data has to be 
processed and where the results will 
require fairly lengthy analysis, for 
example frame analysis programs, such 
a system may be quite acceptable. 
However where the design process is 
fairly rapid, and where alterations 
will be necessary in the light of 
previous results, such a system will 
be both inefficient and frustrating. 
Dedicated system: 
There are obvious advantages in having 
direct access to your own machine, 
however this may prove a costly business. 
Where a machine is required for a specific 
purpose and the size of program to he run 
is small the purchase or lease of a mini-
computer may prove an ideal solution. 
However where large programs are to be run 
the cost of purchasing, or even leasing, 
a suitable machine will generally prove 
quite prohibitive. 
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(iii) Timesharing system: 
A timesharing system can offer just about 
all the benefits of a dedicated system 
but at a fraction of the cost. 	Under such 
a system a number of users have access to 
the machine at the same time. 	The machine 
time is divided up into time slices and 
each user in turn given his share of machine 
time. 	Under such a system the machine time 
is shared but because the time slices are 
very short and the machine operates very 
quickly it appears to the user that he has 
a dedicated system. 
This is the system under which many computer 
bureaus work and individual users of the 
system can operate from remote terminals 
linked to the machine via G.P.O. lines. 
4.2.2 	C.A.D. computer sytem_iburgh University  
4.2.2.1 	Introduction 
A diagramatical representation of the computer system 
in the Computer Aided Design Project at Edinburgh University 
is given in Figure 4.1. 	The retaining wall design program 
is written to be run on this system via a Tektronix 4010-1 
display terminal and uses the Sturgeon graphics package 
developed by Spring (22) of the Architectural Research Unit 
at Edinburgh University. 
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4.2.2.2 	Central processinR unit(17p 18) 
The central processing unit is the central unit for 
the system, and governs all peripheral I/O equipment. 
The CPU is also responsible for sequencing the program and 
for performing all arithmetic, logical and data handling 
operations. 	The processor is connected to the memory unit 
by a memory bus and to the peripheral equiprient by an I/O bus. 
The disks, although controlled by the central processor over 
an I/O bus, have direct access to memory over a second bus. 
4.2.2.3 	Ba E1ci1stora.e 
(1) Disks: 
The disks are the largest random access 
storage devices in the system and provide 
the fastest storage outside the core. 
The disk packs are used for both permanent 
and temporary storage. 	Each system user 
is allocated a certain amount of disk space 
for the storage of his programs and data 
files. 	This can be regarded as permanent 
storage. 
During the running of the timesharing system 
jobs are continually swapped in and out of core 
with the disks being used as temporary back-up 
storage while jobs await return to core. 
Output from programs via slow peripheral 
devices, ouch as lineprinter and paper tape 
punch, is stored temporarily on disk while 
awaiting access to the peripheral devices. 
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(ii) YlaEnetic tape 
Magnetic tapes can be used as back-up 
storage for memory however because of 
the length of time required to access 
data on tapes they are only really 
suitable for storing data that need not 
be available to the system continuously. 
In the CAD system the magnetic tapes are 
used to keep back-up copies of material 
stored on the disks and can be used to 
retrieve files that are lost from the 
disk due to accidental deletion or in 
the event of a system failure. 
4.2.2.4 	Primary Injit/OUtUt devices.  
Paj2er tape reader and pa er tap2 
The paper tape punch produces 8-channel 
fan-fold tape at a speed of 50 lines/sec. 
The output can be in either alphanumeric 
or binary mode. 
The paper tape reader will read-in 
8-channel paper tape photoelectrically 
at a speed of 300 lines/sec. 
Lineprinter: 
The lineprinter is the fastest device 
for text output and produces hardcopy at 
the rate of 600 lines/minute with a 
maximum of 132 characters per line. 
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The standard lineprinter paper has 
11 inch pages each comprising 66 lines. 
With a spacing of 3 lines at the top 
and bottom of each sheet 60 lines of 
output are available per page. 
4.2.2.5 	Communication devices 
User communication with the system is generally via 
teletype. 	Six teletypes are available in the machine room 
and these are connected directly to the PDP-10. 
There are however several remote terminals one of which 
is located in the Civil engineering Department. 	Three 
devices comprise the remote terminal- 
(1) Modem: 
The remote terminal ic linked to the 
PDP-10 via a G.P.O. line. 	To use the 
phone line as a link to the computer the 
output from both the computer and the 
terminal must be converted into a signal 
suitable for transfer via phone line. 
A modem (modulator-demodulator) is 
required therefore at both ends of the 
line, one to convert the output into a 
suitable signal and the other to reconvert 
the signal into a form suitable for input 
to computer and terminal. 
(ii) Tektronix 40101 disnlay terminal: (24) 
The display terminal comprises simply a 
keyboard and display screen. 	The screen 
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is a cathode ray tube with a special 
phosphor coating on the inside. 	', /hen a 
picture is transmitted to the screen a 
permanent charge distribution is set up 
on the screen by an electron beam. 	This 
picture will remain on the screen and can 
only be removed by flooding the whole 
screen with electrons. 	This is an 
important feature of this type of storage 
tube display. 	While it is possible to 
add to an existing display it is not 
possible to selectively delete parts of 
the display. 	If any part of the picture 
has to be removed or altered the whole 
screen must be erased and the picture 
redrawn from scratch. 	(c.f. refreshed 
display where the picture is redrawn 
many times per second and selective 
deletion is possible). 
The screen has a working area of 7k" x 
and when in alphanumeric rode can display 
35 lines of information with a maximum of 
72 characters per line. 
In graphics mode the screen can be considered 
as being made up of a grid of addressable points 
1024 x 780. 	Any point on the screen can be 
identified by means of a graphicscurSor which 
is made up of two cross-hairs one horizontal 
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the other vertical. 	When displayed 
the cursor can be moved about by using 
two thurnbwhcels provided on the terminal 
keyboard. 
(iii) Tektronix 4610-1_ Hard opUnit 25  
The considerable advantages of a display 
terminal over a conventional teletype 
terminal (section 4.2.3.2) would be 
considerably reduced if it was not 
possible to obtain a hard copy of the 
display. 	The 4610-1 Hard Copy Unit 
produces a copy of the display on 
paper 8111 x iF' and is activated by 
depressing the MAKE COPY switch on 
the control panel of the display 
terminal. 
One hard copy unit can be used to serve 
up to four display terminals. 
4.2.3 	Interaction graphics 
4.2.3.1 Interaction grammin 
The program developed for tetaining wall design can 
be regarded as an interactive graphics program. 	The term 
interactive means simply that the user has the ability to 
communicate with the program during its running. 
The advantages offered by such a system over a batch 
system program are considerable. 	The user can now take 
command of the design process and direct the search for a 
suitable wall shape. 
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From the results of the initial analysis the designers 
using his experience and judgement,can make changes to the 
wall shape and then call for immediate analysis of the 
amended section. 	By repeating this process it should be 
possible to mould the original wall shape into a final design. 
Such a design procedure is considerably faster than 
the equivalent )-)rocedure that would he necessary under a 
batch system, where there would he a delay of as much as a 
day between the dispatch of the program and the return of 
results for each trial design. 
Interactive programming therefore transforms the design 
from a lengthy disjointed procedure into a short continuous 
process. 
In addition to speeding up the design process interactive 
programming should permit greator efficiency in the design 
process. 	Under a batch system the user in an attempt to 
speed-up the design procedure may submit several wall shapes 
for analysis at the one time. 	While it may be possible to 
incorporate some form of selection procedure over which shapes 
are analysed this will at the best be a rather crude affair 
and in no way match the control possible in the interactive 
system. 	The net result is that many sections which would 
be rejected by the user under the interactive system may be 
analysed needlessly under the batch system. 	It is possible 
therefore to obtain a greater efficiency with an interactive 
program. 
4.2.3.2 	Computer graphics 
The advantages offered by an interactive computer 
system for retaining wall design can be further enhanced 
by the introduction of computer graphics facilities. 
The obvious advantage of replacing a conventional 
teletype with a visual display unit is that the user now 
has the facility for outputing drawings in addition to 
alphanumeric information. 	The scope of the graphics will 
of course depend on the software available. 
Another advantage offered by a display terminal is 
the increased speed at which alphanumeric information can 
be output. 	On average the speed of writing is at least 
10 times faster for a storage tube display terminal than 
a conventional teletype terminal. 	This will of course 
be particularly advantageous where a large amount of data 
has to be output as results. 
The visual display unit is also silent - this does 
not directly affect design time or design efficiency 
however it does make the operation less tiresome for the 
user. 
To return to the principal benefit of a display screen, 
namely graphical output, it will be found that i:taining 
wall design is well suited to graphics. 	..hen designing a 
wall an engineer will work from drawings and sketches. 
With a program offering computer graphics the designer can 
still work from drawings and the interactive facilities can 
now assume the form of graphical interaction. 	The designer 
can now communicate with the program directly via a wall 
shape rather than by an abstract set of co-ordinates. 
There is one final point about computer graphics that 
is often overlooked - this concerns the question of obtaining 
a permanent record of material displayed on the screen. 
The considerable advantages offered by a visual display 
described above will be rather diminished if at the end of 
the analysis process the designer has to manually copy the 
results from the screen. 	To obtain full benefit from the 
graphics facilities it must be possible to make a hard copy 
of the display at any time during the running of the program. 
4.3 ASURVEY OF EXISTING RTAINlNG JAIL lPC)GRAJS 
4.3.1 	Introduction 
A brief description will be given of six programs for 
retaining wall design. 	These programs vary considerably 
in their scope however they tend to be rather limited in 
their application. 
Only one program offers user interaction facilities, 
and none of the programs involve computer graphics. 
Most of the programs were written before timesharing 
systems became generally available and are therefore designed 
for batch processing. 
4.3 .2 	,1adsworth 
Wadsworths prograrn 30 is for both the primary and 
secondary design of cantilever retaining walls. 	The program 
is run under a batch system. 
Active earth pressures are calculated by one of three 
methods depending upon the soil properties and backfill profile 
The methods used are Rankine' s, Trial Iedge and quivalent 
Fluid. 	Passive earth pressures are not considered. 
The program will analyse various heights of wall as 
specified by the designer. 	For each wall height the 
program uses an optimising technique to find the most 
suitable base width. 	The optimising technique comprises 
the following stages (Figure 4.2):- 
(i) 	Set initial values: 
Toe width is initially set to 0.5 ft 
and the heel to one tenth of the wall 
height. 
Compute_lID:  
If FSLID falls below design requirement 
increase length of heel until design 
factor of safety achi3ved. 
FSTIP: 
If FSTIP falls below design requirement 
increase length of toe until design 
factor of safety achieved. 
Compute FSBCY: 
Increase toe length until design value 
achieved. 
Re-check value of FSLID: 
If the toe length was increased at stages 
(ii) and (iii) the heel might now be 
unecessarily long. 	If FLID greater 
than design requirement reduce heel 
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Re-check value of FSTIP: 
Increase toe length if necessary. 
Re-check- value of 'F-)B,-Y: 
Increase toe length if necessary. 
Analysis complete 
The program can deal with a hi-linear backfill surface 
provided the part further from the wall back is horizontal. 
No surcharge loads are permitted on the backfill surface. 
4.3.3 	Puroshothaman 
Purushothaman acknowledges that no attempt was made 
to produce a program that would be generlly applicable to 
retaining wall design 9 . 
The program was written to cater specifically for 
the design of cantilever walls supporting horizontal deposits 
	
of cohesionless soil. 	A continuous uniformly distributed 
load can be included. 
Active earth pressures are considered on a vertical 
plane through the heel of the wall and are calculated directly 
by Rankine t s equation. 
No provision is made for calculating passive earth 
pressure in front of the wall. 
4.3.4 Knapton 
Knaptons program 	appears to be one of the few 
programs for the interactive design of retaining walls. 
The program can be used to design both the overall wall 
dimensions of cantilever walls and the structural design 
of the various elements of the wall. 	The interaction 
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provided is on a fairly limited scale and is primarily 
concerned with the structural design part of the program. 
A variety of analysis methods are incorporated in the 
program for both active and passive pressure calculation. 
The method chosen for stability calculations is dependent 
upon the soil properties of the backfill and whether or not 
it is horizontal. 
Active pressures are calculated on a vertical surface 
passing through the heel. 
A flow diagram outlining the primary design stage is 
given in Figure 4.3. 	It will be seen that this incorporates 
a method of finding an optimum arrangement of wail dimensions 
by considering various toe:base ratios. 
One of the additional features available to the designer 
with this program is the provision of a heel key. 	The 
inclusion of a key at the heel of the wall is assumed to 
increase the amount of passive pressure that can be mobilized. 
The method for calculation of the additional passive pressure 
is not given in detail however as is discussed in chapter 3 
care has to be exercised when considering the additional 
resistance that can be developed.by a base key. 
The program has apparently been run via both a conventiona 
teletype and a visual display unit. 	However there does not 
appear to be any form of graphical display or graphical 
interaction included in the program, the display unit being 
used simply as a fast teletype. 
WUISO AYkIIdd SNOIdYNN 	OJ NV89VIO MQ1J :j  JJ 
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4.3.5 	Schimmins and Fischer 
This program is more an exercise in the application 
of optimization techniques and a comparison of their 
efficiencies than an attempt to produce a general retaining 
wall design program. 
The paper by Schirnming and Fischer (21)  discusses in 
some detail the various optimization techniques used 
however it gives no mention of the procedure used for 
calculating active or passive earth pressures. 
An examination of the input data required for the 
program suggests that the program is restricted to the 
analysis of cantilever retaining walls with a cohesionless 
back-fill that has a plane surface. 	The analysis will 
therefore most probably be carried out by using Rankine' s 
equation to find the active pressure on a vertical plane 
through the heel. 
4.3.6 Carsen 
A program for retaining., wall design is mentioned 
as part of a general discussion on the application of 
computers to civil engineering problems 	
. 	Carsen's 
program is for the design of cantilever retaining walls 
and appears to be fairly comprehensive. 	The program can 
cater for any shape of backfill with any form of surface 
loading, and can be used for walls resting either on 
foundation material or piles. 	No details are given of 
the methods used for calculating earth pressures. 
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4.3.7 	Aitkensjrorarn 
A very comprehensive non-interactive program which 
caters for both the primary and secondary design stages 
for cantilever retaining walls 1 )• 	The program can 
cater for an irregular backfill surface with up to four 
surcharge loads. 
Active pressures are calculated on a vertical plane 
through the heel of the wall using the Trial Wedge Method. 
No attempt is made to calculate the position of the 
resultant active pressure on this surface it is simply 
assumed to act one third of the way up the surface. 
Passive pressures in front of the wall arc calculated 
by Rankine's Method. 
The program incorporates an optimization technique 
which will find  the minimum  base width  which will s a t I s i y 
the stability requirements. 	This technique is outlined 
in Figure 4.4. 
The program will consider several different toe widths 
however it is limited to the consideration of only one toe 
depth. 
Provision is made for the inclusion of a base key 
under the heel of the wall. 
4.3.8 Summary 
The programs discussed here cover a wide variety of 
approaches to retaining wall design. 	Only one program 
however offers interactive design (Knapton). 	The scope 
of the designs is dependent largely upon the methods used 
for calculating the active earth pressure. 	'. - 4-here provision 
1 
FIG. 1h. FLOW DIAGRAM FOR AITKENS OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUE 
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has been made for use of the Trial edge Method irregular 
backfill surfaces and loads can be included in the design 
(Knapton, Aitkens, Carsen). 	The trial wedge method is 
also available in Wadsworth's program however here the 
shape of the ground surface is restricted to planar or 
bi-planar surfaces. 	ihen the surface is bi-planar the 
part furthest from the wall must be horizontal. 	This 
restriction is in force presumably so that the point 
of application of the resultant can be readily found by 
(28) 	(23) 
equation (Lerzaghi 	, Taylor 	). 	where the trial 
wedge analysis method is not available (Purushothaman, 
Scumming and Fischer) the backfill surfaces must be plane. 
There appears to be a tendency to neglect passive 
pressure forces in front of the wall. 	Only Knapton and 
Aitkens consider these forces. 
All the programs discussed are for the design of 
cantilever walls: no programs have been found which will 
consider gravity wall design. 	The calculation of the 
active earth pressures for cantilever walls is always 
made by considering the pressures on a vertical plane 
through the heel of the wall. 	Presumably the same 




AN INTERACTI-W-1 GRAPHICS PROGRAM FoR RETAINING ALL D3 I GN -- 
4.4.1 	Introduction 
The designer will have the following data relating 
to design:- 
(1) height of soil to be retained 
ground profile behind wall 
ground profile in front of wall 
standing water level 
soil properties 
From this initial data the designer will want to 
find a suitable wall shape to support the retained soil. 
There are essentially two approaches possible with 
the program. 	The designer can specify a wall shape and 
have it analysed by the program. 	It is unlikely that 
his first choice of section will prove satisfactory on 
all counts and the designer can use the interactive 
facilities to mould this original section into a final 
design which both satisfies the stability requirements 
and is an efficient shape. 	This process can be carried 
out for both gravity and cantilever walls. 	 - 
Alternatively where a cantilever wall is to be used 
the designer can specify certain wall shapes to be analysed 
by stipulating several toe depths and toe:base ratios. 
The program will then work through the sections specified 
and for each one find the width of base necessary to meet 
the stability requirements. 	The results from such an 
analysis can be output in the form of a graph or table. 
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From inspection of the results the designer may be able 
to select a final wall shape. 	However it is more likely 
that this analysis will serve to indicate the approximate 
dimensions for an efficient wall shape and that the designer 
will then want to either re-run the automatic analysis 
process, this time over a much narrower range of wail heights 
and toe:base ratios, or to switch to manual analysis. 
This summarizes the basic design approach possible 
with the program. 	The aim has been to provide a design 
process that has a certain continuity. 	The designer can 
thus change readily from one analysis process to an 
alternative process, one wall shape to another, one set 
of soil properties to another. 	As will be discussed later 
(section 4.4.7) at any time during this process a record 
can be made of the current section and results. 	These can 
then be studied at a later date. 
A simplified flow diagram showing the main parts of 
the program is shown in Figure 4.5. 	A description of 
the overall operation of the program based on this diagram 
is given in the next few sections.. 	This description is 
kept general and is intended primarly to show how the 
program is used for retaining wall design. 	A more detailed 
description which is concerned more with the programming 
aspects of the program is given in chapter 5. 
98 
FIG. 14.5. : SIMPLIFIED FLOW DIAGRAM 	FOR 	PROGRAM 
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4.4.2 	Data inut 
4.4.2.1 	General 
Two forms of data input are available with the program: 
manual input and input via a data file. 	The program will 
output the message:- 
DATA INPUT WILL BE 
	
1 • 	MANUAL 
2. 	VIA DATA FILE 
The user can then use the horizontal cross-hair to 
select the method required. 
4.4.2.2 	Data file input 
Where several runs of the program are likely with 
the same or similar initial data the user would be well 
advised to form a data file containing the initial program 
data. 	The layout for such a file is shown in Figure 4.6. 
Where input is to be by data file the program will 
request the file name. 	This must be no longer than 
five characters, the first of which must be alphabetic. 
The file should have the file name extension of .DAT. 
Data input by data file has ths advantage oi course 
of being very much quicker than manual input. 
4.4.2.3 Manual input 
The alternative form of data input is manual input 
via the keyboard in response to prompts from the program. 
This method is suitable when the data is only made available 
at the time of running the program. 	For example where an 
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With manual input errors in layout of the data file 
are avoided although the input process is considerably 
longer than for input via data file. 
Following manual input the program will automatically 
create a data file from the data if so requested by the 
user. 	Where a data file is required the user will he 
asked to specify a name for the file. 
The user can on completion of the manual input correct 
any errors by using the data check and data change procedures 
described in the next section. 
4.4.3 	Data check 
During program development errors in data several 
times led to unexpected results and many times causedthe 
program to 'hang-up'. 	For this reason it was decided 
that the provision of a data check process would be 
advantageous. 
The data check facility is optional, so a user 
re-running a design with already checked data need not 
waste time. 
The user is informed of the check by the message:- 
'L3 DATA CHECK REQUIRED? 
The user must reply with either Y or N. 
The striking of any other characters will simply cause 
the message to be repeated. 
The data check process is two part. 	First a list 
of the values of the basic data terms is output. 	Figure 4.7. 
If there are any errors in the data then the user should 
type Y (yes) in response to the message output after the 
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FIG. 4.7. ; DATA 	CHECK OUTPUT 
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The data change routine will then be called up 
and a list of basic data terms will be output along with 
the cross-hairs. 	Figure 4.8. 	To change any term in 
the list the user simply aligns the horizontal cross-hair 
with the term to be changed and strikes any teletype key. 
The current value of the term selected will then be output 
and the program will wait for the user to input the new 
value for the term. 
Once the required amendments have been made the 
horizontal cross-hair is positioned on the amendments 
complete line and again any teletype charcter struck. 
4.4.4 	User 	ification of design factors 
4.4.4.1 	Program units 
The program will run for both metric and imperial 
units but must be informed which are to be ued. 
The program outputs the message:- 
SPECIFY UNITS 	METRIC OR IMPERIAL? 
The user should reply with M or I. 
4.4.4.2 Soil above toe 
When considering cantilever walls or gravity walls 
with a toe projection the passive earth pressure is calculated 
on a vertical plane passing through the toe of the wall. 
The earth between this surface and the front of the wall 
can be considered as a stabilizing force. 	However some 
designers do not include passive earth pressure in the 
stability analysis because of possible disruptive influences 
in front of the wall (chapter 3, section 3.4.2.). 
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FIG. 4.1. ; TYPICAL DATA CHANGE OUTPUT 
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The soil weight above the toe is also open to such influences 
and it is therefore left to the designer to decide whether 
or not its effect should be included in stability calculations. 
The program outputs the message:- 
SOIL WEIGHT ABOVE TOE TO BE INCLUDED IN STABILITY? 
The user should reply with Y or N. 
4.44.3 	Percentage op.ssivepressure 
The computer outçuts the message:- 
WHAT % OF PASSIVE PRESSURE CAN BE USED? 
The user should reply with a value between 0 and 100. 
A value outside this range is unacceptable and will cause 
the message to be repeated. 
4.4.4.4 	Water in tension crack 
When considering a cohesive soil behind the wall the 
trial wedge analysis method makes allowance for development 
of a tension crack at the surface of the soil. 	Two tension 
cracks will develop as shown in Figure 4.9. 	Two conditions 
should be considered. 	If there is drainage system down 
the back of the wall no water will collect in any tension 
crack behind the wall back. 	water will, of course lie in 
the crack remote from the wall back and the effect of this 
water should be included in the analysis of forces acting 
on the failure wedge. 
Where no provision for drainage has been made water 
will collect in a tension crack behind the wall back. 
The water pressures in each tension crack will cancel each 
(sx4), SV(4 
FIG. 4.9. DEVELOPMENT OF TENSION CRACKS BEHIND WALL 
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other out when the forces on the failure wedge are considered. 
However the direct effect of the water pressure on the wall 
back should be included in the stability analysis of the 
wall. 
The user should inform the program of which case will 
be relevant in any wall design. 	The program will output 
the message:- 
IS THERE EFFECTIVE DRAINAGE BEHIND WALL BACK? 
The user should reply with Y or N. 
4.4.4.5 	Provision of wall key 
The program will output the message:- 
DO YOU WANT A WALL KEY? 
The user should reply with Y or N. 	rnien a wall key 
is required the program will then ask for the key width 
and depth to be specified. 
4.4.5 	Selection of analysis method 
for cantilever wall design 
Whether or not the original wall shape to be analysed 
is a cantilever type or gravity wall with tn-planar wall 
back the user must specify the analysis method to be used, 
should walls of this shape be encountered.The program will 
output the message:- 
METHOD FOR CANT I LEVER WALL ANALYSIS:- NALY
1. • INCLUDED WEDGE 
2. SIMPLE 
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The user can then use the horizontal cross-hair to 
select the analysis method required. 	As described in 
chapter 3, section 3.1.3.4, the included wedge method 
considers outer failure surfaces that develop between the 
heel and the wall back, while the simple analysis process 
considers active earth pressures on a vertical plane through 
the heel of the wall. 
Having specified which analysis method is to be used 
for walls whose backs comprise of three planes the program 
will ask the user whether manual or automatic analysis is 
required for cantilever walls. 
IS ATJ'lDMATIC CANTILJVER DJiSIGN REQUIRED? 
When the answer is Y(es) the user will then have to 
input the details relating to the scope of the automatic 
analysis required. 	The input is in reply to program prompts 
and is self-explanatory. 	Figure 4.10. 
4.4.6 	Calculation of forces on wall 
and wall stability analysis 
The analysis procedures used in the program for the 
calculation of active and iassive earth pressures at the 
wall have been described in chapter 2. 	The methods of 
assessing wall stability were described in chapter 3. 
A breakdown of the programming for the wall analysis 
is given in chapter 5. 
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4.4.7 	Output of results 
4.4.7.1 	Manual analysis 
Where manual analysis has been used for either a 
cantilever or gravity wall the results of the stability 
analysis will be as shown in Figure 4.11. 
The following facts should he noted about the values 
of the factors of safety:- 
If the resultant force causing the 
wall to slide forward is negative 
(Figure 4.12) the factor of safety 
against sliding is automatically 
set to 99.00. 
If the resultant overturning moment 
about the toe is negative (again 
Figure 4.12) the factor of safety 
against overturning is set equal 
to 99.00. 
If the resultant force on the base 
lies outside the base width of the 
wall the factor of safety against 
bearing failure is set equal to zero. 
This condition will also be shown by 
the arrow which indicates the position 
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4.4.7.2 	Automatic cartileverin 
Where the automatic design procedure has been used 
for cantilever walls the results of the analysis are not 
output directly. 	On completion of the designs the program 
outputs a menu of the alternative courses of action open 
to the designer. 	Figure 4.14. 	The results from the 
automatic analysis can be output in three ways:- 
Graph of base against toe 
'then the automatic analysis process has 
been carried out for several toe depths 
it is useful to have a graph of base 
against toe depth. 	If more than one 
toe:base ratio was considered at each 
toe depth then the lowest base value 
found for the various ratios is used 
for the graph. 	Figure 4.15. 
This is probably the most useful result 
from the automatic analysis because it 
will let the designer know right away 
what variation in base width can be 
expected from sounding the wall at 
greater depth. 
Graj2h of base against ratio 
Where more than one toe:base ratio has 
been considered in the automatic analysis 
the designer may prefer to preserve the 
results for each toe depth and output a 
graph of base width against ratio for 
each toe depth. 
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On some occasions conditions may 
make it impossible to vary the 
toe-depth i.e. bedrock close to 
ground surface, presence of utility 
services etc. 	For such a case an 
analysis of several different toe:base 
ratios at a constant toe depth will be 
required. 
Two different sizes of graph of base 
against ratio can be output. 	When only 
one toe depth was specified the graph 
will occupy the full screen 
However where more than one toe depth was 
analysed the graphs will be scaled down 
to occupy one quarter of the screen area 
and will be output at a maximum of four 
at a time. 	Figure 4.16. 
(iii) Table of results 
As an alternative to graphical output, 
the results can also he presented in 
tabular form. 	Figure 4.17. 
4.4.8 	User interaction: 	Manual analysis 
4.4.8.1 General 
Where manual analysis has been used the results are 
output on the screen together with a drawing of the cross- 
section (Figure 4.11). 	The program then enters interactive 
mode and the cross-hairs are displayed on the screen. 
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FIG. L.17. : TABLE OF TYPICAL AUTOMATIC DESIGN RESULTS 
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The user may now use the cursor to modify the shape of the 
wall section or the ground profile, or type certain command 
characters which will cause the program to carry out a 
variety of operations. 	These alternatives are now considered 
in more detail. 
4.4.8.2 	Graphi.cal amendments 
To move a wall or ground co-ordinate the user must 
position the cross-hairs on the point to be moved (or within 
5 mm of 	it) and type M (MOVE). This will enable the 	point 
to be moved to be identified by the program. 	The cross-hairs 
are then moved to the position at which the point is to be 
resited. 	The new position can then be fixed by typing M 
(MARK). 	A dot will then appear on the screen indicating 
the new position of the point. 	This process may be repeated 
for as many points as are required. 
Because the display on the screen is not a refreshed 
display selective deletion and updating of points of the 
display file is not possible. 	In other words during the 
amendment of the section the amended points can only be 
redrawn by completely erasing the screen and redrawing 
from scratch. 
This process takes time and it is left to the user 
to decide when a redraw is required. 	A redraw is achieved 
simply by typing R (REDRAW) and can be done at any time 
during the interaction stage. 
The method by which the movement of the co-ordinates 
is achieved will now be outlined. 	In forming the display 
file for the section display each wall co-ordinate is marked 
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with a cross and each surface co-ordinate by a dot. 
Each cross and dot form individual segments of the display 
file. 	The wall crosses are stored in segments with the 
user name 1, 2, 3, etc. 	All ground profile dots are in 
segments with user label 101, 102, etc. 
All the crosses and dots are sensitive to cursor 
identification. 	There is a Sturgeon routine that will 
find which sensitive segment lies closest to the current 
position of the cross-hairs provided there is such a 
segment within about 5 mm of the cross-hairs. 
To move a point therefore the cursor is positioned 
on or near the p'int and M (MOV) typed. 	The position 
of the cursor will then be calculated and the program will 
look for the sensitive segment nearest to the current positions 
If a sensitive segment is found the cross-hairs are  
moved on to the point. 	If no segment is found they simply 
remain where they are and the user will have to repeat the 
identification procedure this time positioning the cross-
hairs more accurately. 
When a segment is located its system name will be 
known to the program and from this its user name can be 
found. 	From the user name the program will be able to 
establish whether it is a wall co-ordinate or surface 
co-ordinate that is to be moved and exactly which one has 
been selected. 
After the second typing of M, to mark the position at 
which the point is to be resited, the program will calculate 
the co-ordinates of the current position of the cursor and 
use these co-'ordinates to redefine the position of the point 
moved, 
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4.4.8.3 	Controlled change of ordinate 
Sometimes it will be preferable to have a controlled 
change of wall or ground surface co-ordinate as opposed to 
changing it with the cross-hairs i.e. when it is necessary 
to specify a co-ordinate exactly. 
This can be achieved by placing the cross-hairs on 
the point to be changed and typing 0 (CRD1NAT Q-ANGE). 
The current x- and y-co-ordinates of the point will then 
be output on the screen and the user can input the new values. 
4.4.8.4 fsurcha.rgeadin 
Before details are given of how the surcharge on 
the backfill can be changed it is worth considering how 
surcharges are defined in the program. 
Any surcharge on the backfill surface must be defined 
as lying between two of the points defining the backfill 
surface. 
For example where the backfill surface is plane only 
two points are required to define it. 	Figure 410a. 
For this ground profile 
SX(l) = 50 	SY(l) = 40 	STJRCH(1) = 0 
SX(2) = 150 SY(2) = 40 
If the complete surface of the backfill is to be 
surcharged no additional points need be defined, SURCH(1) 
is simply given the surcharge value. 	Figure 4.18b. 
(50,Lo) 
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FIG. 4.16,: METHOD FOR DEFINITION OF SURCHARGE LOADS 
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However if only part of the backfill is to be loaded, 
for example by construction of a road, two additional 
surface co-ordinates will have to be defined to enable 
the surcharge to be dealt with (Figure 4.18c). 	The data 
now required is 
SX(l) = 50 
	
SY(l) = 40 
	
SUTCH(l) = 	0 
sx(2) = 65 
	
sY(2) = 40 
	
SURC11(2) = 1000 
SX(3) = 89 
	
sY(3) = 40 
	
SURCH(3) = 0 
sx(4) = 150 
	
sY(4) = 40 
Line loads are defined in the same way as surcharges, 
i.e. as lying between two surface points,however when 
the load is a line load the co-ordinates of the two surface 
points are identical (Figure 4.18d). 
To change any existing surcharge or to introduce a 
new surcharge the cursor is positioned at the surface 
co-ordinate at which the surcharge loading is to start. 
If S (SURCHARGE) is then typed the current surcharge loading 
on this section of the backfill is output on the screen 
and the user can then input the new value required. 
When the load to be altered is a line load this 
procedure is as for a uniformly distributed load except 
that the load to be changed is identified by typing L 
(LINE LOAD) instead of S (SURCHARGE). 
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4.4.8.5 , • 	Data c!janGe  
There are several reasons why the designer may wish 
to change the basic data of the program. 	These are:- 
It may be impossible to achieve 
the required factors of safety with 
the original soil properties. 	An 
alternative backfill material must be 
tried. 
A satisfactory design has been found. 
However the designer wishes to see 
how sensitive the design is to a small 
change in the soil properties. 
There is a choice of backfill materials 
and more than one is to be considered 
to find which gives the most economical 
wall section. 
By typing C (CHANGE DATA) when the program is in 
interactive mode the list of basic data terms will be 
output on the screen (Figure 4.8). 	The value of any term 
in the list will be output if the horizontal cross-hair is 
set level with the term and any teletype key is struck. 
The program will now await input of a new value for the term. 
If it is decided to leave the value unchanged the current 
value must be re-input. 	Typing only carriage return will 
set the term to zero. 
Once all data amendments have been completed the 
horizontal cross-hair is positioned on the amendments complete 
line and any character struck on the teletype. 	The program 
will then return to basic interactive mode. 
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The data change described above is achieved using 
the Sturgeon (22) menu selection routines together with 
an array called BASIC( ) in which all the basic data terms 
are contained. 	The storage of the data terms in an array 
considerably facilitates the data changing process although 
it is necessary after completion of the amendments to up-date 
the original data terms from the data array. 	This.procedure 
is discussed in more detail in chapter 5, section 5.3.12. 
4.4.8.6 	 of co-ordinates and soil properties 
With the program in interactive mode the user can 
obtain an output of the current wall and backfill 
co-ordinates together with a list of the soil properties 
by typing W (WRITE). 	A typical output is shown in 
Figure 4.7. 
A list of this nature will be useful as a record of 
what type of soil was used in the analysis. 	The list of 
wall and backfill co-ordinates will be necessary to supplement 
a drawing of the section. 
4.4.8.7 	Provision of user assistance 
The user interaction process relies considerably upon 
keyboard commands. 	These were used in preference to menu 
selection techniques because when there are a lot cf users 
on the timesharing system the output of a menu can take some 
time. 	It can become very frustrating waiting for the menu 
to be output. 	The use of single letter commands is a much 
more rapid process although it may prove awkward for a user 
unfamiliar with the commands. 	If the user requires assistance 
with the commands by typing H (HELP) a list of commands and 
their functions will be displayed on the screen. Figure 4.19. 
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*USER CONTROL. CO* 
A 	'LY$E 5C1 ION 
B F1OZR FC DISPLAY 
C 0 HGE DATA  
D 	UH SECTION 
E ESE CRCS-HAIRS TEIPCLPARILY 
F 	VC-.CE DETAILS 
17, GO TO START OF ANALYSIS 
H 	LP - LIST OF USER CO*1A1OS 
K 1::' FOR 
L 	LIRE LOAD ADJUSTMENT 
11 MO)E ANOTIR POINT HO REVRAIA 
o CCKOItATE CHA4GE VIA t<YEOAO 
R 	PE-'WH PR'Oti 
S SURCHGE CH4GE 
1'ITE OUT LL COORDINATES 
X 	EXIT FROM PROGRAM 
.FIG. 1.19. OUTPUT FROM H(HELP) 	COMMAND 
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4.4.8.8 	Provision of base key 
This is the second stage during the running of the 
program that the user can introduce a base key into the 
wall design. 	As discussed in chapter 3, section 3.4.4, 
the key is automatically placed at the heel of the wall. 
If the user has difficulty in providing the required 
stability against sliding failure a key can be introduced 
or an existing key amended by typing K (KEY). 
The program will then request values for the width 
and depth of the key. 	Following input of these terms an 
automatic re-draw is carried out and the program returns 
to user interactive mode. 
4.4.8.9 	output of force details 
A list of the resultant earth forces and water forces 
acting on the wail will be output in response to the 
command F (FORCES) 
The magnitude, line of action and point of application 
of each force is given (Figure 4.20). 
4.4.8.10 	Provision of baryjpiY 
For displays that are to be saved as hard copies the 
presentation of the hard copy can be enhanced by surrounding 
it with a boundary. 
By using command B(BOUNUARY) any display on the screen 
will be automatically provided with the surround shown in 
Figure 4.21. 	The date is automatically inserted in the 
left hand bottom corner of the surround. 
C11L'E Tup 2551. 0.87 47.95 25.87 
roiir U 0 U 15 	c1L 
c.T1.JE 	Bi-E.E 0. 0.O3 O. (C 15. Co 
kHTEP TIP 15.Oi 
WiJER c 'T1 O i C 1 
1 21 
I0(TE 15SEF73 I 	 FORCE DETAILS 	 ITRI1L NO. 
HG. 4.20: OUTPUT OF DETAILS OF FORCES ON WALL 
-13o- . 0 
FIG. I . 4.21. : DISPLAY BOUNDARY 
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The user is left to provide a heading for the display 
(in the centre of the bottom of the surround) and to allocate 
a trial number. 
This is done by the following procedure:- 
erase cross-hairs temporarly by typing E 
switch terminal to local mode 
use linefeed and space-bar keys to 
position the cursor 
input desired heading 
return terminal to line mode 
restore cross-hairs by typing carriage return 
4.4.8.11 	Re-running commands 
Three commands are available for re-running the program: 
A-command 
If after making some alteration to the 
design, backf ill surface or soil properties 
the user wishes to re-analyse the section 
this can be achieved by typing A (ANALYS). 
On completion of the analysis the program 
will output the results as before. 
G-command 
When the designer wishes to change the 
analysis method this can be achieved by 
typing G (GO). 	The program will then 
return to the stage at which the user 
must specify the design factors and select 
the analysis method. 
(iii) R-command 
If it is required to start the program 
again from scratch the user should type 
R (RE-RUN). 	This will cause the program 
to return to the data input stage. 	This 
command would be used if the designer wants 
to read-in a new data file and avoids the 
necessity of exiting from the program and 
re-loading. 
4,4.8.12 	Exit from program 
While it is possible to exit from the program at any 
stage during the running by typing CONThOL C twice this 
is a system command and may result in a loss of echo. 
The program command to exit from the program is X (iiXIT). 
This command simply causes the program to go to the ND 
statement. 
4.4.9 	User Interaction : AutomatiCAflafliS 
4.4.9.1 General 
User interaction following the completion of an 
automatic cantilever wall design is accomplished by menu 
selection. 	The various alternatives available to the 
user are shown in Figure 4.22 
The output of the results in the form of a graph or 
table has already been discussed in section 4.4.7.2. 
The provision of the base key, basic data change, 
re-run program and exit options are all similar to the 
K(KEY), C (CHANGE DATA), R (RE-RUN) and X (EXIT) options 
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for user interaction following manual analysis. 	The other 
options available differ from those available with manual 
analysis and will now be discussed. 
4.4.9.2 	Drawing of section 
Having completed an automatic design the user may 
want to make a copy of the ground shape under which the 
analysis was carried out. 	By opting for a drawing of the 
section the most recent wall shape analysed will be output 
along with ground surface profile. 
4.4.9.3 	Re-run automatic analysis 
If the user wishes to re-run the autnatic analysis 
procedure by selecting this option from the menu he will 
be returned to stage at which the program requests data 
for the automatic analysis. 
4.4.9.4 	Change to manual analysis 
When this option is selected the program will switch 
directly to the manual interaction stage and a drawing of 
the current wall section and backfill profile will be 
output on the screen. 
.4.10 	Exit from program 
The user can exit from the program at any stage 
during the run by simply typing CTRL C twice. 
The more conventional exiting procedure is however 
to type X when at the manual interaction stage or select 
the EXIT option when at the automatic interaction stage. 
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4.5 •	SUkIIvIARY 
The basic aim of the program is to speed up the primary 
stage of the design of a retaining wall by relieving the 
designer of lengthy calculations. 	The advantages offered 
by this process would be rather be-lit tied if use of the 
program entailed restrictions on the shapes of wall profile, 
soil properties and backfill surface. The program has 
therefore been written to be as general as possible and 
every attempt has been made to avoid unnecessary restrictions. 
The design procedure has been kept 'fluid' and a high 
degree of user interaction is made available. 	It is hoped 
that this will permit the designer to make full use of his 
skill and experience in arriving at a suitable wall shape. 
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CHAPT'R 5 
DTAI12D ROGiUJ DsCRI::TICN 
5.1 	INTRODUCTION 
In chapter 4 section 4 	an outline of how to 
use the program was given. 	This description was 
intended primarily to acquaint users with the procedure 
for running the program. 	No attempt was made to discuss 
the programming behind the various operations. 
In this chapter a more detailed description is 
given both of the main program and the subroutines. 
This description will be of interest prima:i1y to those 
involved in the future development of the program. 
Throughout the description headings have been chosen to 
correspond to those used in the program itself. 	This 
permits direct cross-reference between the description 
in this chapter and the program, (Appendix Ill). 
5,2 MAIN PROGRAM 
5.2.1 	Set Initial Values 
5.2.1.1 	Set logical variables 
Throughout the program logical variables are used 
to keep track of which processes have been carried out, 
which of two options the user has selected etc. 	Certain 
of these variables require setting at the start of the 
program. 	It should be pointed out that the terms LOG 
and LGGF are used simply as alternatives for •TRUE. and 
.FALSE. 	This was necessary under certain conditions 
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because of a system bug which meant that the terms •TRUO 
and •FALSE. were not recognised. 
	
5.2.1.2 	Set constant terms 
0 	0 0 
The basic degrees (45 , 90 , 180 ) are set to 
standardise the procedure when using these angles in 
equations. 
The terms which govern incremental procedures in 
the program are set at this point. 	NLIM1 is the number 
of elements into which the top part of a wall, with a 
non-planar back, is considered in the numeric differentiation 
process to find the point of application of the resultant 
earth pressure. 	NLIM2 is the total number of elements 
for both plane and bi-planar backs. WEWNO and NOEDG 
refer to the number of included soil wedges that are 
analysed in the included wedge method. 
All these terms can be varied if necessary, but this 
cannot be done by the normal user interaction procedure. 
The values have to be changed by actually editing the 
program. 	For example if a very accurate analysis was 
required the values could all be increased to give smaller 
increments I:r, the analysis process. 	
This however will 
seldom be necessary and it was therefore not considered 
that these terms should be made available for change 
through the normal user interaction procedure. 
5.2.2 	Data Input 
Figure 5.1: 
	TYPICJL LAYOUT OF DATA FILE 
TERM 
	 FRcR4\1V NAME 	[ FORAT 
Number of wall co-ordinates INC 12 4 
X-co-ordinates, Y-co-ordinates WX(I) Y(I) 2F8.3 35.000 20.000 
2F8.3 40.000 30.000 
2F8.3 42.000 30.000 
2F8.3 42.000 20.000 
Number of surface co-ordinates NSC 12 2 
X-co-ordinates, Y-co-ordinates sX(i) SY(I) 2F8.3 42.000 30.000 
2F8.3 242.000 30.000 
Soil density 	Saturated soil density P131 PB2 2F8.3 110.000 130.000 
Soil 	friction Wall 	friction QS (MS 2F8 0 3 0.520 0.400 
Soil cohesion 	Wall adhesion CB CA 2F8.3 0.000 0.000 
Foundation soil friction Base friction IJF.S .WFS 2F8.3 0.520. 0,400 
Allowable B.C. 	Maximum B.C. QNCMAX 2F8.3 5000.0007500.000 
Base adhesion CFCUND F8.3 0.000 
Front ground co-ordinates XFRONT YFR(A'T 2F8.3 6.000 22.000 
Front ground angle 	Front surcharge ANGFRT FONT 2F8.3 0.000 0.000 
Water level 	in backfill ATiRB F8.3 29.000 
Stem thickness 	Base thickness TSTi2-1 TEASE 2F8.3 1.500 2.000 
Automatic design factors of safety DFSTIP DFSLID DFSBCY 3F8.3 2.000 2.000 
Height of soil 	to be retained HERONT F3.3 8.000 
Backfill surcharges I5CI) F8.3 1 	100.000 
\a1l 	density WALDN F8.3 150.000 
1.000 
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FIG. 53•:  WALL SHAPE FOR AUTOMATIC CANTILEVER DESIGN  
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FIG. 5.2. : INPUT DATA 
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5.2.2.1 	Select method for 	innut  
The method of data input, manual or data file, is 
selected from a menu using the horizontal cross-hair. 
5.2.2.2 	Manual input of data 
The manual input of data is controlled by a series 
of program prompts. 	The input is self explanatory and 
there is no need to follow any prescribed format. 
5.2.2.3 	Data input via data file  
When data input is to be via data file the program 
will request the name of the data file. 	Only the first 
part of the filename need be input 	the file will be 
assumed to have the filename extension .DAT. 	The layout 
of the data file must follow the prescribed format shown 
in Figure 5.1. 	The majority of the terms in this figure 
are self explanatory. 	These are illustrated in Figure 5.2. 
The term maximum bearing capacity may be confusing 
The value for the bearing capacity of the foundation material 
should be the allowable bearing capacity for the soil. 
When estimating the safety of the wall against bearing 
failure the allowable bearing capacity can be increased 
to make allowance for the depth at which the wall is founded, 
however to ensure that the amended value stays within limits 
the designer should specify an upper limit for the allowable 
bearing capacity and this is entered as the maximum bearing 
capacity. 
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The terms XFRONT, YFRONT refer to co-ordinates 
defining any point that lies on the surface of the ground 
in front of the wall. 	Only a plane ground surface is 
permitted in front of the wall and this must be defined 
by two co-ordinates, (XFRONT, YFRONT) and an angle AN3FRT. 
The thickness of stem (TSTE), thickness of base 
(TBAS), design factors of safety (DE'STIP, DL'SLID, DFSBCY) 
and height of soil to be retained are all terms that are 
required if the automatic cantilever design procedure is 
to be used. 	Values must be input irrespective of whether 
this analysis process is to be used. 
5.2.2.4 	Formation of basic data array  
As already discussed (chapter 4, sections 4.4.3 and 
4.4.8.5) one of the interactive facilities offered by 
the program is for the change of the basic program data. 
To simplify this process an array, BASIC(I). containing 
all the basic data terms is formed. 	As will be seen in 
section 5.3.11 the menu selection process is made considerably 
easier by communication with the data array instead of 
directly with each data term. 
5.2.2.5 	Data check 
The data check procedure has already been discussed 
in chapter 4, section 4.4.3. 
Two routines are used to provide the checking facility, 
DATOUT outputs a list of wall and surface co-ordinates, and 
values of the basic data terms (Figure 4.7). 	Subroutine 
DATACH provides the facility for changing the values of 
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any of the basic data terms. 	These provisions are kent 
in routines because at the main user interaction stage 
of the program these facilities are also made available. 
The data change facilities ;-'ermit the user to make 
amendments to any of the basic data terms. 	If there are 
errors in any of the wall or ground surface co-ordinates 
these cannot be changed at this time and it is necessary 
to run the program through irrespective of the errors and 
to use the manual interaction facilities to make the 
desired changes (see subroutine SCRN). 
5.2.2.6 	Automatic formation of data file 
1'41-iere the user has input the data manually, after 
having made any necessary amendments via the data check 
and change processes, the program will ask if the user 
wants the data stored as a data file for future reference. 
When a data file is required the user must specify the 
name for the file. 	The program will store the data file 
in the users disk area and give the file the file name 
extension .DAT. 
5.2.3 	Specification of degn factors 
5.2.3.1 	Units 	metric or imperial 
The user must inform the program of which sort of 
units are to be used by typing M (MITRIC) or I (IMERIAL). 
to 
This will permit the program/evaluate the terms whose values 
depend upon the units being used. 	These terms are:- 
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 P1AT1 	: unit weight of water 
 BASLIM 	: smallest acceptable value 	for 
the base width in automatic 
cantilever design 
 DPTHB limiting depth for 	increase 
in bearing capacity due 	to 
depth beneath surface 
 BASEBO limiting base width below 
which the allowable bearing 
capacity must be reduced 
5.2.3.2 	Weight o soil above toe 
If the designer wishes this t erin to be included 
in the analysis then the flag TOEFCT is set equal to 1.0 
otherwise it is given a value of zero. 	Before calculating 
the weight of soil above, the toe the value of this flag 
is checked. 	If found to be zero the weight of soil above 
the toe is set to zero and the program abandons any toe 
weight calculation and goes straight on to the next stage. 
5.2.3.3 	% of passive pressure 
The term APPLE is used to control the amount of 
passive pressure that can be used in stability caliiatioflS. 
This term should be input by the user as a percentage 
and is then converted by the program into a fraction. 
The passive pressure calculated by the program is scaled 
by this factor before inclusion in stability calculations. 
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5.2.3.4 	Wall back draige 
Two conditions are considered:- 
water gathers in tension crack 
behind \\ralj  
water does not gather in tension 
crack behind wall 
For the first case water forces on either side of 
the assumed failure wedge will cancel each other out 
and the water force should not be included in the consideration 
of wedge equilibrium. 	This is accomplished by setting 
DRAIN 1 = 0.0. 	The water force should however be considered 
when dealing with wall stability and thisnsured by setting 
DRAIN 2 = 1.0. 
When the second case prevr'ils the water force should 
be included in the consideration of wedge equilibriurnand 
DRAIN 1. is set to 1.0. 	The water force should not be 
considered when dealing with wall stability and DRAIN 2 
is set to zero. 
5.2.3.5 	Base key 
When the user requests a base key subroutine K]IYS 
is summoned. 	This subroutine contains the user prompts 
and interactive commands for input of the depth of the 
base key D1PREY and width of the base key .iIDKY. 
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5.2.4 	Selection of analysis method 
5.2.4.1 	Simple or included  w e4g analysis  
Whether or not the user proposes to analyse a 
cantilever type of wall it is necessary that he specifies 
which type of analysis procedure is to be used in the 
event of such a section being met. 
Specification of method, Simple or Included Pedge, 
is done by selection from a two line menu with the horizontal 
cross-hair. 	The program remembers which method was selected 
by setting the logical variable SIMPLE as .TRUE. for Simple 
analysis and .FALS. for Included 1edge Analysis. 
5.2.4.2 	Manual or automatic desian for cantilever walls 
If the user requires automatic cantilever design 
he should type Y to the message "IS AUTOMATIC CANTILEW1R 
DiSIGN RQUIR1iD?'. This will cause the logical variable 
MANUAL to be set as FALSE. When automatic design is 
not required MANUAL is set as •Ti&US. 
5.2.5 	Input of data for automatic cantilever design  
The form for the input of data specifying the 
limits of the automatic design of cantilever walls has 
already been discussed (chapter 4, section 4.4.5). 
From the point of view of the programming the 
scope for the automatic analysis is stored as - 
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(1) Toedepths: 
The number of toe depths for analysis 
is stored as NTOED. 	The initial value 
for the toe depth is TOil and the 
required toe depth increment is DELTOE. 
(ii) Toe:base ratios: 
The number of ratios to be analysed is 
NRTiO. 	The ratios can be input in any 
order. 	The program will automatically 
arrange them into ascending order before 
storing them in the array RjTICS( ). 
It is necessary to keep them in an ordered 
fashion so that the results can be used 
for graphical output. 
5.2.6 	Set variables to initial values 
Before any part of the analysis process is embarked 
upon certain variable terms have to be given initial values. 
Three types of term are involved. 	These are terms that 
will be used several times throughout the program and 
which will only be changed if a change is made to the 
basic data e.g. T.ANQS, SLOPEF, CFRONT, BASTOP, BASLO. 
The second type of term is that used either as a 
count or limit during the program. 	It is necessary to 
set some of these terms to their initial values at the 
start of the program, e.g. OVMIN, OVMAX, IRIS, KOtINTS. 
The final type of term is one which may or may not 
be used in the program depending upon the analysis required. 
These terms are used in equations towards the end of the 
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program and are set to zero now in case they are not 
defined later in the program, e.g. ADUTOP, ADI-IANG. 
5.2.7 	Automatic cantilever design : establish wall co-ordinates --.---- 
For the automatic design of cantilever walls the 
wall is assumed to have an overall shape as shown in 
Figure 5.3. 	The height of soil to be retained, HT.ONT, 
the stem thickness, TSTE2d, and the base thickness TBASE 
are all input as part of the initial data. 
All wall co-ordinates are worked out from the top 
of the back of the stem. 	The wall co-ordinates of this 
point are assumed to be the same as the co-ordinates of 
the first point on the backfill surface. 
The wall co-ordinates are evaluated in three stages:- 
Fixed co-ordinates: 
wx(3), iiX(4), wX(5), vi-x(6), Y(4), vY(5) 
These co-ordinates are the first to be set 
by the program and remain fixed during the 
complete automatic design procedure. 
Co-ordinates that vary with toe depth: 
wY( 1 ) , wY( 2), wY( 3) , WY( 6) , :Y(7), wY( 8) 
The y-co-ordinates of all the points defining 
the shape of the base vary only with the 
value of toe depth: their values are 
irrespective of the toe:base ratio. 
Co-ordinates that vary with the' toe:base ratio: 
WX(l), /X(2), X(7), 4((8) 
The x-co-ordinates of the points defining 
the base extremities vary with the toe:base 
ratios. 	These are the last co-ordinates 
to be evaluated. 
5.2.8 	;xamine front of wall conditions 
5.2.8.1 	Establish _intersection _of ground with wall face 
Before a decision can be taken as to which method 
is to be used for calculation of passive pressure it is 
necessary to establish the co-ordinates of the point of 
intersection of the ground in front of the wall with the 
wall face (XiLFRT, Y\Th?RT). 	This point will vary 
depending upon the shape of the front of the wall and 
the nature of the ground surface in front of the wall. 
As both these surfaces can be varied during the running 
of the program thir intersection point cannot be pre-
specified but must be found by the program. 
Once the point has been found the shape of the wall 
below the ground surface will be known and tkie method to 
be used for calculating passive pressure can be chosen. 
5.2.8.2 	Calculation of weight of soil above toe 
When the face of the wall beneath ground level is 
not plane the passive pressure is calculated on a vertical 
plane through the toe. 	For such cases it is necessary 
to calculate the weight of soil above, the toe TOE, 
and to establish the x-co-ordinate of the centre of 
gravity of this soil mass, XTOE. 
If the user had previously opted to exclude the 
soil weight above the toe from stability calculations 
TOEFCT will have been set to zero and this will cause 
'i/TOE to be set to zero, and the program to go straight 
to the passive pressure calculation stage. 
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5.2.9 	Rankines method for _pas sivepressures 
If the user has already indicated that no passive 
pressures are to be included in the stability calculations 
(APPLE = 0.0) the passive force PASIVE is set to zero and 
no calculation is carried out. 
then passive pressure is to be calculated using 
Rankines method it is considered initially in two parts: 
PASIVE, the passive force due to the soil in front of the 
wall and PASIVQ the passive force due to any surcharge 
in front of the wall. 	Once the position of the resultant 
force on the front of the wall has been established the 
two components are combined and the overall resultant 
stored as PASIVE. 
When the wall contains a base key it will also he 
necessary to calculate the amount of passive pressure 
that can be mobilized in front of the wall assuming full 
passive pressure is developed in front of the base key. 
Again the passive force is considered in two parts, PASKY 
and P2SKLY. 	This will enable the point of application 
of the overall resultant force to be found. 	The overall 
resultant is then stored as PASKJiY. 
5.2.10 	Friction circle calculation of passive rressure 
The friction circle method for the calculation of 
passive pressure is a fairly lengthy procedure and has 
been completely contained within the subroutine FRICLE. 
A description of this subroutine is given in section 5.3.7. 
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5.2.11 	Consider wall factors 
Three factors must be kno'in about the wall: 
the wall weight (,,WALL), the x-co-ordinate of the centre 
of gravity (X/ALL) and the angle of the wall base (AGBASJ). 
The wall is divided into a series of vertical strips for 
the purpose of weight calculation. 	Subroutine COG is 
then used to calculate the area of each strip and the 
moment of each strip about the origin. 	The wall weight 
can be found by multiplying the summation 	of the strip 
areas by the wall density dALD)N. 
5.2.12 	Consider tension cracks 
The depth of tension crack that will form at the 
surface of a cohesive deposit under active pressure 
conditions is given by a formula 
2.0 * C ' tan (45 ± $/2) 
HO 
where C = cohesion of soil 
0 = angle of internal friction 
= soil density 
The depth is independent of the slope of the backfill 
surface, however if the backfill is subjected to a 
uniformly distributed load q the tension crack will be 
HO 
	= 
2.0 * C * tan (45+ 	/2) - 	AV- 
This reduction in depth is only considered when 
the ground surface is plane. 	If the ground surface is 
irregular and is subject to discontinuous lengths of 
surcharge some reduction in tension crack depth will be 
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found beneath and adjacent to the loaded areas. 	However 
the vertical pressures in the soil due to the presence 
of the surcharge are distributed laterally as the depth 
beneath the ground surface increases. 	The actual 
conditions are complex and any attempt at adjusting the 
depth of the tension crack could only be approximate. 
Consequently where surcharge loads are discontinuous 
no adjustment is made to the surcharge depth. 
If the tension crack depth is found to be greater 
than the height of earth to be retained the user is 
informed by the message 
** TLNSION CRACK GREATJR THAN HL'IGF1T OF SOIL 
TO BE RTAINZD * 
and the program will move straight on to the interactive 
stage thereby permitting the user to decide what to do 
next. 
5.2.13 	Determine shape of wall back 
5.2.13.1 	Plane wall back 
The' wall back is divided into six equal elements, 
each of height, DELTOP, for the calculation of active 
earth pressure. 	The wall back is plane and there is 
therefore no bottom part for analysis, DELBOT = 0. 
(Figure 5.4A). 
When the SIMPLE analysis procedure is being used 
to find the active force on a vertical plane through the 
heel, i.e. when flag SIMON is true, (Figure 5.4.B) this 
is treated in the same way as a wall with plane back. 
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a. gravity waR 
W(9) WY(8) 
b. simple anatyisof cantilever wait 
FIG. 5.4. PROGRAM NOTATION FOR PLANE WALL BACK 
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The only peculiarity is the angle for the active force 
PATOP. 	This is no longer given by ANOTOP - QWS but is 
equal to ANGSIM, the angle calculated using method 
suggested in the AREA manual (2, 	and discussed in chapter 2 
section 2.3.5.3. 
5.2.13.2Di-planar wall back 
Each part of the wall back is divided into three 
parts for the calculation of active earth pressures. 
Figure 5.5. 	The vertical increment for the top part is 
DELTOP and the bottom increment is DELEOT. 
The co-ordinates of the break in the wall are saved 
as WSAVEX, ViSAVEY. 
If the backfill material is cohesive when the program 
analyses the pressure on the bottom surface wall adhesion 
along the bottom part should be included in the consideration 
of wedge equilibriu, CTERM is therefore set to the value 
of wall adhesion CA. 
5.2.13.3 	Tr-planar wall back 
When the wall back is made up of three planes a 
check is made to see if included wedge analysis could 
be used. 	This is done first by comparing the slopes 
of the top (SLOPE 1) and middle (SLOPE 2) sections of the 
wall back. 	If the middle part of the wall is steeper 
than the top part no included wedges could form and the 
wall is analysed as a bi-planar wall with a heel projection 
(Figure 5.6). 	Following the completion of the analysis 
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FIG. 5.6.: BI-PLANAR WALL WITH HEEL PROJECTION 
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considered as one additional element. 	here the slope 
of the middle section is less steep than the top section 
an included wedge may form (Figure 5.7) and further 
checks are necessary. 
As discussed in chapter 3, section 3.2.3.4 the 
included wedge failure surface must make an angle greater 
than 0 with the horizontal. 	A check is made therefore 
to find out if such a failure surface could form or 
whether it is impossible because the slope of the middle 
section is steeper than tanØ 
If this surface can not form the program proceeds 
straight to the next point. 	However where such a surface 
can form a check must be made to find out whether there 
is space between this surface and the bottom of any 
tension crack for an included wedge surface to develop. 
That is to say the level of the bottom of the tension crack, 
ZHO , must not lie beneath the y-co-ordinate of the point 
of intersection of the smallest acceptable wedge failure 
surface with the wall back, YTAN. 	If ZilO is found to 
be less than YTAN the program outputs the message 
* * TS I ON CRACK TOO LARGE MR I NCLUDiD WEDGE 
ANALYSIS 	TRY SIMH ** 
and will then return to the analysis selection stage. 
rface 
F16. 57: FORMATION' OF INCLUDED WEDGE SURFACE 
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5.2.14 establish   effect 	 back 
When the SIMFLIi analysis procedure is to be used 
instead of included wedge analysis the vertical surface 
through the heel of the wall has to be considered as an 
effective wall back. 	It is necessary to find the 
y-co-ordinate of the intersection of the vertical surface 
with the ground surface, YIEL. 	A record must also be 
made of the weight of any surcharge above the heel, SJiEL, 
and the moment of this surcharge about the origin AiFEL. 
The program will calculate the weight of soil above 
the heel, add to it the weight of any surcharge above 
the heel and store the result as swwr. 	The x-co-ordinate 
of the centre of gravity of this force is calculated and 
stored in SXF3AR. 
As already discussed (chapter 2, section 2.3.5.3) 
the line of action of the active force on the vertical 
through the toe is estimated by drawing a line between 
the top of the wall and a point on the surface of the 
backfill at a horizontal distance of twice the height 
of the wall from the wall back. 	The active pressure is 
assumed to act parallel to this line. 	The angle is 
calculated as the angle made with the vertical and is 
stored as ANGSIM. 
5.2.15 	Si2ecification for included wedge anaj 
The increments for the included wedge analysis are 
fixed by dividing the height in which the included wedge 
may intersect the back into six sections. 	Iach section 
is of height DLTAZ 1 where DLTAZ 1 = (Zr-b - YTAN) 16 . 0. 
Figure 5.9a. 	The y-co-ordinate of the intersection of 
the wall back with the included wedge outer surface is 
stored as Zl. 	This is initially stored as Zl = ZHO + J)LTA2"1. 
The term CTRM is used to distinguish between wall 
adhesion and soil cohesion when considering an included 
wedge analysis. 	In Figure 5.8 the six points from which 
trial wedge analysis are carried out are shown. 	Possible 
failure surfaces are drawn-in for points (2) (Figure 5.8a) 
and (5) (Figure 5.9a). 	The resulting force polygons for 
these wedges are shown in Figures 5.8h and 5.9b. 
The equation for the calculation of PA is standard 
for all wedges. 	For wedges from points (1), (2) and (3) 
the wall adhesion between the bottom of the tension crack 
and point (3), ADHTOP, is zero. 	So also is TOR the 
resultant active force on this surface. 	The term iLDI-LN 
is used for the cohesion or adhesion force developed alo: 
the lower part of the effective wall hack, and is calculated 
as length of effective wall back x CTER'.1. 	Therefore when 
considering the upper portion of the wall back CTRM has 
the value of soil-wall adhesion CA.and if considering the 
lower part of the effective wall back CTRivI has the value 
of the soil cohesion CB. 
A count is maintained of how many included wedges 
have been analysed in the term KOUNT. 	This is set 
initially to zero. 
FIG. 5.8.a. TRIAL WEDGE FOR PORT ON TOP FART OF WALL 
AA 
A/iREN 
FIG. 5.8 b. 	FORCE POLYGON FOR TRIAL WEDGE 
FIG. 5.9a.: TRIAL WEDGE FOR POINT ON INCLUDED WEDGE SURFACE 
(7-0,0 
5.V 
FIG. 5.9 b, : FORCE POLGON FOR TRIAL WEDGE 
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5.2.16 	Incrementation of included wedre analysis 
For each included wedge shape it is necessary to 
establish the point of intersection of the included wedge 
with the wall back. 	The co-ordinates of this point are 
stored in (iSAViX, SAVY). 	The angle of the included 
wedge with the horizontal, VTDANG, is also the angle of 
the lower part of the effective wall back IU'GEOT. 
The angles for the resultant active pressure on 
the top and bottom parts of the effective wall back APATOP, 
APABOT, are established. 
When the final included wedge is being considered 
MOUNT = 6) a check is made to see if the final surface 
is in fact the lower part of the wall back. 	This will 
be the case when the slope of the lower part of the wall 
(SLOPE 2) is greater than the limiting included wedge slope 
TANQS. 	When this occurs CT1RM is reset to the wall adhesion 
CA. 
5.2.17 	Specification for numeric differentiation  
Once the shape of the wall back has been established 
it is divided up into sections for trial wedge analysis. 
This process permits a numeric differentiation tecnique 
to be used to find the point of application of the active 
earth force on the wall. 
The wall back is divided into six parts for this 
process. 	If the wall back is plane each part is of 
vertical height DLTOP. 	Where the wall back contains a 
break each wall element is divided into three increments 
of height DELTOP for the top part and DL.BOT for the lower 
part. 
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A record of which wall increment is being analysed 
is kept in NZCT.RL and this is initially set to zero. 
The active force on the top part of a wall with 
a bi-planar back is stored as TOPA and the angle of 
this force as TOPSC. 	Both these terms are initially 
set to zero. 
The current y-co-ordinate of the point on the effective 
back from which the trial wedge analysis is being carried 
out is stored as Z. 	This term is initially given the 
value of the effective top of the wall, WALLYY(1), an 
allowance having been made for any tension cracks. 
5.2.18 	Incrementation for numeric differentiation 
The y-co-ordinate of the point from which the trial 
wedge analysis is carried out, Z is lowered by DLTAZ 
for each stage of thenumeric differentiation analysis. 
When the top part of a bi-planar wall is being considered 
DELTAZ has the value  DELTOP, and for the bottom part a 
value of DLBOT. 
For each stage of the analysis the count NZCTRL 
is incremented by one. 
Once the value of Z has been established the co-ordinates 
for the part of wall to be analysed must be transferred 
to the arrays 1ALLXX( ), WALLYY( ). 	Initially values 
are given for the overall wall shape according to whether 
the wall is plane or bi-planar. 	These values are then 
amended to make the base of the wall correspond to the 
level given by the value of Z. 	The number of wall coordinates 
used to define the part of wall being analysed is stored as 
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NOBC (Number of Back Co-ordinates). 	When the program 
comes to analyse the trial wedge from the break in the 
wall back the following check is enforced 
IF (NZCTRL ED- . NLIM1) z = WSAVLY 
This check was found to be necessary because the subtraction 
of three times the term DE'LJTOP from the top of a bi-planar 
wall would not always give the exact value for the 
co-ordinate of the break in the wall because of rounding 
corrections. 
5 • 2 . 19 	Trial wed e analy2is 
5.2.1.9.1 	Setangle of wedge base, S 
The angle of the base of trial failure wedges is 
determined by the angle the base makes with the horizontal, S. 
This angle is initially given a value of 90 
0 
The search for the critical wedge is a two stage 
process. 	Initially a coarse search is made with the 
value of S being reduced in 10°  increments (DELTA). 
Once the critical value for the active force is found the 
corresponding value of S is increased by 20 0, the value 
of DELTAS reduced to one degree and the search for a 
critical value repeated. 
Initially the critical value for the active force 
PASAVE, is set at -100000.00. 	After all subsequent 
analyses the calculated value for the active force, PA, 
is compared with the current critical value, and if 
greater than the critical value replaces the critical value. 
It is found that as the angle of S falls, the value of PA 
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steadily rises, reaches a maximum and then falls off. 
Consequently as soon as a value of PA is found to be 
smaller than PASAVI. the search ceases, and the critical 
value of PA taken as PASAVE corresponding to a critical 
value of angle of wedge base of S + DELTS. 
5.2.19e2 	Find where wedebase cuts ground surface 
and value of SUi!T 
Initially the presence of any possible tension 
crack is neglected by the program and the intersection 
of a plane wedge base with the ground surface is considered. 
The co-ordinates of the point of intersection are found 
by calculating the intersection point of the line of the 
wedge base with each of the lines defining the ground 
profile starting from the wall back and working away from 
the wall. 	Having found the point of intersection a check 
is made to see if in fact this point lies within the 
limits of the surface element. 	If it does the point 
is stored as-. (XSUR, YSUR) and the search is complete. 
When the point does not lie within the limits, the program 
will move on and consider the next surface element. 
Throughout the search a summation is kept of the surcharge 
weight acting above the wedge and is stored in the term 
SUThT. 
If on completion of the above procedure there is 
found to be a tension crack present the subroutine CRACKS 
is called. 	This subroutine works back from the point 
(XSUR, YSUR) to find at what point the tension crack 
will fit in between the ground surface and the wedge base. 
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The co-ordinates XSTJR and YSTJR are then reset and the 
value of SURVT adjusted if necessary 
5.2. 19.3 	Calculate 	 f trial 	e 
The trial wedge shape is considered as being made 
up of a top and bottom surface for the point of view of 
calculating its weight. 	Both surfaces run from the top 
of the effective wall back (IALLXX(l), 1ALLYY(1)), to the 
point where the wedge base intersects the ground surface 
(XSUR, YSUR). 	The top surface runs along the ground 
surface while the bottom one runs down the effective wall 
back and along the wedge base. 
The co-ordinates of each point on the top surface 
are transferred to the arrays XTOP( ), YTOP( ) and those 
on the bottom surface to the arrays XbOT( ), YBOT( ). 
The subroutine STRIPS is then called to divide the shape 
into a series of vertical strips. 	Subroutine dEIGHT can 
then be used to calculate the weight of the trial wedge, 
SUM V T. 
5.2.19.4 	Calculation of resultant active force 
The calculation of the cohesive force along the 
wedge base COHSN is straghtforward, and is simply the 
wedge base length times soil cohesion. 	The calculation 
of the force ADHSN is not as straightforward. 
As already mentioned above and illustrated in 
Figures 5.8a and 5.8b the force ADHESN is used for either 
the adhesive force between the soil and the back of the 
wall or the cohesive force along the included wedge failure 
surface. 
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When the SIMPIZE analysis procedure is being used there 
will be no such force and ADJ-L;SN will be set to zero. 
When included wedge analysis is being used or the 
wall is a gravity type the calculation of AU3N is 
governed by the value of ADCTRL.. 	hen ADCTRL. = - 1.0 
the active pressure is being considered directly against 
a plane wall surface and ADHSN represents the adhesion 
force between the soil and wall. 
When ADCTRL = 0.0 the middle section of a wall 
is being considered. 	This could be either the included 
wedge part of a cantilever wall or part of gravity wall. 
However the value of CTiRiv1 will determined which case is 
prevalent. 	When ADCTRL = 1.0 the active pressure against 
the heel projection of a cantilever or gravity wall with 
bi-planar back is being considered. 	ADHISN then represents 
the adhesive force between this surface and the backfill. 
Having established the values of the terms COiLESN 
and ADI-IESN an equation derived from the polygon of forces 
is used to find the value of PA. 
For convenience the numerator, ANTJM, of the equation 
is considered in two parts, PART1 and PART2. 	Most of the 
terms in the equation have already been discussed. 	The 
term A is the angle the wedge base makes with the vertical 
and B is the angle the reaction on the wedge base (FR'-;".ACT) 
makes with the vertical. 	C is the angle the resultant 
active force PA makes with the vertical. 
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5.2.19.5 	Check value of PA 
Before the calculated value for PA is acceptable 
for comparison with PASATE it is necessary to check its 
validity. 	Under some circumstances when dealing with 
small depths of cohesive soil PA has been found to take 
on a negative value. 	Similarly the value of FRh.CT the 
reaction on the wedge base sometimes assumes a negative 
value. 	Both these conditions arise because the soil 
cohesion term COHESN has a value greater than the weight 
of the soil wedge weight. 	Neither condition is acceptable 
in practice and when they occur the current value of PA is 
set equal to - 1000000. 
Having carried out these checks the value for PA is 
compared with the current highest value PASAVE. 	1hen PA 
is greater than PASAVE, PASAVE is updated to the current 
value of PA and the program returns to consider the next 
failure wedge. 
When PA is found to be less than PASAVE the wedge 
analysis for that particular search is complete. 	If the 
program is already using the fine increment for S. i.e. 
DELTAS = 10, the value for the resultant active pressure 
on the wall back has been found and is stored as RA-SAVE'. 
If the program is still on the 100  increment the 
angle of the wedge base is reset as S + 200, the increment 
for S is set to 10,  PASAVE reset to - 10000QO and the 
search procedure repeated. 
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5.2.20 
Having completed the calculation of the active 
force it is necessary to establish the current position 
of the analysis rocess. 
If THIRD is true the program will have just completed 
calculation of the active pressure on the heel projection 
of a cantilever wall or gravity wall with tn-planar back. 
In such a case the program has only to store the results 
of this analysis before proceeding to consider the wall 
stability. 
When THIRD is false a check is made on the level 
of the incrementation in the graphic differentiation 
process. 	if NZCTBL.the graphic differentiation count, 
has reached the value NLIM1 a check is made on the shape 
of the wall back. 	If the wall back has a break in it 
i.e. BACK = 0.0 or BACK = 1.0, the analysis of the top 
part of the wall has just been completed and the results 
are stored. 	The active earth force on the top part of 
the wall is stored as TOI-SPA and its angle as TOPSC. 
At this stage it is also necessary to prepare for the 
analysis of the active pressure on the first part of the 
lower part of the wall by changing the number of back 
co-ordinates NOBC to 3, the angle of the wall back ANGLE 
to ANCBOT, and the vertical increment for graphic different- 
iation, DLTAZ, to DELBOT. 	The magnitude and angle of any 
adhesive force acting on the top part of the wall is 
transferred to ADHTOP and ADH'TG. 
When NZCThL does not equal NLIM1 the above stage 
is by-passed, and the program passes straight on to storing 
the active force in the array ACTIVE ( ). 
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A check is then made to see if the incremental 
analysis for numeric differentiation is complete by 
considering the value of NZCTRL. 	If the incremental 
analysis is not yet complete the :rograni returns to 
consider the next part of the wall. 
When the incremental analysis is complete (ZCTRL = 6) 
a check is made on the shape of the wall back. 	If the 
wall back is plane or bi-planar the analysis process is 
complete and the program can move straight on to consider 
the wall stability. 
When the wall back is tn-planar the weight of the 
included soil wedge, SVT, is calculated if the included 
wedge method is being used. 	The program then considers 
the active earth pressure on the heel projection, PAB3E. 
5.2.21 	Calculation of active forceon heel. projection 
5.2.21.1 	Setup initial conditions 
Before embarking on the calculation of the active 
force on the heel projection PABASE, the existing results 
are rearranged. 	The active forces on the top and middle 
sections of the wall are combined into one resultant TOPSPA 
with angle TOPSO. 
The forces currently stored as ADHTOP and ADHSN 
are combined and the resultant replaced in ADHTOP. 	The 
angle of this resultant is stored in ADHANG. 
The number of wall back co-ordinates NOEC is set 
to four and the angle the heel projection makes will be 
vertical calculated and stored as ANGLE-. 
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The flag THIRD is set as TRUE. indicating that the 
program is now considering the active force on the third 
and final part of the wall back, the heel projection. 
5.2.21.2 	S tore results  for heel analysis 
The resultant active pressure on the heel projection 
is stored as PABASE, the angle of the force as APABAS and 
the x-co-ordinate of the point of application as XPAJ3AS. 
The vertical lever arm for the force, relative to the toe 
of the wall, is stored as YPABAS. 
With completion of the heel analysis the flag THIRD 
is reset to FALSE and the terms referring to the adhesion 
on the top part of the wall ADETOP, ADHANG reset to zero. 
5.2.22 	Establish point 	application of active forces 
The numeric differentiation technique for establishing 
the points of application of PATOP and PAI30T is contained 
in the subroutine PAPA (section 5.3.9). 	This subroutine 
will return with the points of application of the resultant 
active  forces as (XPATOP, YPATOP) and (XPABOT, YPABOT). 
The x-co-ordinates are real x-co-ordinates while the 
y-co-ordinates have been reduced to represent the vertical 
height above the toe of the points of application. 
5.2.23 	Calculation of water forces 
Water pressures, like earth pressures, can be 
considered on a maximum of three wall back surfaces. 
The water forces are stored as P.'-,'TOP, PE-OT and PBAS. 
These forces are automatically included in the equations 
for the calculation of wall stability. 
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Before a check is made to see if water pressures 
will be involved in the analysis, all the water forces, 
co-ordinates of points of application and lines of action 
are set to zero. 	If it is then found that the standing 
water level lies beneath the heel of the wall the rograrn 
moves straight on to the calculation of factors of safety. 
When the water level does intersect the wall back 
the procedure for establishing the resultant water pressures 
is as outlined in Figure 5.10. 
Subroutine AQUA is used to calculate the water force 
on each part of the wall back. 	Before calling AQUA the 
top and bottom co-ordinates of the points of intersection 
of the water with the wall back element under consideration 
must be established and stored in X/T, YT and XB, YWP. 
From these co-ordinates,and water level ATRB, the 
subroutine will calculate the water force on the surface, P, 
the angle of the force with the vertical AP.V, and the point 
of application of the force on the wall element XPV, YPIV. 
As shown in Figure 5.10 this process is repeated 
for as many wall elements as necessary with the results 
being stored as PWI'OP, APITOP, XPTOP, YPTOP for the 
top of the wall, P.BOT, APVBOT, XPWBOT, YPdOT for he 
bottom part of the wall back and PJBAS, APWBAS, XP',BAS, 
YPBAS for the heel projections. 
5.2.24 	Calculation of factors of safety 
FIG. 5.10. POCEEDUR[ FOR CALCULATION OF WATER FORCES 
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5.2.24.1 	Establish force lever arms 
Before inclusion in the equations for calculation 
of the factor of safety against overturning, the horizontal 
distances of the points of application of the resultant 
earth and water pressures from the toe are calculated. 
The lever arms used are shown in Figure 5.11. 
5,2.24.2 	Calculate manitude and eccentricit 
of resultant on base 
The magnitude (R) and eccentricity (E) of the 
resultant on the base of the wall arefound by taking 
moments abouts the toe of the wall of the forces shown 
in Figure 5.11. 	RN and RT represent the components of 
the resultant normal and tangential to the base. 
The resultant R acts at a distance RBJi Iran the 
toe and has point of application co-ordinatesX]3AS, YBSi'. 
5.2.24.3 	Factor of safety against slidina  
The factor of safety against sliding is calculated 
from the equation 
FSLID1 = 
forces resi,sting 	STFOR -- 
forces  causing sliding SLFOR 
where 
STEOR CFOTJND x BASE + RN x TAN ( Qws) + pASKiy x 
COS (APASE - AGBASE) 
SLFOR 	RT, the tangential component of the reaction 
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FIG. 5.11. : LEVER ARMS FOR STADILITY ANALYSIS 
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and 
CFOUND : cohesion between base and underlying soil 
BASE : width of base 
	
RN 	normal reaction on wall base 
QWS : angle of friction between base and soil 
PASKIY : passive force developed in front of 
the wall including any developed in 
front of a base key 
APASE 	angle of line of action of passive 
force with horizontal 
AGBASE : angle of base with horizontal 
If the slid- ng force SLFOR is found to he negative 
the factor of safety is given a value of 99.00. 
When there is a base key present it is necessary 
to consider two failure modes as described in chapter 3, 
section 3.4.4. 	For the second failure mode a failure 
plane is assumed to develop between the toe and bottom 
of the key and this surface is considered as the effective 
base of the wall. It is necessary in this case to 
re-calculate the base resultant components RN and RTfor 
the effective base surface. 	The factor of safety can 
then be calculated using the equatior 
FSLID2 - STFCR 
- SLFOR 
where 
STFOR : CB x BASE + RN x TAN (ANGFCT) + PASlV-Z x 





CFOmD 	cohesion of foundation material 
BASE : length of effective base 
RN 	normal reaction on effective base 
PASIVE 	passive force that can be developed 
in front of the wall between the toe and 
the ground surface 
AGBASE 	angle effective wall base makes with 
horizontal 
APASE 	angle of line of action of passive 
force with horizontal 
If two factors of safety are calculated the smaller 
factor of safety is taken as the factor of safety against 
slidingFSLID. 
The procedure described above is illustrated in the 
flow diagram in Figure 5.12. 
5.2.24.4 	Factor of safetLainstoVert! 
The stabilizing moment is considered in two parts. 
Forces which directly contribute to wall stability i.e. 
wall weight 4WALL., weight of soil above the toe WTOE, 
included wedge weight SWT and passive earth force PASlY 
are considered in the stabilizing moment SM. 	The forces 
which tend to cause overturning are considered in component 
form; the overturning components form the moment OM while 
the stabilizing components yield moment 0M1. 
If there is found to be no net overturning moment the 
factor of safety is given a value of 99.00. 
-177- 
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5.2.24.5 	Factor of safety aZainst bearing _failure 
The procedure for calculating the factor of 
safety against bearing failure FSECY is illustrated 
in Figure 5.13. 	The first part of the procedure (top 
part of Figure 5.13) is concerned with calculating the 
maximum bearing pressure BMUS beneath the wall. 
Four different cases are considered: 
(i) Resultant lies within middle third of the base. 
RN 	I 	6.0*E 
BPR1 S = I3ASiL' * 1.0   I- -BASE 
RN = normal resultant on base 
= eccentricity of normal from centre 
of base 
BASE = base width 




- 2,0 * 
Resultant intersects edge of base:-
BPRES = RN 
Resultant lies outside base: 
wall unstable and factor of safety 
against bearing failure set equal 
to zero. 
Once the maximum bearing pressure beneath the wall 
has been found it 	is necessary to calculate 	the value 
for the allowable bearing capacity QD. 	As discussed 
in chapter 32, section 3.5.3, the value for the allowable 
bearing capacity will depend upon the deth at which the 
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FIG. 5.13.: CALCULATION OF FACTOR OF SAFETY AGAINST BEARING FAILURE 
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base has been founded, the width of the base and the 
nature of the foundation material. 	The procedure for 
arriving at the value of QD is summarized in the flow 
diagram in Figure 5.13. 
Once the allowable capacity has been found a check 
is made to ensure that the amendments have not made the 
value greater than the maximum permissible value QLIM. 
OLIM has a value of 1-5 times QØ , the allowable bearing 
capacity, for cohesive soils, and the value QNCMJIX for 
cohesionless soils. 
Finally the factor of safety FSBCY can be calculated 
as 
FSBCY = QD/BPRES 
5.2.25 	L4anipulation of factors of safety 
If the included wedge analysis method is being used 
the calculated values of the factors of safety will 
require manipulating to establish the critical values 
for these terms. 	The procedure for this is outlined in 
the flow diagram shown in Figure 5.14. 
If the section being analysed is the first included 
wedge surface the critical terms CRITL, GRITTP, GP.IC 
are set equal to the calculated values for the factor 
of safety and the program returns to consider the next 
included wedge. 
After subsequent included wedge analyses the 
calculated values for the factors of safety are compared 
with the current critical values. 	If found to be less 
than the critical values the critical values are reset to 
the new low value for the factor of safety. 
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When the included wedge analysis procedure is not 
used the critical values for the factors of safety can 
be straightaway set equal to the values calculated for 
the factors of safety. 
After all trial wedges have been examined, or in 
the case of the simple analysis procedure after the critical 
values are set, a check is thade to see if the automatic 
design rocedure is in use. 	If it is not the program 
moves straight on to the graphics subroutine SCRN. 
When the automatic design method is in use the program 
moves on to check the critical values, found for the 
factors of safety, with the design requirements. 
5.2.26 	Automatic design: check factors of safety  
\Vhen a cantilever section is being designed 
automatically it is necessary to check that the factors 
of safety for the current section are greater than the 
design requirements before the section can be accepted. 
(Figure 5.15). 	If any one factor of safety falls below 
the design requirement the section is unacceptable. 
When this occurs the width of the base- is increased and, 
provided the new width does not exceed a certain maximum 
value, the amended structure is re-analysed. 	A maximum 
value is set for the base width to avoid the program 
ending up in a loop because of some error in data etc. 
The maximum base value, LASTOP, is initially set 
by the program as being equal to the height of soil to 
be retained. 	If during the subsequent design the base 
is increased to a value greater than this maximum the 
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FIG. 5.15. AUTOMATIC DESIGN CHECK OF 	FACTORS OF SAFETY 
user is informed by the message 
BASE iIDTH GRATR T`-LAN 'hALL HJIGHT : 
DO YOU ANT ViIDER BSS CONS IDiRD? 
If the user types Y(yes) then the program will ask for 
a new maximum value for the base to be set with the message 
Ni MAXIMUM VALUE FOR BASE 
The base width will then be incremented and the analysis 
procedure re-run. 
then the designer does not want any further base 
widths considered the analysis process for this particular 
section is abandoned although the section does not stisfy 
the design requirements. 	The results are stored as for 
sections that have been found satisfactory and the user 
will be able to inspect the results later. 
When all factors of safety satisfy the design values 
a check is made to see if more than one wall shape has 
been analysed. 	If only one has been examined (NANT = 1) 
it may be possible to reduce the base width and still have 
a wall shape that will satisfy the design requirements. 
If the base width is reduced a check is made to ensure 
that the base width is not less than the minimum permissible 
value,BASLOi. (BASLOW has value of either 3.00 ft or 1.00 m). 
Provided the base value is greater than BASLOW the value 
of NANT is reset to zero and the new shape analysed. 
By setting the analysis count to zero this will ensure 
that if all factors of safety again satisfy the design 
requirements it will be ossible to repeat the base reduction 
process. 	If the base reduction process at any time causes 
the base width to fall below the minimum acceptable value 
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the analysisrocess is concluded and the program will -tl
move on to consider the next toe:base ratio or toe depth 
as the case may be. 
The base reduction process is not used if more than 
one wall section has previously been analysed, as indicated 
by an analysis count value (NANT) of greater than unity. 
hen NAINT has a value greater than one this indicates 
that a section analysed has Proved unsatisfactoy and the 
	
base width had 	to be increased. 	In this case the analysis 
process for this particular section is concluded. 
On completion of the design the results are stored 
in the following arrays:- 
RESTP( ) : critil value for factor of safety 
against overturning 
RSSL( ) 	critical value for factor of safety 
against sliding 
RESBC( ) : critical value for factor of safety 
against bearing failure 
RESBAS( ) : base width of section 
RSP.AT( ) 	toe:base ratio 
IUSTD( ) : toe depth 
RESVIAL( ) : weight of wall 
These results can be later output in the form of 
a table or a graph. 
Before returning to consider the next wall shape 
the results of the design just completed are outut on 
the screen. 	This will enable the user to follow the 
rate of progress through an automatic design. 
5.2 • 27 	Automa t i cde sj: 	ma npula tionofreslts 
5.2.27.1 	Fix value ofBSTART 
Before considering the current position of the 
automatic design procedure the starting value for the 
base width is adjusted. 	Initially the user specified 
the starting base width for the automatic analysis process. 
This width may or may not be close to the final base width 
required to meet the design requirements. 	However for 
all subsequent analyses the program will set its own 
starting value for the base width, DSTIiRT. 	This value 
is taken as one b;se increment less than the satisfactory 
base width found for the previously completed section. 
5.2.27.2 	Ascertain osition of automatic design procedure 
Having set the value for BSTART the program will 
move on to consider the next toe:base ratio for the wall. 
If however all the required ratios have been analysed for 
the particular toe depth (NORAT = NRATIO) the program will 
calculate the minimum base value that has been found for the 
current toe depth. 	This is stored in the array BASLO( ) 
and will be later available for a graph of base width 
against toe depth. 	The program also keeps a record of 
the smallest and largest base widths (BAS1N and BASIC). 
This will be needed to select a suitable scale for 
plotting the graph. 
When all the toe depths requested by the user have 
been considered (NOTOZ = NTOED) the program will go into 
the graphics routine for output of results. 	If further 
toe depths have to be analysed the program will return 
and consider these. 
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5.2.28 	Graphics subroutine 
The majority of the graphics and user interaction 
facilities are contained in the routine SCRiN. 
On completion of the manual or automatic analysis 
procedures control transfers to this routine. 
On return from the graphics routine a check is 
made to see if the )OO(IT, RUN or GO flags have been set. 
If any have been set the program will move to the appropriate 
statement number. 
If no flags are set the program presumes that a 
re-analysis has been requested and returns to repeat 
the analysis process used before. 
5.2.29 	End of program 
Selection of the exit option during the interaction 
procss will cause the )OOCIT flag to be set and the 
graphics subroutine to return to the main program. 
When the O(XIT flag is found in the main program the 
message 
* * * HCRAM END * * * 
is output, and the terminal is returned to monitor level. 
5.3 	PROGRIi SUBROUTINS 
5.3.1 	Subroutine K)UA 
For each part of the wall back the co-ordinates 
of the top (X,T, YVT) and bottom (X'B, Yd3) points of 
intersection of the water with the wall are input to 
the routine. 	The routine will then calculate from the 
standing water level, VATiR, the distribution of the water 
pressure over the part of the wall back under consideration. 
The subroutine will return with the water force as 
RV, the point of application of this force as (XJ, YP) 
and the angle of application as APW. 	A complete list 
of the variables used in this subroutine is given in 
Figure 5.16. 
5.3.2 	Subroutine 30RDR 
This routine contains the instructions for drawing 
the surround shown in Figure 4.21. 
The date is found using the Fortran library subroutine 
DATE. 	The date is in the form dd - mmm - yy and is stored 
as two words in the array IDATE(2). 
5.3.3 	Subr'utine COG 
This subroutine is used in conjunction with subroutine 
WEIGhT to calculate the area, centre of gravity and moment 
about the origin of vertical sided strips. 
Six co-ordinates are needed to define each strip 
as shown in Figure 5.18 a flow diagram illustrating the 
procedure in the subroutine is shown in Figure 5.17. 
The program first calculates the area moment for 
the rectangle enclosing the strip. 	The moment of the 
strip is then found by subtracting the moments of the 
top and bottom triangles. 
A flow diagram illustrating the procedure is given 
in Figure 5.17. 	A list of the variables used in the 
routine is given in Figure 5.19 and the majority of these 
terms as shown on the typical strip in Figure 5.18. 
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ALE : length of wall back over which water pressure acts 
ANGLE : angle wall back makes with horizontal 
APW : angle of resultant water pressure with vertical 
	
RV 	resultant water force 
PB 	water pressure at bottom of wall section 
PUT 	water pressure at top of wall section 
XW : x-co-ordinate of point of application of 
resultant water force 
X\VB 	x-co-ordinate of top level of water for 
present wall element 
X\T : x-co-ordinate of bottom level of water for 
present wall element 
YV/ 	y-co-ordinate of point of application of 
resultant water force 
YtYB : y-co-ordinate of bottom level of water for 
present wall element 
WT 	y-co-ordinate of top level of water for 
present wall element 
gure 5.16 
 : NOMNCLATUR FOR SUBROUTIL AQUA 
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FIG. 5.17 FLOW DIAGRAM FOR SU8ROUTIi\E COG 
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FIG. 5.18. TYPICAL STRIP FOR SUBROUTINE 	COG 
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A11TY 	Area moment of strip about y-axis 
AREA : area of strip 
AY : y-co-ordinate of top of L.U.S. of strip 
BY : y-co-ordinate of top of R.H.S. of strip 
COI?JIN : correction to moment of rectangu1.!r wedge 
to give moment for true wedge shape 
CY : y-co-ordinate of bottom of L.H.S. of strip 
DLTAX : width of strip 
DTAY : overall height of strip 
DY 	y-co-ordinate of bottom of R.H.S. of strip 
DYI3OT : height of bottom of 	strip 
DYTOP : height of 	top of strip 
FACTIi : factor for lever arm of bottom triangle 
FACTT : 	factor for lever arm of top triangle 
YYBOT1 : 	y-co-ordinate of lower bottom point 
YYE3OT2 : 	y-co-ordinate of higher bottom point 
YYTOP1 : y-co-ordinate of higher top point 
YYTOP2 : 	y-co-ordinate of lower top point 
Firure 5,19  NOLNCLAThRF FOR SUEROUTIN COG 
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5,3.4 	Subroutine CRACKS 
The main program calculates the intersection point 
of the wedge base with the backfill surface. 	However 
when the backfill material is cohesive allowance must 
be made for the development of a tension crack between 
the ground surface and the assumed failure surface. 
Subroutine CRACKS will amend the point found by the main 
program to make allowance for the tension crack. 
The procedure is relatively strqightforward and 
is summarized in Figure 5.20. 	The nomenclature used 
in the routine is listed in Figure 5.21 and illustrated 
in Figure 5.22. 
A record of both the point of intersection ( XSLIR, 
YSUR) and number of the surface element on which the point 
was found (IA) is transferred to the subroutine. 	The 
subroutine will work back from this element and find the 
point at which the vertical tension crack fits in between 
the surface and the trial failure surface. 	This is done 
by establishing the equations of the surface elements and 
the failure surface and then finding the x-co-ordinate 
of the point that will give a vertical distance between 
the lines of + HO , the depth of tension crack. 	The 
calculated x-co-ordinate is then checked to see if it 
lies within the limits of the current surface element. 
hen it does the analysis is complete and the routine 
can return. 	If this condition is not met the routine 
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FIG. 5.20.: FLOW DIAGRAM FOR SUOROUTINE CRACKS 
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AMB : slope of trial failure surface 
AMT : slope of current surface element 
CBOT : constant term in equation for 
trial failure surface 
CT : constant term in equation for 
current surface element 
C'IPJJSU : ibontrol flag set if more than one 
surface element need be considered in 
search for position of tension crack 
DjLTAW : total surcharge acting on surface element 
intersected by original failure surface 
(Figure 5.22) 
I : number of current surce element 
being analysed 
IA : number of surface element intersected by 
failure surface as found in main program 
JEND : number of surface element intersected by 
failure surface after allowance for tension crack 
	
SURWT 	total surcharge weight acting above failure wedge 
lower limiting value for acceptable x-co-ordinatc 
for position of tension crack for the current 
surface elt.ment 
XSUR : x-co-ordinate of intersection of failure 
surface with ground surface 
YSUR 	y-co-ordinate of intersection of failure 
surface with ground surface 
WDASH : surcharge acting on the element intersected 
by original failure surface but not lying 
above failure wedge (Figure 5.22) 
Figure 	5.21 	ANNOTATION FOR S1JD1OLJT1 	CLACKS 
W 
kl 
V5 	 .5x(4'), 5V(4) 	 .sx(S), 5Y(5) 
w6),,v() 
116. 5.22. AMENDMENT OF FAILURE WEDGE TO INCLUDE TENSION CRACK 
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This process is repeated until the position of 
the tension crack is found. 	Throughout the analysis 
the total surcharge weight acting above the failure wedge 
is kept up-dated as necessary. 
5.3.5 	Subroutine DATOUT 
This routine simply contains all the graphics 
instructions for forming the display file for the output 
shown in Figure 4.7. 
5.3.6 	Subroutine DATACH 
This routine contains the interaction facilities 
to permit changes to be made to the basic program data. 
The procedure is summarized in Figure 5.23. 
Data changes are made by selection from a menu 
(Figure 4.8 ) and to facilitate the process the data terms 
are not changed directly but through a basic data array 
which contains all the basic data terms, BASIC( ). 
To change a term in the list the user aligns the 
horizontal cross-hair with the term to be changed and 
types any keyboard character. 	The Sturgeon routine 1PON 
is then used to find which item in the menu has been selected. 
Once the item has been identified it's current vlue is 
accessed directly from the BASIC( ) array and output on 
the screen. 	The user can then insert the new value required. 
In order to permit the new value to be placed beside the 
existing value the echo is switched off while the user 
inputs the up-dated value. 	Once the input of the new 
value is complete (after carriage return has been typed) 
a MOV'TO and RLDISP command is used to output the new value 
along side the old value. 
U3VIVQ 	3i1HO88flS uoi I'VIJVIO MO1J : 'EZS HJ 
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Up to eight data terms can be changed at any 
one time. 	Any attempt to change more than eight terms 
causes loss of display because of some Sturgeon Itfunxlylt. 
On completion of the data changes all the basic 
data terms are up-dated from the values in the BASIC( ) 
array irrespective of whether they have been amended or not. 
5.3.7 	Subroutine FRICL 
5.3.7.1 	Introduction 
This subroutine is used to calculate the passive 
pressure in front of the wall when the wall surface is 
plane between the toe and the front ground level. 	The 
Friction Circle Method is used. 
A summary of terms used in the subroutine is given 
in Figures 5.24 and 5.25. 	A flow diagram for the subrourine 
is given in Figure 5.26. 
5.3.7.2 	Stage (1): Set constants for anal 
Terms which do not vary with the position of the 
circle centre are established straightaway. Any adhesive 
force between the soil and the front of the wall pill be 
constant irrespective of the shape of failure surface in 
front of the wall. 	This force is stored-as ADHSN and 
is calculated at this stage. 
5.3.7.3 	Stage (2): Establish line on which circle centre lies 
The position of the circle centre is varied by steadily 
increasing the length XD1. 	The initial value of XD1 is 
very small and it is therefore necessary to check that it 
is feasible to draw circle through point B and the toe of The 
U Li 
(wxi,Wv(i)) 
FIG. 5.24. FRICTION CIRCLE 	CALCULATION OF PASSIVE PRESSURE 
Fgure 5.25: 	NOI'vDINCLATURE ZOR SUDTIIIIOUTIN FICLE 
ADi-1J'SN : 	adhesion force between front of wall and soil 
AKP : 	Rankine's coefficient of passive pressure 
ALR : 	magnitude of 	resultant after call 	to RISGLV 
ANGCHN : 	angle cohesive force makes with the horizontal 
A14GF1I : 	angle of resultant on wedge base neglecting 
soil 	weight 
ANGF12 angle of resultant on wedge base neglecting 
cohesion and surcharge 
ANGI-'Dl : 	angle of Rankine force on EB due 	to cohesion 
and surcharge 
ANGP11 : 	angle of passive force on wall due 	to cohesion 
and surcharge 
ANGP12 : 	angle of passive 	force on wall due 	to soil weight 
ANGR : 	angle of resultant after call 	to RISOLV 
APASE : 	angle of resultant passive force on wall 
AWALL : 	angle of 	front of wall 
CD 	cohesive strength of soil 
COI{ESN : resultant cohesive force along curved part of 
slip surface 
COSFRT : cosine of angle of slope of ground in front 
of wall 
DELXD1 : incremental value for increase in XD1 
E : angle EBD as shown in Figure 5.24 
El : angle BDZ as shown in Figure 5.24 
HD1 : vertical distance from point B to horizontal 
through intersection of soil with wall front 
HD2 : vertical distance from point B to ground surface 
HALL : vertical distance from toe to intersection of 
ground and wall front 
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PAsIv; 	: minimum passive force on front of wall 
PD11 	: Rankine passive force on E13 due to cohesion 
and surcharge 
PD12 Rankine passive force on ZB due 	to soil weight 
P11 passive force on wall due to cohesion and 
surcharge 
P12 passive force on wall due 	to 	soil weight 
PPQ resultant passive force on front of wall 
OFRONT : surcharge on soil in front of wall 
	
RI 	radius of circular part of slip surface 
RC : radius of friction circle 
SAVPP : lowest value of resultant passive pressure 
found so far 
SAVPF1 : lowest value of passive pressure due to 
cohesion and surcharge 
SAVPP2 	lowest value of passive pressure due to 
soil weight 
STJRL : length D on Figure 5.24 
TANFRT : tangent of angle of slope of ground in 
frontof wall 
Wi 	weight of soil wedge aboe curved portion of 
failure surface 
XC 	x-co-ordinate of circle centre 
XCS1 	x-co-ordinate of point on line of action of 
cohesion force 
XD1 	horizontal distance from toe of limit of 
curved portion of slip surface 
XD2 : horizontal distance ED on Figure 5.24 
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XF11 : x-co-ordinate of point through which Fil acts 
XF12 : x-co-ordinate of point through which F12 acts 
XPASE 	x-co-ordinate of resultant passive pressure 
on wall 
XPll x-co-ordinate of passive 	force on wall due 
to cohesion and surcharge 
XP12 x-co-ordinate of passive force on wall due 
to soil weight 
XR 	: x-co-ordinate of point through which resultant 
passes on return from RESOLV 
XS 	: x-co-ordinate of intersection of slip surface 
and ground 
YC y-co-ordinate of circle centre 
YCS1 y-co-ordinate on line of 	action of cohesion 
force 
YD2 vertical difference between point D and 1E Fig 5.24 
YF11 	: y-co-ordinate of point 	through which Fli acts 
YF12 y-co-ordinate of point through which F12 acts 
YPASE y-co-ordinate of point of application of 
resultant passive force on wall 
YP11 	: y-co-ordinate of point of application of P11 
YP12 	: y-co-ordinate of point of application of P12 
YR 	: y-co-ordinate of point through which resultant 
passes on return from R'SOLV 
YS 	: y-co-ordinate of intersection of slip surface 
with ground 
Y1T : 	y-co-ordinate of point Z 	Figure 5.24 
FIG. 5.26. FLOW DIAGRAM FOR FRICTION CIRCLE METHOD 
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wall given that the circle centre must lie on line BC. 
This is checked by calculating the point of intersection 
of a line normal to BC with the line of the front of the wall. 
(This is equivalent to considering a circle with centre on 
BC with infinite radius.) 	If the intersection lies above 
a 
the toe of the wall it will not be possible to finch satisfactory 
circular surface. 	In such a case the value of XD1 should 
be increased. 
5.3.7.4 	Stace (3): 	stablish centre of friction circle - 
The centre of the circle is selected to lie on BC in 
such a position that an arc can be drawn to pass through 
point B and the toe of the wall. 
5.3.7.5 	Ste (4): Store surcharie data for .. .-. 	 - 
cohesiontess soil 
If soil is cohesionless and there is surcharge 
acting on ground in front of wall it is necessary to store 
relevant information about the surcharge force in XR, YR, 
ALR, ANGR, SIGNR so that it is ready for resolution at 
stage (7). 
5.3.7.6 	Stage (5): Resolve adhesion and cohesion forces  
The first step when dealing with a cohesive backfill 
is to establish the resultant of the adhesive force along 
the front of the wall ADFLZSN, and the cohesive force along 
circular part of )se, COHSN. 
The magnitude, direction etc. of the adhesive force 
is constant for all shapes of failure surface and this was 
established therefore at stage (1). 
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5.3.7.7 	Stage(6):_Resolve resultantand surcharcjoje 
The weight and line of action of any surcharge load 
acting above curved portion of wedge is determined. 	This 
force is then resolved with the resultant found at stage (5). 
5.3.7.8 	Stage (7): Resolve resultant and PD11 
PD11 is the Rankine passive force on EB due to 
consideration of just surcharge and cohesion. 	The distribution 
of the passive pressure due to these two is uniform and the 
resultant force on 1B acts parallel to the ground surface 
and half way up IB. 
PD11 is calculated and resolved with the resultant 
from stage (6). 
5.3.7.9 	Stag j8): FInd_point of intersection 
resultant and j?ll 
Before the magnitude of the passive force on the wall 
due to surcharge and cohesion (P11) can be found it is 
necessary to discover the line of action of the resultant 
force on the wedge base Fil. 
It is known that Fil will pass through intersection 
of resultant and P11 and be tangential to frictioit circle. 
As yet the magnitude of P11 is unkno\m)however its 
line of action and point of application are kriown.At this 
stage P11 is given a dummy value of 10.00 and subroutine 
RESOLV used to find the intersection point of P11 and 
resultant from stage (7). 
5.3.7.10 	Stage (9): 	stablish line of action of 
111 and hencemnitudc of P11 
The line of action of the resultant on the base 
is determined by call to subroutine TNGNT. 	The sine 
rule can then be used to calculate the magnitude of P11. 
5.3.7.11 Stage (10): Resolve forces vnl  and_PD12 
This is the first stage of the second part of 	the 
analysis. 	Surcharge and cohesion forces are now neglected 
and the passive force on the wall due to the weight of 
soil is calculated. 
The weight of soil above the curved portion of the 
wedge (WI) is calculated and resolved with the iankine 
passive force(due to soil weight) on ED, PD12. 
of resultant 
5.3.7.12 	Stage (11): Find point of intersection and P12. 
Before the magnitude of the passive force on the 
wall due to soil weight (P12) can be found ±t is necessary 
to discover the line of action of the resultant force on 
the wedge base, F12. 	F12 will pass through intersection 
point of resultant from stage (10) and force P12. 
The magnitude of P12 is as yet unknown however we 
do know it's point of application and line of action. 
It will be given a dummy magnitude of 10.00 so that RESOLV 
can be used to find the intersection point. 
5.3.7.13 	Stage (12): 	stab1ish line of action of 
F12 and hence rnanitudeFp12 
The line of action of F12 is ascertained by a call 
to subroutine TAGNT. 	The sine rule can then be used to 
find P12. 
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Having calculated P12 the total passive force on 
the wall is known. 	A check is now made on the new value 
of the passive force. 	If it is found to be less than 
the previous value the analysis is continued and a new 
failure surface considered. 	If the current value is 
found to be greater than the previous one the analysis 
is concluded and the stored value taken as the passive 
force on the wall. 
5.3.7.14 	St acre (13): Find point of application 
.21 passive_orce 
The point of application of the resultant passive 
force on the front of the wall is found by taking moments 
about the toe. 
5.3.8 	Subroutine GRAI-I 
Subroutine GRAPH is used to draw the graphs of 
both base against toe depth and base agaird toe:base ratio. 
The routine requires the following data:- 
(1) origin for the graph: IXO, IYO 
co-ordinates for points to be displayed: 
IFrX( ) , IPTY( 	) 
scale increments for axes: XSCAL1( 	), YSCAL( 	) 
number of scale increments for each axis: NX, NY 
scale factor for drawing graph: FACTOR 
increments for scaling axes: INCRX, INCRY 
Flag indicating which graph is to be drawn: GRAii1 
The procedure for drawing and labelling the axes, and 
drawing the graph is straightforward graphics and requires 
no explanation. 
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5.3.9 	Subroutine KEYS 
As already discussed in chapter 3 ;rovision is made 
in the program for the inclusion of a heel key in the wall 
design. 
A key can be introduced at three stages during the 
running of the program. 	On each occasion input of the 
key dimensions is accomplished by a call to subroutine KiYS. 
This subroutine contains the necessary prompts and interactive 
input commands to permit the designer to specify the death 
and width of base key required. 
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5.3.10 	Subroutine PAPA 
As discussed in chapter 3, section 3.2.3.2 the 
active force is calculated at various points don the back of 
the wall. 	This permits the numeric differentiation technique 
to be used to establish the point of application of the 
resultant active force. 	This routine carries out the 
numeric differentiation process. 
Before the pressure distribution can be considered 
the array ACTIVE( ) has to be rearranged so that the first 
entry in the array refers to the active pressure of the 
top of the wall and has a value of zero. 
When the wall back is broken the resultant active 
pressure is considered in two parts PATOP and PABOT. 
For plane backed surfaces only PATOF is calculated. 
The point of application of the resultant force or 
forces is found by calculating the active force acting on 
each element of the wall back (Figure 5.27). 	These 
forces are assumed to act at the mid-point of the wall 
elements. 	Moments are then taken of each elemental force 
about the bottom of that part of the wall. 	The point of 
application of the force is found by dividing the sum of 
the moments by the total resultant force on that part of 
the wall. 	The points of application are stored as 
XPATOP, YPATOP and XPABOT, YPAI3OT. The y-co-ordinates 
are not relative to the origin but represent the height 





FIG. 5.27. CALCULATION OF POINT OF APPLICATION OF ACTIVE FORCES 
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5.3.11 	Subroutine RSOLV 
As the name suggests this subroutine is used for 
finding the resultant of two forces. 	The routine is 
used exclusively by subroutine 2'RICL. 
Five parameters are required to describe each force:- 
x-co-ordinate of a point through which 
the forces act (XI, X2) 
y-co-ordinate of a point through which 
the forces act (Yl, Y2) 
magnitude of the forces (ALl, AL2) 
sign of the forces: 	this is used to 
indicate in which direction along the 
line of action the force acts. 	Forces 
are assumed positive if x-co-ordinates 
increase along the line of action. 
Vertical forces are positive if they act 
upwards (SIGN1, SIGN2) 
the angles the lines of action make with 
the horizontal (ANG1, A2) 
Given this data for each force subroutine RSOLV 
will calcul.te the resultant of the two forces. 	The 
data relating to the resultant will be stored as XR, YR, 
ALR, SIGNR, ANGR. 
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5.3.12 	Subroutine SCBhhN 
5.3.12.1 	Introduction 
During program development the graphics and user 
interaction facilities were, where possible, kept separate 
from the main program and grouped together in a subroutine. 
This considerably simplified program editing. 	This 
structure forms a logical division in the program and is 
retained in the final version. 
The user interaction and graphics facilities offered 
in this subroutine were discussed in chapter 4. 	The 
programming behind the provision of these f2cilities will 
be discussed in this section. 
A flow diagram outlining the overall operation of 
the subroutine is shown in Figure 5.28. 
5.3.12.2 	Set logical variables to initial values '- ------------------- 
Logical  variables are generally used as control flags 
for the program. There are two exceptions LW and LWF. 
These terms are synonymous with the logical terms •TRUE. 
and •FALSE. 	As has been already explained LOG and LcGF 
are used in certain ST1JRG'ON commands because of machine 
difficulty in recognising TRUE. and •FALSE. as a result 
of a software problem. 
The following logical variables are used in this 
subroutine: - 
£44L 	.QO3 4A.DV 
B AMrn3 £4 	ATV 
I 	O'-VAV 	I 
F 	0 J £4zJ., 
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FIG. 5.26. : FLOW DIAGRAM FOR SUBROUTINE SCREEN 
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(i) GRA1:H1: 
When graphs of base against toe:base ratio 
are to be output this flag is set and will 
ensure that the horizontal axis of each 
graph is labelled. 
RDRAW: 
When a redraw has been requested this 
flag is set and will cause a large R to 
be output on the screen when the section 
is redrawn. 	This is to remind the 
designer that a redraw has taken place 
and that the displayed factors of safety 
do not refer to the section currently 
displayed on the screen. 
GO: 
When the analysis process is to be re-run 
this flag is set and will ensure that on 
return to the main program the program will 
return to the beginning of the analysis 
process. 
(iv) fl.iRUN: 
Similar to the GO-flag but set when the 




There will seldom be enough screen area 
available to permit the display of the 
complete backfill surface. 	Attempts to 
draw the complete surface will generally 
result in an edge violation. 	IkVhen this 
condition is found to be imminent flag 
OVER is set. 	The program will then reduce 
the amount of the current element that is 
output to fit the available screen area and 
will conclude the surface drawing at this 
stage. 
XXXIT: 
The exit flag XXX1T is set when the designer 
has decided to exit from the program. 	This 
ensures that on return to the main program 
the program will proceed to the £N1) statement. 
5.3.12.3 	Definition of subictures 
Subpictures and graphics subroutines and are used 
in a similar manner to normal subroutines. 	Once defined 
they can be called at any time during the program and 
cause an instance of whatever is in the subpicture to be 
inserted in the current segment of the display file. 
Five subpictures are used:- 
(1) SubpictureIRAR: 
contains instructionsused for drawing the 
letter R. 	This symbol is output on the 
screen to remind the user when a redraw of 
the wall shape has occurred. 
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i 	SubR!ctu r e I AARK: 
contains instructions for drawing an upward 
arrow. 	This symbol is used to mark the 
position of the resultant on the base of 
the wall. 
(iii) Subpicture ICROSS: 
contains instructions for drawing a small 
diagonal cross. 	The cross 	is used to 
mark the co-ordinate points on the wall 
section. 
Subpicture_IDOT: 
contains instructions for drawing a dot. 
The dot is used to mark the co-ordinate 
points on the backfi 1.l surface and 
although invisible to the user it can 
be defined as a segment and can therefore 
be identified by the cross-hairs. 
Subpicture IARROW: 
contains instructions for drawing a down- 
ward pointing arrow. 	This symbol is 
used to indicate line loads on the backfill 
surface. 
If the program has been run in automatic mode 
two further subpictures are required:- 
(1) IVRT: 
small vertical line used to scale 
horizontal axis when drawing a graph. 
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(ii) IHORZ: 
small horizontal line used to scale 
vertical axis when drawing a graph. 
5.3.12.4 	Automatic analysis: user interaction 
User interaction after automatic analysis is 
accomplished by menu selection. 	The list of Ot1O1LS 
has already been discussed in chapter 4, section 4.4.9. 
5.3.12.5 
Five main stages can be identified in the procedure 
for drawing the graph:- 
Label x-axis and form_x-co-ordi.nates: 
The values for labelling the horizontal 
axis are stored in the array XSCALE( ). 
The x-co-ordinates of points to be output 
on the graph are stored in the array !PTX( ). 
These co-ordinates all refer to the screen 
co-ordinate system. 
Label y-axis and form y-co-ordinates: 
The values for labelling the y-axis are 
stored in YSCALE( ). 	The y-co-ordinates 
of points to be plotted are stored as IPTY( ). 
Set other values required by gph: 
The origin for this graph will be the point 
(100,100) and the program variables for 
this point IXO, IYO are set. 	The subroutine 
graph is used to draw the graph and it is 
written to produce a graph and axes that 
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occupy just under a quarter of the 
available screen area. 	This will 
allow up to four graphs at a time to be 
output on the screen. 	Here however only 
one graph is required therefore by setting 
FACTOR to 2.00 the scale of the drawing 
will be doubled thereby producing a graph 
that will occupy the full screen area. 
Label _gapand list ratios considered: 
Before calling the graph drawing routine 
the L- bels for the axes and the heading 
for the graph are entered in the display 
file. 	A list of the toe:base ratios is 
also output on the screen and this too 
is entered in the display file. 
raph and dip: 
The instructions for drawing and scaling 
the axes and plotting the graph are 
contained in subroutine UIUH. 
The Sturgeon command CALL DEPICT (IDFlL, 1) 
causes the display file to be compiled 
and transmitted to the screen. 
5.3,12.6 Automatic results: zranhofb.se anstio 
Four main stages can be identified in the procedure:- 
(1) Select scale factor for graph: 
Before any preparation is made for drawing 
the graph a check is made to ensure that a 
graph can be plotted. 	i.e. there must have 
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been more than one toe:base ratio 
considered. 	hen a graph cannot 
be drawn the user is informed by the 
message 'ONLY ONE RATIO CONSIDRED: 
GRAPH CANNOT BE DRAN' and the program 
returns to the user interaction stage. 
When a graph can be drawn the scale 
factor for the graph is set initially 
to 1.00. 	This will permit up to 
four graphs to be output on the screen 
at once. 	If only one toe:base ratio 
has been considered the scale factor 
is set to 2.00. 	This will ensure that 
the full screen area is used for the 
graph. 
Label x and 	axes: 
The labels for the x-axis are obtainable 
directly from the RATIOS( ) array. 	This 
array contains all the values of toe:base 
ratio used in the analysis stored in 
sequence. 
The labels for the y-axis are worked-out 
from the overall minimum (OVMIN) and 
overall maximum (OVAX) base widths found 
during the design. 
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Establish ablish x and9-ordinateS: 
The procedure is slightly more complicated 
than for the graph of base against toe 
depth because up to four graphs can now be 
output simultaneously. 	The term JG is 
used to keep a record of how many graphs 
have been transferred to the display file. 
A maximum of four graphs can be accommodated 
on the screen at any one time and JG therefore 
has a value of between one and four. 
The position for the origin of each graph 
(IXO, IYO) is selected according to the 
value of 3G. 	Once the origin has been 
fixed the points for display on the graph 
can be found. 	The x-co-ordinates of the 
points IPTXC( ) are uniformly distributed 
along the x-axis and are fixed according to 
the number of ratios considered. 	The 
y-co-ordinates are dependent upon the base 
widths found during the analysis. 	These 
have to be retrievedfrom the array Ri!SBAS( ). 
(iv) Draw graphs: 
Each graph is drawn and transferred to the 
display file by the subroutine GRPH. 	The 
graphs are labelled with the toe depth to 
which they refer. 	The display file is 
only output if all graphs to be output have 
been drawn (3 = NTOED) or if four graphs are 
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already stored in the display file 
(JG = 4). 
After output of the display file the 
program will pause and continue only 
when the user signifies his readiness 
by typing any teletype key. 	A check 
is then made to see if any further 
graphs are to be output by comparing 
the value of J, the number of the latest 
graph output, with  NTOED the number of 
graphs to be output. 	If more graphs are 
to be drawn the drawing procedure is 
repeated. 
After all the graphs have been output the 
program returns to the user interaction 
menu. 
5.3.12.7 	Automatic analys is: table of results 
As an alternative to graphical output the results 
from the automatic analysis procedure can be output in 
tabular form (Figure 4.17). 
The border output heading and underlining of 
column headings are all stored in the display file. 
The terms for insertion in the table are out'ut directly 
on the screen by means of SENDUS commands. 
On completion of the output a dummy call is made to 
CURSOR. 	The program will then return to the automatic 
interaction stage when the user types any keyboard 
character. 
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5.3.12.8 	Draw wall section and roundDrofUe 
(i) Draw wall section: 
The scale for drawing the wail section 
and ground profile, SCAL, is determined 
from the height of the wall, and is given 
by the equation 
WSCALE = 400.00/11,1 U,L HEIGHT 
A separate set of screen co-ordinates 
corresponding to the wall co-ordinates 
are formed and stored in the array 
IXWALL( ), IYVALL( ). 	Any subsequent 
alteration to the wall shape is done 
via these screen co-ordinates with the 
true wall co-ordinates being amended 
accordingly. 
Drawing the wall section always starts 
from screen point (200, 150) with the 
bottom of the toe being positioned here. 
Each co-ordinate point on the wall 
section is marked with a cross with each 
cross being defined as a separate segment 
of the display file. 	Each cross is 
sensitive to cursor identification. 
Where a heel key has been incorporated in 
the design the drawing instructions for it 
are included in the display file as a separate 
segment. 	The shape of the key cannot be 
changed using the cross-hairs and therefore 
the co-ordinate points defining it are not 
marked by crosses. 
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Draw backfill surface: 
The screen co-ordinates for the points 
defining the backfill profile are calculated 
and stored in the arrays ISX( ), ISY( ). 
When the drawing instructions for the 
backfill are being transferred to the 
display file a check is made to ensure that 
the drawing does not exceed the available 
screen area. 	The terms ITOTX and ITOTY 
are used to keep a record of the position 
on the screen of the most recent surface 
co-ordinate during the formatiea of the drawing 
instructions for the ground rrofile. 	Before 
each instruction is transferred to the display 
file a check is made to ensure that ITOTX does 
not exceed 1020 and ITOTY does not exceed 780. 
If these limiting values are exceeded an edge 
violation will occur and to avoid this it is 
necessary to scale down the amount of the 
current element that is output, so that it 
will fit into the available screen area. 
After such an adjustment the screen edge 
violation flag OVER is set and this will 
ensure that no further surface elements are 
considered for drawing. 
After transferring the instructions for drawing 
each surface element to the display file, 
a check is made to see if that element has 
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any surcharge acting on it, and if it has 
whether it is a point or uniformly distributed 
load. 	Vhen a uniformly distributed load is 
present this is shown by drawing another line 
parallel to the surface element and ten screen 
units above the ground. 	This additional line 
is connected to the ground element at either 
end by a line at right angles to the surface. 
If the surface load is a line load this is 
shown by drawing a downward arrow at that point 
on the surface. 	The drawing instructions for 
the arrow are containcd in the subpictre IARRO. 
The magnitude of both uniformly distributed 
loads and line loads is indicated by it figure 
placed above the load. 
Display of ground in front of the wall: 
The ground in front of the wall is restricted 
to a plane surface and the co-ordinates of the 
point of intersection of the surface *±ththe wall have 
already been established and stored in (XLFRT, 
YLFRT). 	The screen co-ordinates for this 
point are calculated and stored as (IFX, IFY). 
(iv) 	Display of water level behind wall: 
hen there is a standing water level behind 
the wall this is shown by a horizontal dashed 
line. 	The dashed line is output by going 
through a loop which contains two line drawing 
instructions. 	One draws a solid horizontal 
line ten units long the other an invisible 
horizontal line ten units long. 
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Mark position ofbase resultant: 
The position of the resultant force on the 
base of the wall was stored as 	 YThiSi!). 
The screen co-ordinates of this roint are now 
calculated and the point marked with the upward 
arrowwhich is stored in subpicture IMARK. 
Display of factors of safety and wall vveiaht: 
Where manual analysis has been used the 
three factors of safety and wall weight are 
output along with the cross-section. 
If after amending either the section, wall 
profile or data a re-draw is carried out the 
latest calculated factors of safety are 
output along with the amended shape. 	These 
factors of safety do not refer to the displayed 
section but are retained for reference 
purposes. 	To avoid confusion the user is 
reminded that a redraw has taken place by 
outputting a large R on the right hand side 
of the screen. 	The instructions for drawing 
the B. are contained in the sub?icture IRAR. 
Complete and de?ict 	play file: 
Before outputting the display file the screen 
is cleared by a call to RAS. 	After output 
the program returns to the manual interaction 
stage and the cross-hairs are displayed on 
the screen. 
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5.3.l29 	Manual analysis: user interaction 
Manual interaction is carried out exclusively by 
teletype single letter commands. 	The commands used 
have already been discussed (chapter 4, section 4.4.8) 
The mechanism behind the interaction process is discussed 
here. 
A call to Sturgeon routine CURSOR causes the 
cross-hairs to appear on the screen. 	The program will 
then wait for the user to select the next procedure -by 
typing a teletype character. 	When a character is struck 
the ASCII value of the character is stored in the. term JC 
and the co-ordinates of the current position of the cursor 
stored in IGX and ICY. 	A series of commands is then 
used to find which character was struck and to send the 
program to the appropriate part of the subroutine. 
If command M (MOVi) is used to move a wall or ground 
co-ordinate point, the Sturgeon routine SFIND is used 
to find which of the currently sensitive display file 
segments is nearest to the cross-hairs. 	The system name 
of the segment is stored in ISN. 	If no segment lies 
within a" of the cursor the routine will return with 
ISN = 0 • 	In such a case the cursor has not been 
positioned close enough to the point to be identified 
and the program will simply go back to the start of 
manual interaction (statement number 883) and the user 
will have to position the cursor more accurately. 
When a point is successfully identified the cross-
hairs will move on to the point and another call to CURSOR 
will be made. 	The user can now move the cross-hairs to 
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new position for the point. 	By typing M (MARK) the 
co-ordinates of the new position will be read-in and 
stored as ICX, ICY. 	The screen co-ordinates of the 
point to be moved IX1ALL(IN), IYALL(IN:w) are given 
the new values ICX, ICY and the new position marked 
with a dot. 
The real movements of the point corresponding to 
the screen movements D.LTAX and DJLTAY are calculated 
and the resulting amendments are made to the real 
co-ordinates WX( INIW) , WY( INEW) 
The procedure for moving a point has been discussed 
with reference to a wall co-ordinate. 	Exactly the same 
procedure is used for a surface co-ordinate. 	Then the 
user name for the segment (INI\fl, found after typing 
the M(MOVi) command, is greater than 100 the point to 
be moved lies on the backfill surface. 
After completion of the co-ordinate move the program 
returns to the manual user interaction stage. 
5.3.12.10 	Controlled ordinate change 
This procedure can be used for both wall and 
backfill co-ordinates. 
When the user name for the identified segment is 
greater than 100 the point concerned will lie on the 
backfill surface. 	Surface co-ordinates were allocated 
user names from 101 upwards and the actual point selected 
has true co-ordinates SX(IN)V), SY(IN;V) where 
INMV = USER NAM - 101 
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When the user name is less than 100 the segment 
found refers to one of the points lying on the wall 
surface and the point can be identified directly as 
vX( INvi) , WY( IN;w) where INW is the user name of the 
identified segment. 	The ordinate change is accomplished 
by two calls to S'IDRL with first the x-co-ordinate and 
then the y-co-ordinate output. 	After each output the 
program waits for the user to input the new value for 
the term. 
When the point to be moved is the point defining 
the first co-ordinate on the ground profile both this CD 
point and the wall co-ordinate defining the top of the 
wall back are amended. 
5.3.21,11 	Change of surcharf:,.e. loadipL  
The change of a surcharge loading is straightforward 
once the load to be changed has been identified. 	When 
a line load is to be adjusted there is difficulty in 
identifying the correct surface co-ordinate. 	This is 
because a line load is defined by two surface points 
both with the same co-ordinates. 	The correct point is 
found by comparing the co-ordinates of the point identified 
SX(I), SY(I) with the co-ordinates of the subsequent point. 
If the co-ordinates are identical the correct point has 
been found. 	If they are not identical the point must 
be the second point defining the position of the line 
load in which case the value of I must be reduced by one. 
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When a surcharge loading starts right from the 
wall back a wall co-ordinate may be identified instead 
of the first surface co-ordinate. 	This error is avoided 
by checking the value of the user name for the segment 
identified. 	If the user name is less than 100 a wall 
ordinate has been found, in which case the point to be 
identified is taken as the first surface co-ordinate and 
the value of I set to one. 
Having identified the correct surface point the 
current value for surcharge, SURCH(I), is output and 
the program waits for the new value to be input. 
5.3.12.12 	Output force details 
A list of the earth and water forces is output 
using the normal Fortran TYPE command. 
Graphics commands are used to underline the column 
headings (Figure 420) and an automatic call to BORDER 
is made to provide a surround for the display. 	The 
display is headed FORCE DETAILS. 
5.3.12.13 	Data change 
The data change procedure is held in subroutine 
DATACH and has already been described in section 5.2.5. 
On completion of the changes the program will return to 
either the manual or automatic interaction stage depending 
upon which design approach is in use. 
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5.3.12.14 • 	Output co-ordinates and_ soil jrpeti 
A drawing of the wall section is in itself of 
little use unless accompanied by a list of the co-ordinate 
points. 	A list of the wall and backfill co-ordinates 
will be output, along with a list of soil properties, 
in response to the user command VV
. 
 (\T1T). 
The output is the same as that used in the data 
check process (section 5.2.5) and achieved by a call 
to subroutine DATACH (section 5.3.6). 
5.3.12.15 	Provide tenorary change to al 	numec mode 
When the user wishes to type headings for screen 
display it is necessary to temporarily remove the cross-
hairs and introduce the cursor before switching the 
terminal over to local mode. 	By typing 	ERASE) the 
cursor will disappear and the echo will be switched oil. 
A call to SENDIN is then made and the program will only 
return to interactive mode and restore the cross-hairs 
when the user signifies his readiness by typing a 
carriage return. 
5.3.12.16 	User assistance for changing section 
The list of user commands (Figure 4.19) is output 
directly on the screen by a series of SNDI-S commands. 
5.3.12.17 	Provide base key 
A base key can be provided at three stages during 
the program. 	The prompts for input of details of the 
key shape are contained in subroutine KEYS (section 5.3.9). 
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5.3.12.18 • 	Provide boundarv for 	j, 
The instructions for forming a border for the 
display are contained in subroutine BORD2R (section 5.3.2). 
The instructions are stored in the display file and a 
call to DEPICT is necessary before the border is output. 
5.3.12.19 	Redraw checks 
When the wall shape has been amended and a re-draw 
requested it is necessary to check the points of inter-
section of the ground in front of the wall with the wall 
faceand,when there is a standing water level,the inter-
section point o this with the wall back. 
These points are originally calculated in the 
main program however a re-draw is purely a graphical 
process with no re-analysis and so provision has to be 
made in the graphics subroutine to check these points. 
When the amended secticn is re-drawn the factors 
of safety relating to the previously analysed section 
are left on the screen for reference purposes. 	The user 
is reminded that those values no longer relate to the 
currently displayed section by the symbol R placed after 
the factors of safety. 
5.3.12.20 	Check on x-co-ordinatesof wall 
In trial runs of the program it was found that on 
occasions errors arose because of the difficulty of 
obtaining accurate positioning of co-ordinates with the 
cross-hairs. 	For example an attempt to make a surface 
vertical sometimes resulted in the surface having a slight 
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backward slope. 	This condition led to a program 
"hang-up" when an attempt was made to calculate the 
wall weight. 
This error condition can satisfactorily be 
avoided by making a check on all x-co-ordinates of the 
wall following wall amendment and before re-analysis 
is attempted. 	The check is simple. 	The x-co-ordinates 
defining the wall cross-section are worked through 
sequentially and the value of each term checked against 
the value of the previous one. 	If any term is found 
to be smaller than the previous one an error condition 
is imminent and is avoided by setting the offending term 
equal to the term before it. 
5.3.13 	Subroutine STRI1 
Prior to calculating the weight of a trial wedge 
it is necessary to arrange the wedge shape into a 
series of vertical strips. 	Jhile the term 'wedge' is 
used when considering the failure 'block' this soil mass 
may have a complicated shape (Figure 5.29). 
Before calling STRIPS the top and bottom contours 
of the wedge must be stored in arrays XTOP( ), YTOP( ) 
and XJ3OT( ), YDOT( ) (Figure 5.29). 	The number of 
entries in each array is stored as NTOP and NE3OT. 
Given these two arrays subroutine STRIPS will 
divide the wedge shape into a series of vertical strips 
as shown in Figure 5.29. 	Four stages can be identified 
in the process. 	These are shown as a simplified flow 
diagram in Figure 5.30. 
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FIG. 5.30 SIMPLIFIED FLOW DIAGRAM FOR SUBROUTINE STRIPS 
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The subroutine will return with the amended strip 
data stored in the original arrays XTOP( ), YTOP( ) and 
YEOT( ). 
5.3.14 	Subroutine SUM 
In subroutine EIQHT after the calculation of the 
area and moment of each strip by subroutine COG it is 
necessary to calculate the weight of the strip and add 
this to the term used to keep a summation of the strip 
weights SUMViT. 	The total moment of the wedge about 
the y-axis SIMiTY must also be incremented after each 
strip has been c.jnsidered. 
Both these operations are carried out by subroutine 
SUM. 	The density of the material in the strip must be 




Subroutine TANGNT is another subroutine used solely 
in connection with the friction circle method for calculating 
passive earth pressure. 	This routine is used to find 
the line of action of the resultant force on the curved 
portion of the slip surface. 
This resultant is known to pass through the point 
(XRES, YRES) and to be tangent to the friction circle 
centre (XCiNTh, YCNTR) and radius RADIUS. 
There will of course be two lines which satisfy 
this condition. 	However the direction of movement of 
the soil wedge is known and the correct lines of action 
can be selected. 
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The routine returns with the line of action of 
the resultant stored as ANtTh' and the co-ordinates of 
the tangent point as XT, YT. 
5.3.16 	Subroutine TIGER 
When considering cohesive soils vertical tension 
cracks will develop in the soil behind the wall as shown 
in Figure 5.31. 	The position of the tension crack 
behind the wall has to be found and subroutine TIGJR 
will do this. 
The flow diagram in Figure 5.32 summarises the 
procedure for finding the position of tEe tension crack. 
A list of variable names used in the subroutine is given 
in Figure 5.33. 
5.3.17 	Subroutine WEIGHT 
This subroutine is used to calculate the weight 
of a soil wedge. 	The wedge must be defined as a series 
of strips each strip corresponding to a discontinuity 
in the wedge shape (Figure 5.29). 	This is achieved 
by using three arrays XTOP(I), YTOP(I), YBOT(I) to 
define the soil wedge. 
The subroutine will also deal with a soil wedge 
which is partially saturated. 	The water level is 
stored in WATER. 
Given the data described above, along with the dry 
and submerged soil densities, WIG-1--1T will establish the 
centre of gravity of the wedge and its overall weight. 
This is done by considering each strip in turn and 
SX(4)2  SY(4 
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CBCK 	constant term in equation for 
line of wall back element 
CSURF 	constant term in equation for 
line of surface element 
I 	current wall element being considered 
is wx( I ) , '11Y (I) -. 	Wx( I+i) , .,'Y( I+1) 
INO : record of which wall element is 
intersected by tension crack 
J : current surface element being considered 
is SX(J), SY(J) --3.. SX(J-4), SY(J+1) 
JNO : record of which surface element is 
intersected by tension crack 
JSTJkRT 	first suface co-ordinate after intersection 
of tension crack 
LOP1'13 	slope of current wall back element 
SLOPS 	slope of current surface element 
TCSURJ : weight of any surcharge actiig above 
wedge between wall-back and tension crack 
x-co-ordinate of position of tension crack 
zHØ : y-co-ordinate of bottom of tension crack 
ZS : y-co-ordinate of top of tension crack 
jFigure 5.33: NOMNC.LTUR OR UPROUTlN TIGR 
ff3 5,34: SIMPLE FLOW 	0IAf3RAM FOR SUBROUTINE WEiGHT 
HG. 5.35. DETAILED FLOW DIAGRAM FO  SUBROUTINE WEIGHT 
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CI-APTR 6 
PROGR.M TP 1 ALS 
6.1 	INThODTJCTIGIN 
As a way of checking the program a series of twenty 
seven trial examples were run. 	Fifteen of these trails 
are concerned with gravity walls. The remainder consider 
cantilever walls. All 	the trial examples are taken from 
textbooks or papers on retaining wall design. 	1here 
possible the factors of safety obtained by the program 
are compared with the book values. 	\'here the book does 
not calculate the factors of safety a comparison is mad--
between 
ade
the values for the active earth force. 
When comparing the program and book results agreement 
to within 51/v is considered satisfactory. 	'Generally the results 
agree to within 3% however because of the sources of error 
present no exact comparison is justifiable. 	There are 
two possible sources of error. 	Firstly when forming the 
data files for the examples it was necessary to scale the 
dimensions for the walls and backfill surfaces from drawings 
in the books. 	The accuracy of such a proess is of course 
limited. 	The second source of error lies with the book 
analysis methods. 	These are invariably based on graphical 
techniques and the critical active force obtained from such 
methods can only be read to an accuracy of at the best 3. 
V.here the program results were found to differ from 
the book results by more than 5 a more detailed comparison 
of the analysis was made. 	This check generally revealed 
some fundamental difference in the analysis techniques which 
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meant that comparison of the results was not justified. 
On two occasions the checks revealed that approximations 
used in the book examples were responsible for the difference 
in results. 
The scope of the trials is summarized in Figures 6.1 
and 6.3 while the results themselves are listed in Figures 6.2 
and 6.4. Details 	of the sections analysed and the program 
results are contained in ADpendicesI 	and LII. 
An example of the use of the automatic design procedure 
is illustrated and discussed in section 6.4. 
6.2 GRiVITY ALL TRIALS 
Of the fifteen trial examples for gravity walls only 
two (trials G3 and Gil) permit direct comparison to be 
made between book and program values of factors of safety. 
In trial G12 the factor of safety against sliding FSLID can be 
compared. 	For the remainder of the examples a comparison 
can be made between the book and program values for the 
active earth force PA. 
Trails GlO, Gli and G12 consider gravity wails with 
heel projections. 	These walls are analysed by both the 
simple and Included Wedge Methods. 	In trial G12 an 
included wedge surface is considered in the book example 
and this is compared with one of the program included 
wedge surfaces. 
Trials GI to G6 consider plane backed gravity walls 
under a variety of different backfill surface shapes and 
loading conditions. 	For all these trials the program 
values for the active force agree with the book values to 
within 3o. 	Only in trial G2 can the point of application 
of the active force be compared. 
Figure 6.1: 	SU1VIIVLARY OF GRAVITY VYI\LL TRIALS 
TRIAL NO. 	?ALLBACK BACKFILL 	SOIL TYPE' 
	
SURFACE 	I WATER i SOURCE 
SURFACE LOADING 
G 1 Plane Plane Cohesionless None None Hu p. 	77 
G 2 Plane Plane CohesionlessContinuous U.D.L. None Hu P. 	91 1 
G 3 Plane Plane Cohesionless Continuous U.D.L.1 None Ha p.308 
G 4 Plane Plane Cohesionless None None i-lu p. 	78 
G 5 Plane Irregular Cohesionless! None None Hu P. 	82 
G 6 Plane Irregular Cohesionless! Irregular None 1 Hu p. 	87 
G 7 Plane Plane Cohesionless None Yes Un o.183 
G 8 Plane Plane Cohesionlessi None Yes K p.116 
0 9 1,. Bi-planarl Plane Cohesionless None None Hu p.130 
G 10 Tr-planar Plane Cohesionlessi None None B p.339 
G 11 Tr-planar Plane Cohesionless! None None Hu p.442 
G12 Tr-planar Plane Cohesionless None None Hu P. 	96; 
G 13 3 Plane Plane Cohesive None None Flu p.239 
0 14 Plane Irregular f Cohesive None None Hu p.243 
G 15 Plane Irregular Cohes Irregular None Hu p  247 
B: 	Bowl es 
Ha: Hairsin 
Hu: Huntington(9)  
K: 	Karol (12) 
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ure6.2: 	SUUMiRY OF GRV1TY LL RESULTS 
LTRIAL I  TERM 	nooiz 	PROGRAM 





































































PA 25000 25581 
APA 500 50° 
XPA 47.98 47.96 
YPA 10.80 10.87 
PW 13250 13281 
ARV 70°  70°  
XnV 49.49 49.49 
YPV 6.67 6.67 
PA 1025 1013 
APA ( 	60°  60°  
XPA 41.00 41.00 
YPA 3.33 3.38 
nv 3120 3120 
APW 900 90° 
XFV 41.00 41.00 
YPIv 3.33 3.33 
PATOP 17500 17583 
APATOP 
450 450 
XPATOP f, 	47.52 47.33 
YPATOP f 	11.00 11.39 






XPABOT 50.77 50.77 











TERM 	BOOK 	PROGRAM 
FSTIP 2.19 
FSLID 1.57 
FSBCY 	1 1.09 
FSTIP I - 
FSLID 2.10 
FSBCY - 




FSTIP - 6.28 
FSLID - 3.04 
FSBCY - 1.86 
PA 57080 55035 
APA 58°  600 
XPA 54.45 54.45 
YPA - 9.76 
PA 35000 35911 
APA 680 680 
XPA 48.34 48.33 
YPA 22.03 23.02 
PA 64500 66344 
APA 64°  64°  
XPA - 49.37 














Figure 6.3: SUMMARY OF CANTILEVER WALL TRIALS 










p.344 C 	1 	 Plane 
C 2 Plane Cohesionless None None W p.264 
C3 3 Plane Cohesionless None 	i None Hu p. 	81 
C 4 Plane Cohesionless Irregular 	i None T p.339 
C 5 Plane Cohesionless i Continuous UD.L. None Hu p. 	91 
C 6 Plane CohesionleFs Continuous U.D.L. None 	i Ha p304 
C 7 Bi-planar Cohesionless Irregular None 	1.  Ru P. 	89 
C 8 Irregular Cohesionless None None Ru P. 	85 
C 9 Plane j 	Cohesive None None Mu p.241 
C 10 Plane Cohesive Continuous U.D.L. None Ha p.315 
C 11 Irregular Cohesive None None Hu p.244 
C 12 Irregular Cohesive Irregular None Hu p.249 
B: 	Bowles Ha: Hairsine8 	Hu:  T:Teng (26) 3  1/: 	woaston 
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S I M P L I LW 
2.21 2.28 C 	1 FSTIP 2.28 No key 
FSLID 1.12 1.11 1.14 
FSBCY - 1.07 1.06 
FTIP 2.21 2100" key: 




FSTIP - 2.2. 3100" 	key: 




1.07 on key 
FSTIP - 2.27 2.39 210011 	key: 
FSLII) - 1.18 1.23 active 
pres surel 
FSI3CY -  1.10 1.10 on key 
FSTIP - 2.33 2.47 310011 	key: 
FSLID - 1.22 1.28 active 
pros su re 
FSBCY - 1.12 1.12 on icey 
C 	2 FSTIP 2.70 2.93 3.12 
FSLID 1.79 1.83 2.00 
FSBCY - 1.89 1.60 
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S I MPLE 11W 
C 	7 PA 24500 24755 
APA 790 790 
XPA 10.60 10.57 
YPA 49.00 49.00 
FSTIP 1.55 2,25 
FSLID 0.73 0.72 
FSE3CY 1.03 1.27 
C 	8 PA 10400 10989 
APA 78°  77°  
XPA 50.00 50.00 
YPA - 8.00 
FTIP 3.67 	: 
FSLID 1.17 1 1.24! 
FSI-3CY 1.65 0.96 
i36366 C 	9 PA 34000 
APA 85°  85°  
XPA 54.00 54.00 
YPA - 9.69 
FSTIP 4.27 3.02 
FSLID 1.04 0.79 
FSBCY 1.94 	0.93 
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TRIAL I  TiRM 	J3CK 	 RoGR:.i GONT3 
SI 1\iPL' I LW 
C 10 PA 162.10 	220.48 
FSTIP 1.47 1.00 
FSLID 1.76 1.35 
FSBCY 1.35 1.11 
C 11 PA 30500 	27835 
APA 800 80°  
XPA 50.00 	 50.00 
YPA - 8.61 
FSTIP 2.76 2.33 
FSLID 0.95 0.78 
FSBCY 1.36 1.23 
C 12 PA 45000 	 45155 
APA 820 	 83
0 
 
XPA 54.00 	 54.00 
YPA 10.40 	 10.33 
FSTIP 1.78 2.34 
FSLID 0.44 0.46 
FSBCY 0.95 1.16 
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Trials G7 and GB consider plane backed walls when 
there is a standing water level behind the wail. 	Both 
examples give values for active and water forces to within 
31jo of the book values. 
A gravity wall with a bi-planar back is considered 
in trial G9. 	In this example a comparison can be made 
both with the magnitude and point of application of the 
two active forces. 	The active force on the top part of 
the wall agrees to within 176 with the book value while the 
bottom force is within 5% of the book value. 
Trials GlO, Gil and G12 consider gravity walls with 
heel projections. 	These are considered as tn-planar 
wall backs and as such are analysed by both the Simple 
and Included edge methods. 	In trial 010 Bowles neglects 
the heel projection replacing it by an equivalent plane 
wall back. 	Despite this approximation the results obtained 
are found to be very similar to those obtained by both the 
Simple and Included Wedge methods. 	This example is however 
one of the few occasions when the Included 'edge method 
yields factors of safety against sliding and overturning 
less than the Simple analysis method when considering a 
cohesionless soil. 	The reason for this condition stems 
from the particular wall shape under analysis. 	with the 
small heel projection very steep included wedge surfaces 
are considered. 	For such surfaces the horizontal components 
of the active force are greater than for the shallower 
surfaces considered when the heel projection is large. 
The resulting effect is a decrease in the wall stability 
against overturning and sliding, and an increase in wall 
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stability against bearing failure. When the analysis 
is 	carried out by the Simple Method however the active 
force on the vertical plane remains unchanged provided the 
heel position remains fixed. 	Any attempt to increase the 
heel projection by making the top part of the wall back 
more steep is equivalent to replacing a volume of wall 
by an equal amount of soil. 	With. soil being less dense 
than the wall material this has the effect of decreasing 
the stabilizing forces. 	Consequently as the size of a 
heel projection increases the factors of safety against 
sliding and overturning as calculated by the Simple ivethod 
tend to decrease while those calculated by the Included 
Wedge Method tend to increase. 
In trial Gil Huntington neglected the heel projection 
and used Coulombs equation to calculate the active force 
on an equivalent plane wail back. 	The book results cannot 
therefore be compared with either of the program results. 
Only the factor of safety against sliding is calculated in 
the book example and this is found to be some 13;o smaller 
than the values calculated by the program. 	Again the 
Included Wedge analysis gives factors of safety smaller 
than those obtained by the Simple method, the reason again 
being the very small heel projection present. 
In trial G12 the heel projection is somewhat greater 
than in trials GlO and 011, with the wall assuming a canti- 
lever wall shape. 	The values for the factors of safety 
against sliding and overturning found by the Included 'edge 
analysis now exceed those found by the Simple analysis 
method. 	For this particular example Huntington considers 
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failure along an included wedge surface and direct comparison 
can be made between his results and those obtained from one 
of the programs trial included wedges. 	The values for the 
top and bottom active forces, PATOP and PAOT, agree to 
within 2 of the book values while PABASE, the active force 
on the heel projection agrees to within 7o. 
Trials G13 0  G14 and G15 all consider plane backed 
gravity walls supporting backfills of cohesive material. 
In all these examples the program results for the active 
forces agree with the book values to within 3. 	For all 
three examples the effect of water in the tension cracks 
was not considered in the book calculations and the program 
was temporarily amended to give a compatible analysis 
procedure. 
6.3 	CJTIL:VR 'ALL TRIALS 
Twelve trial examples are run for the analysis of 
cantilever retaining walls. 	A diagram of the wall shape, 
list of basic data and summary of results for each cantilever 
trial is given in Appendix II. 	The scope of the trials is 
summarized in Figure 6.3 and the summary of the results 
given in tabular form in Figure 6.4. 
The first cantilever trial (Cl) considers a cantilever 
wall both with and without a base key. 	On introduction 
of the key the analysis method used by Bowles did not make 
allowance for additional active pressure acting on the key 
back. 	The program was temporarily amended so that it too 
would neglect active pressure on the heel and thus permit 
direct comparison to be made between the program and book 
I 
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results. 	Bowles used a "simple-type" analysis method 
and only the program Simple Method is used when assessing 
the factor of safety against sliding in the presence of 
the keys. 	As is seen in Figure 6.4 the results obtained 
by the program agree almost exactly with the book values. 
For completion the two sections with heel keys are run 
under the program proper with the additional active pressure 
on the heel being considered in the analysis process. 	The 
resulting factors of safety against sliding are found to 
fall some 15% below the values obtained when the active 
pressure on the heel was neglected. 
The factors. of safety obtained in trial C2 show the 
expected differences for simple and included wedge analysis 
with FSTIP and FSLID being greater for Included Wedge 
analysis while FSBCY is greater for Simple analysis. 	The 
program results for FSTIP cannot however be compared with 
the book results because of the unusual method used by 
Wollaston to calculate the factor of safety. 	The equation 
used by Wollaston for the calculation of FSTIP is 
FSTIP = 	Weight of wall + weight of soil above heel 	/ PA 
The book vatue for the factor of safety against sliding is 
calculated in the same manner as in the program and differs 
from the program value (Simple value) by 41i'o. 
In trial C3 the active force calculated by the Simple 
method agrees with Huntingtont s value to within l. 
Huntington did not consider the wall stability,however 
the Simple and Includededge methods show results of the 
expected form. 
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Teng considered the factors of safety against sliding 
and overturning failure for the wall section used in trial 04. 
The values obtained for these factors of safety by the 
Simple method agree with Teng's values to within 3. 	The 
values obtained by the included wedge method are again 
20 - 25 greater than those obtained using the simple analysis 
procedure. 
In trial 05 the active earth force on the vertical 
plane through the heel calculated by the Simple Analysis 
Method agrees with the value obtained by Huntinton to within 
4%. 	The results for the factors of safety obtained by the 
Simple and Included edge Methods shovi the expected difference 
with the factors of safety against sliding and overturning 
being greater for the Included Wedge Method. 
Trial C6 is the first metric example of cantilever 
wall analysis. 	The book value for the active earth pressure 
on a vertical plane through the heel of the wall is about 
2076 less than the proram value. 	This is because Hairsine 
uses a Ka value of 0.27 for calculating the active force. 
The program does not use Rankines Method but would have a 
Ka equivalent of 0.33. 	If Hairsine's Ka value is amended 
to 0.33 the book value of PA increases from 87.1 to 106.5 
Using this new value the book values for the factors of 
safety are recalculated and shown in brackets in Figure 6.4. 
These amended factors of safety can be compared with the 
results obtained by the program. 	The jogram results agree 
closely with the amended book values. 
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Trial 07 is the first cantilever example to consider 
a non-planar backfill surface. 	The simple values for the 
magnitude and point of application of the active force agree 
with Huntington's results to within l. 	The included wedge 
analysis gives factors of safety which are all greater than 
those obtained by the simple analysis method. 
In trial 08 the program value for the active force on 
a vertical plane through the heel is some 61, greater than 
the value obtained by Huntington. 	This difference is 
somewhat larger than in previous trials and is the result 
of an approximation used by Hunt inEton which leads to the 
trial wedge weight being underestimated. 
Trial 09 is the first cantilever trail to consider 
a cohesive backfill. 	It is generally found that when 
considering cantilever analysis with a cohesive backfill 
the Included edge Method gives factors of safety somewhat 
lower than those obtained when the Simple ArLlysiS Method 
is used. 	This trial is one such case. 	;hen considering 
cohesionless soils it was generally found that the Included 
Wedge Analysis Method gave FSTIP and FSLID values greater 
than those from the Simple Method. 	iith cohesive soils 
the reverse is true. 	Several factors contribute to this 
condition however perhaps the most important is the fact 
that cohesive soils have very low Ø' and 5 values. 	The 
line of action of the active forces in the included edge 
Method is decided by the value of these terms. 	In the 
Simple Method the line of action of the active earth force 
is still ascertained using the empirical rule suggested 
in the ARiA Manual. 
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Trial 010 is the only cohesive example where 
consideration has been given to water in the tension crack 
in the book analysis. 	However 1-lairsifle unfortunately uses 
a different equation for calculating the de:th of tension 
crack from the one used in the program. 	1-lairsines 
calculations have been adjusted after making the tension 
crack depth the same as the value obtained in the program. 
The resulting amended values for the factors of safety 
are shown in Figure 6.4 in brackets after the original 
book values. 	These agree closely with the program values 
obtained from the Simple Analysis Method. 	The factors 
of safety as calculated by the Included edge Method are 
a good deal less than the values obtained by the Simple 
Method. 
Trial Cli gives a value for the active force on a 
vertical plane through the heel of the wall some 9019 smaller 
than the book value. 	A detailed analysis was made of the 
book calculation and this showed that Huntington's approx- 
imation for calculating wedge weights was far from exact 
and overestimated the wedge weight. 	For the critical 
failure wedge the book value for the wedge weight was 
greater than the true wedge weight. 	The factors of safety 
calculated by the Included edge Met;od are again lower 
than those obtained by the Simple Method. 
The factor of safety results in trial 012 show the 
Included Vedge results to be greater than the Simple results. 
This does not agree with the :.revious cohesive results where 
Included Vedge results were all less than the Simple results. 
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A detailed inspection of the two analysis methods reveals 
the reason for the apparent discreancy. 	In the 3imple 
analysis because the ground rises com 2aratively stee:ly 
behind the wall back the vertical plane through the heel 
is relatively large. 	V[hen the active pressure is considered 
on this surface the resultant active force has a large 
vertical lever arm. 	This has the effect of producing 
rather large overturning moment and accounts for the low 
value of FSTIP given by the Simple Method. 	This example 
highlights the sensitivity of the simple method to the 
shape of the ground surface behind the wall as this has a 
bearing both on the size of the surface upon which active 
forces are considered and the angle a which the active 
force is assumed to act. 	The results obtained by the 
program using the simple analysis agree very closely to 
the results obtained by Huntington. 
6.4 	AUTOt'TI C CANTILrV;RD; 1GN 	APU 
The ground surface data and soil properties used 
in trial Cl are used to illustrate the workings of the 
automatic cantilever design procedure. 	The data file 
for this trial is shown in Figure 6.5. 
Initially a fairly wide analysis was carried out 
considering toe depths of 2.00, 4.00, 6.00 and 8.00 feet 
	
and toe:base ratios of .20, .40 and .60. 	The results 
from this analysis are shown in Figures 6.6, 6.7 and 6.8. 
From these results the minimum wall weight is found at a 
toe depth of 2.00, although this does not correspond to 
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In the light of these results a second and more 
detailed analysis was selected covering toe depths of 
2,00 0, 2.50, 3.00,3.50 and 4.00 feet and toe:base ratios of 
0.20, 0.25, 0.30, 0.35 and 0.40. 	The results from this 
second analysis are shown in Figures 6.9, 6.10 and 6.11. 
These results show that for all the toe depths considered 
a minimum base width occurs at a toe:base ratio of 0.30. 
From inspection of the table of results the thiniinum wall 
size is found to occur at a toe depth of 2.00 and toe:base 
ratio of 0.30. 
One final analysis was run this time over just one 
toe depth of 2.00 It but considering toe:basc ratios of 
0.27, 0.28, 0.29, 0.30, 0.31, 0.32 and 0.33. 	The results 
from this analysis are given in Figures 6.12 and 6.13. 
From this analysis a minimum wall section is found at a 
toe depth of 2.00 ft and a toe:base ratio of 0.28. 
This example shows the sort of design progression 
possible with the automatic design rocess. 	Here the 
search has been for the minimum wall section to provide 
stability. 	It must be remembered that no structural design 
of the wall units has been considered and that for a cost 
optimization process this would be required. 	The inclusion 
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6.5 	SULflRY 
The results from the various trials have been 
discussed in sections 6.2 and 6.3. 	These results show:- 
(i) where compatible analysis methods are 
used the program values for active 
earth force agree with the book values. 
(ii) the program Included Iedge results agree 
with Huntington's results for an included 
wedge surface (trial G12). 
(iii) there is zio predictable relationship 
between Simple and Included edge analysis 
results. 	This is because of the many 
factors which affect the Simple analysis 
method. 	Of these the most important are 
the height of soil above the heel 
of the wall, 
the line of action of the active 
force as determined by the shape 
of the backfill surface, 
the nature of the backfill material, 
cohesionless or cohesive. 
(iv) it is not possible to find a direct 
relationship between the Simple and 
Included hedge results. 	However the trial 
results obtained do suggest certain trends. 
When considering cohesionless soils the 
Simple analysis tends to give factors of 
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safety against overturning and sliding 
smaller than those obtained from the 
Included edge analysis. 	These have 
been found to be up to 301,,  less than 
the Included '[edge results. 
In contrast to these results the factor 
of safety against bearing failure tends 
to be greater when calculated by the 
Simple Method. 	Values have been found 
to be up to 301, ,'o higher than those obtained 
by the Included 'Wedge Method. 
When considering cohesive soils the results 
are somewhat different with the Simple 
Analysis Method tending to give values for 
the factors of safety of up to 40% greater 
than the Included iedge Analysis method. 
Although as the results of trial C12 show 
this is not always the case. 
The example of the automatic cantilever design procedure 
illustrates how useful the graphics facilities can be when 
it comes to presentation of results. 	The graphs of base 
against toe depth and base against toe:base ratio permit 
the rather lengthy results from the automatic analysis to 




CONCLUSIONS \:,7D SUGG;iTI CNS 
FOR 1OGRIJ D'VELX)BENT 
7.1 	COCLUS IONS 
The object of this work has been to provide an 
interactive graphics program for the rimary design of 
retaining walls. 	As such the work can be considered 
as being in two parts. 	First it was necessary to select 
and program a suitable method for the analysis of a retaining 
wall. 	Having established the analysis process it was 
then necessary to consider the interactive and graphical 
facilities available and to decide how these facilities 
could be best incorporated in the program. 	The selection 
of an analysis method was discussed in chapters 2 and 3 and 
a detailed description of the graphics and interactive 
facilities and of how to use them was given in chapters 4 and 5. 
The trial examples in chapter 6 were undertaken as 
a means of checking the workings of the program and of 
comparing the results obtained from the Simple and Included 
Wedge methods. 	The results obtained in the trials were 
discussed ix'. chapter 6. 	From these results it is clear 
that the Simple method does not give results that show any 
close agreement with those obtained from the included Wedge 
method. 	The Included edge method is based upon theoretical 
considerations of the failure of the soil wedge behind a 
cantilever wall. 	The Simple method is very much an 
approximate method which is shown by the trial examples to 
be rather unpredictable. 	In the light of these results the 
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Simple analysis method cannot be recommended. 	It could 
be that a detailed investigation of the results of a large 
number of trials would make it possible to establish rules 
which would allow the Simple analysis results to be adjusted 
so as to become compatible with those obtained from the 
Included vedge method. 	However in the absence of such 
information the Included .edge method should be used in 
preference to the Simple method. 
On the general question of the application of computer 
graphics to the problem of retaining wall design the program 
illustrates several advantages offered by the graphics 
facilities. 	However with no experience of an equivalent 
non-graphics program it is impossible to make a direct 
comparison between such a program and this graphics program. 
However having read about a number of existing non-graphics 
programs developed elsewhere it is possible to speculate on 
the relative advantages offered by the graphics. 
The graphics facilities are used in essentially two 
processes: user interaction and the output of results. 
For the analysis of one proposed wall shape, identified in 
the program as manual analysis, the results are output in 
the form of three factors of safety. 	Such results can 
obviously be output as easily on a conventional teletype 
terminal as on a visual display unit. 	However when the 
automatic design orocess is used this is not the case. 
The ability to output the results graphically is a tremendous 
advantage. 	To obtain an idea of how the base width varies 
with changes in toe depth and toe:base ratio a graph is by 
far the quickest and simlest method. 	A graph permits the 
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overall trend in the results to be assessed at a glance. 
This is of course not as easy when the results are output 
in tabular form. 	As a record of the results obtained a 
table may be ideal, however for assessment of those results 
a graph is invaluable. 	When it comes to the adjustment 
of a proposed section it is found that for the manual 
analysis process this is most conveniently done graphically, 
while for the automatic design process it is more convenient 
to specify the next area for analysis numerically. 	,(ith 
the manual analysis process the absence of graphical output 
of the section shape would make it necessary for the designer 
to work from a sketch of the wall cross-section. 	To attempt 
to work from a list of co-ordinates would indeed ;)rove a 
laborious process. 
It is therefore in two main processes that the graphics 
facilities show considerable advantages. 	However throughout 
the program the increased speed of writing possible with 
the visual display unit makes it possible to use processes 
and provide facilities which would be quite out of the 
question when working with a conventional teletype terminal. 
None of the menu selection processes would be feasible. 
While this is not of great consequence when selection is 
from a short list of alternatives, when a long list is 
involved, as in the data change Trocess, a completely 
different procedure would have to be utilised. 	Any process 
that involved the output of a large amount of data would 
more or less have to be abandoned because of the prohibitive 
amount of time required for such processes on conventional 
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teletype,9, 	An example of such a process in this program 
is the output of a list of wall and ground surface co-ordinates. 
If operating via a conventional teletype this rocess would 
have to be replaced by some method whereby the data to be 
output could be stored in a disk file and output later after 
exiting from the program. 	Very fast output of alpha-numeric 
information could be obtained with the lineprinter. 	However 
when operating on a timesharing system from a remote terminal 
there are two problems. 	Firstly, unless there happened 
to be a lineprinter at the remote terminal, which will be 
indeed unlikely, the output from the lineprinter will have to 
be conveyed from the printer to the remote terminal. 	Secondly, 
when operating under a timesharing system direct access to 
the lineprinter will seldom be possible. 
The visual display unit offers therefore for this 
particular application considerable advantages. 	The 
importance of speed of communication cannot be overemphasised. 
The very nature of interactive programming relies upon speedy 
communication between man and machine. 	'here such communication 
cannot be guaranteed the benefits offered by interactive 
programming will be severely curtailed. 
When dealing with wall stability consideration was 
given to sliding, overturning and bearing failure. 	As such 
the program is very much concerned with the stability of the 
wall itself. 	It should be pointed out however that any 
proposed design should be checked for failure of the complete 
slope. 	Such failure is often referred to as deep-seated 
failure. 	No provision for such an analysis has been made in 
the program as such an analysis involves consideration of the 
whole question of the stability of slopes. 
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The second section of this chapter considers some 
possible developments which may prove worthy of future 
implementation. 	Of these the provision of some form of  
secondary design analysis for the structural design of 
wall elements is by far the most important. 	,'ith such 
a facility the program would be capable of undertaking 
the complete design of earth retaining walls. 
7.2  SUGGESTIONS FOR FIROGRAIA DEEWT 
The object of this work has been to produce a program 
capable of carrying out the primary design stage for 
arriving at the overall wall dimensions. 	The program has 
been kept as general as possible and can cater for most 
design cases. 	However for completeness of design the program 
should be extended to include provision for the secondary 
design stage. 	Some amendment will be required to the 
format of the results from the primary stage to permit these 
to be utilized for consideration of the shear forces and 
bending moments on the various wall elements. 	However, 
once the necessary amendments are made to the results 
retrieval, the design of thd elements of a cantilever wall, 
or the checking of stresses within a gravity wall, becomes 
a task on its own and can be developed as an additional 
subroutine to the program. 
Once provision has been made for the secondary design 
stage the program could well be developed as a commercial 
proposition. 	However, before such a development was 
considered it would Probably be constructive to make an 
assessment of the procedure used in design offices 
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for the design of retaining walls. 	A survey could be 
carried out among local consultants to discover how much 
time is usually spent on a retaining wall design and how 
efficient a design is arrived at in this time. 	By costing 
the design time and the final design it will be possible 
to obtain a costing for the complete -process. 	This costing 
could then be compared with designs carried out by computer. 
Typical computer bureau chai es should be used when assessing 
the cost of the computer design. 	The results of such an 
analysis would indicate right away if the program would 
prove useful commercially and give an indication of what 
sort of benefits are likely from its use. 
If the program is considered vtable for commercial 
use it would be advantageous to involve some outside 
consultant as early as possible in the development stage. 
There is an underlying tendency, when working on a program 
in the comparatively sheltered atmosphere of a university, 
to become too deeply involved with theoretical aspects of 
the program. 	The advantages of involving a practical 
engineer in a: program have already been observed in this 
Department in the development of a slope stability program. 
No optimization technique has been included in the 
program for the use of such techniques would require that 
the wall design could be costed. 	This would only be 
possible if the various elements were designed structurally. 
However if a secondary design stage was later incorporated 
in the program the inclusion of an optimization technique 
may lead to more effeicint designs than those obtained 
(21) 
from an interactive program. 	Schimming and Fischer have 
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already considered the use of optimization techniques in 
cantilever retaining wall design( 21) 	Their investigation 
was very much an attempt to assess various oRtimization 
methods rather than an attempt to develop a sohisticated 
retaining wall design program. 	However working from a 
faiI'ly comprehensive program it could be that the inclusion 
of an optimization technique would speed up the design 
process and increase design efficiency. 	The existing 
program has been developed very much as an interactive 
program and, while it would be feasible to include an 
optimization technique in such a program, it is more likely 
that these techniques would be used in a program to be run 
under batch processing. 	In developing an optimization 
program for batch processing the existing analysis techniques 
could be used and the only work required would be the 
programming of the optimization technique and the restructuring 
of the program to remove the interactive facilities and 
permit the program to be run under a batch system. 
Both the developments suggested above involve fairly 
large amendments or additions to the existing Jrogram. 
There are of course many minor developments which are not 
considered essential and which have not been included in 
the current program. 	These include:- 
provision for dealing with seepage forces. 
provision for standing water level in 
front of wall. 
provision for the display of possible restraints 
on the wall shape i.e. rock outcrops, existing 
services. 
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(iv) provision for dealing with layered 
backfill materials. 
Should any of these be considered necessary at a 
later date it would be hoped that the detailed program 
description given in chapter 5 would permit the amendments 
to be made without too much problem. 
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EEHF:JN' LHFOIT :500003 
E:ERR I HG 	t1: 3 MLI'1 0 . oci 
DATE : 15--SEF-73 j 	 BASIC DATA 	 ITRIAL NO. 
TRILL a3 	BASIC DATA 
'p 
FD f-J E- m 15 — cl' ET 	WLL:ECflOH 	 TRIAL NO. 
TRIAL G8 	INALYSTS RE3UL; 
t'iLL :TcFft I ftTE; 	 GROUND COORDINATES 
YSURCHARGE 
	
12 94 	 41,00 45.00 	0.00 
1 	 41 uifl 98.60 
till 	 I 
 
t I 	 .4 	1H 
• 
F I L. 4I:jpI:.FT I E 	 FROt4T C:O  'fliT 10115 
H111.L.E 	:! 	HTI.FmL FkIcTIOt1 0.52 C:OOR0 
Ht1LLE :f i'hLL 	1-F:Ii 11014 .35 YCO1JR0 25. UU 
I 1 !,. 00 SLOPE 0 	c1i 
a-tUlF-I1L' 	t [N-TT hO (JO J1 	i U Clij 
cHEJE ;1EHiTH 
HCtHE . J '.'E 	'T REHCTH 0 010 
F OLIHfl'T I '1 FPOPERTI ES 
HH;L E 	I II EfrHL 	F1 I C:T I OH 0.52. 
i-i LE. FiF 	ii-t-L 	FRICTION 111111 0 ' 
FEHI 	JhL 	r t-1 	IT scco 
EE I 4L rh:; :i HUM 
FUATE* 16—SEP-73 F 	s(: ctT 	 ITRliL 140. 
TRIAL G9 : BASIC DATA 









W.L. SECT1OH 	 [TRIAL tQ. 
TRIAL 09 	ANALYI3 RULT: 
WALL COOPOITE; 	 GROUND_C: FIORD Jft,TES 
SUC:HGE 
fl0 	 41.00 	45.00 	0.00 
3 T N.Oii 241.00 80.26 
cjc* 
41 00 4 liLt 
E:p.i . El ,. L 	CFEF.T I E. 	 FEi1 CC 	•f 
ANGLE OF 114TERHPL FP1CTIC1H 0.56 <—cOoO . 6. 
ANGLE OF WALL FRICTION : 	038 Y—COORO 
DRY 	iT 110 . 00 SLOPE 0. 
TuTErt C'EIT 110 0' UrCHAPL 0 U 
COHESIVE STF.:EHGTH : 0.00 
DHE;I)E STRENGTH 0.00 
FORINN'jUrIN PROF'EF:T I ES 
ANGLE CF INTERNAL FRICTION 13.41 
NGLE OF 	LL FRICTION 0.41 
ErSE 	r[:HES I iil4 C' . 00 
E:E,sF' I CF:C IT'' E000 . 00 
E;E-R I t: 	11k:: I (ILIN U . 00 
IIJATE : 2-001-73 I 	 BASIC DATA 	 TRIL I&1. 
TRIAL G 1 	BA-;IC DATA 
IC'TE 	2-CIOT-73 I 	 WALL STIOt4 	 I TIL NO. 
TRIAL 010 	SIMPLE ?dALY$IS RESULTS 
TfT.tL 010 	TNCLIJDED V])C LI\T!Y 	J:S 
11ALL  Q1P 
V C'. I i '.1 	 *./ 	(j 	L)r 
35.130 20, 00 41.00 	45.13 	0. CIO 




4:.5r: 24 fl) 
5), 	fl 24 . 
EJ ILL_FUPEF'iJSS 
ANGLE OF INTERNL Ff~lCTWI 0.52  
AHCLE OF WALL FICT11J 0.35 25, . 130 
D Y DENSITY 110.130 SLOPE 	 0.00 
sfflHrH lED DENSITY 110 11 
CO
.69 5th U AV. C 	 Ci 
:i 	a Sifr,iI c- 	) 
ADHESIVE STRENGIH 0.133 
FOUNOT I ON PROPERTIES 
ANGLE OF INTERNAL FRICTIO! 0.61 
ANGLE OF IN'-I LL FRICTION 0.61 
ESE (JHES ION 0. 
F!Epll-IIHC CcPCITY 5633. 00 
BEARING ('lAX IMUM 0. bo 
IOATE 	3-OCT-73 I 	 BASIC CNATA 	 I TRIAL NO. 
TrdAL 0. 11, 	BASIC DATA 
T:f[Mj Cli 	SI!PI,F, ANILYi$ FE3UI;TS 
3-OCT-73 J 	£tL 	 T:Lto. 
TRTAL Cli 	lLIJD:D 	DC- IN LY2IS ?NNUITS 
x y x 	v 	SRCH' 
27.00 20.Ci 41J 45. 








('C -LE OF INTERVAL FR!CT!O1 cl 
LE OF4LL 	ZC I ' J 	2 2 	r 
Y 110 t 
:o DI'ITY 1 	110 c 
CI 	3T 0 
c3ES1)E STRENGTH 
CLE OF INTEDIIAL FPICTICI 0.61 
C07,F. U 	NPILL H IDTIL 0 
(OE'3IO 
'L 	C(flhrT 5O.iØ 1 
I MG flAX I tiU 0. 
DATE 3-OCT-73 	 BASIC 	 TL 2 
Tflhi\L C-12 	BASIC YT 
GI 2 rS I! PLEANALYST.-) E$U IJTS 
Li 
T IPP I K,3 	6.64 
3.22 
1.41 
IDATE 	3-OCT-73 i 	 $LL SECTICH 	 I TPUIN. t-O. 
TRIAL 012 	 L RE1JLT3 
WALL COORDINATES 	 rROt.IN!) COOROij 
X 	 X Y SURC{IARGE 
	
.10 5 0 13 	 41. 00 	43Ii3 
36 60 	451 OCi 241.63 52.60 
41 00 43 Tn 
58:0 	5 liii 
E:HiF. F ILL F'FC;FEFTIES  
ANGLE OF I TERNL FRICTION ti.. 17 
UfLE OF 'HL FRICTIUM, 0.12 8 £J 
cr1 	DENSITY W9.00 ( 





FOUNr:tT I C1 PROPER I ES 
GLE OF INTERNAL FRICTION 017 
tiNGLE OF 14PLL FRICTION : 
EASE AWESION 
EEPIpW, 	-.+ i' TI? 
BEAR I iJG Mi> I MUM 0 	rj 
5-OCT-73 I 	 DATA 	 E TRIAL UO. 
T31-,",!, Q13 	13A$IC T)iJ[ 
n j1.Jtj G13 
tLL COC'FTItlTE 1P.ñL00 CC'OF:D I tcTE5. 
'I.  
i 00 I c_I I1.1 
31 00 17 Qi  
32 00 la lid 
70 00 45 ol 
i i:ui 4 i..i 
51 HI_i 
• 
41.00 45.00 0.00 
49.00 50.00 0.00 
60.00 48.50 0.013 
71.00 55.00 0.00 
85.00 57.00 0.00 
139.0 	3gjØ 









RCi IGE 0. 00 
E: HC IF 11_L FFOPEF.:T I E(; 
iiH'LE CF 1TEH-L FRICTION 
,i1IGLE OF HLL FRICTION 
['Fr 	EH1Ti 
Ski JHTF1' CEiJEITY 
CC'HE;i'JE 	1FEI1- H 
IHE , IHE .TF.EH;'rH 
FCiLIN[iTI OH FPCiFEIT I E. 
-iHCLE OF INTEF:ftL FPIC;IIC'H 
HLE OF hLL FF I C:T 1011 
E:HSE HL'HE; I i: 
j:EF.IHC, COUNTY 











TU'..'. c-14LL ' 
?'J',7:; 
IJL.L cct OF, [t I Ui-4TE. GICQ1D C0CPE'IflTE'. 
ii 1'5  00 .11 ii N)
- 
I0 451i(j r cjc 	Cl 	Oil 
til 
110 't i0 	il 
4 4' iii 7U,00 56.00 0.0c 
10  U c70 00 5,  j icj 	.... in 	00 
90 00 51.00 U.3 
90.00 5600 
• Ii 56 00 	0.100 
19..00 142. 50 
FCFEFTII: 	 FF04T CCiUDITIOHS 
HHCLE C 	I 	TEFftL FRI CT1C'H 0.11 --000PD 6 	ciCi 
F 14-LL 	I Is TJ11 0 cl' rirjs 1 iiu 
T 10 0 ji SLOPE Ii 
: HTI 	, t EJ 	r ii 00  
CCIHErIi. IE 	':TF:ENTH 400. Ou 
H[tHE.iUr TFEtliTf 267 UH 
FCtU!L'riI01 	FF:UEETTES 
ctP,LE 	'F 	Ti.TFTFHHL 	FRICTION 0. 11 
;- LL 	F!.1C:TIOU 0.11 
BASE 	c [ 	- J [j• 40,0 CIO 
BEHRING MW ID' C,L 1 Jc1 cu 
E:EHFJ 	41 113 00 
73J 	 F ISIC O JIL NO. 




APPENDIX 11 	* 	CANTILEVER WALL TRIALS 
NALL 	 ci'o c;pj!TE 
X 	 V x V SLCW; 
36. 63 17.ci 	 41.el 45.00  
76. 63 	19 	 '1 
19.:l 
'1U,17 	45C: 
41 iC1 45.'.l 
41 	19, 
50. On 	19.C:. 
Ci 
E::.rILL 
HGLE OF INTEL FPTCTIOI 0.59 
t-fLE OF 	DLL F 0 41 V—Ce 19 
jP ilti Cl 
E1TurHELt DEf2TT 115 	'TJ 
CCUEflIJ 	CT 	I 0 Cl 
E'TREN'iH 0.03 
FOU•1OATION PR;PEiiIES 
ANGLE OF IHTErL FRCTICN 8.43 
ANGLE OF NLL FRICTION 0.40 
E:SEDHESION 0.133 
EEiPIHG C:cp(CI1y 6000.03 
BEARING 	IMJN 0.03 
I0TE : 29—SEP-7$ 	 TUiL UO. 
TRIAL Cl 	BASIC DATA 
FCiO 	OF ;i~ETY 
T!PPII4G 2.21 
LIOD 1 .11 
!!.L 	IGHT 
PATE 29-EEP-73 	 iLL CTIO 	 TRIAL U3. 
Tfli!L Cl 	 FL•P AN/YI3 RE1JT NO KflY 
FCTO OF SAFETY 
Ti PP 1MG 	2.28 
SLIOTMG 1.14 
EE(RIMG : 
U(LL. WE:cHT 	8I 
DATE :29SEF73[ ALLSCT1O JLO 
TI?T PL 01 	INC LU1ED WEDGE ANfLYS IS IEGULTS !O KEY 
IDTE 29-SEP-73 I 	 WMLL SCTIOH 	 I TRIAL NO. 
TRIAL C I : SIMPLE ANALYSTS 1?31JLT$ 21 00" fl:Y 




WALL VEICHT 	3i 
DATE 29--SEF'-73 	 I4&L CT1C 	 TRIAL N3. 
TRIAL Cl 	SIMPLE ANALYSIS 1?ESULTS 3100" KEY 
Lh-'LL COOPCtI rTES 	 GR(Jt) COUPE, I ftTES 
'( 	S1C'CF(pGE 
35.67 	25. flU 	 41.00 45.00 r 





4767 	25. 00 
ECr.F ILL 	R::r:'E;:TIEs C0ftLii 
ULE OF IftrEFL FRICTION 0.52 -iflflF13 5i 
OF 	LL FRICTION' 0 61 '—LfRO 	 28 ' 
[V 	DEH,-::;lTY 12(i.00 ;L0E 0. 
:T''H1ELl DENSITY 1201 . 00 su ciirc. 
C:UESIE 	;TPE1cTH U. CIO 
11HE , II.1 E STRENGTH C-11 
FUUNDT I 0i FFUPERT I ES 
IiUGLE OF INTERNAL F1ICTI0f4 C). 
HHILE OF 	tLL FRICTION 
BASE 	-flHEEIC4 
BEARING UTACITY 5000.13 
FEF: I 1G 	11.1<1 MU1 0.60 
LUCiTE 2?-E;EP--73 I BASIC DATA TRUL NO. 
TRIAL 02 	BASIC DATA 
DATE 27-:EP-73 I 	 Wg.L SECTION 	 TU(L KOO. 
TRILL 02 : 3I01'LE fNiYSIS RESULTS 




WALL SECTION 	 IJ'F±II 
TRIAL 02 	INCLUDED 	UG !;NALY i; }ETULTS 
W'ALL COOflIiTES 
x y x 	v 
34.00 20.0 41. 
22V 







FACK 	Ff'OfFILL  
ANGLE OF INTERUL FRTCHO4 0.52 
ANGLE OF ldr',LL FRICT17 GAi 0.26 3 24 
OY DEtidim 110 0 
SHIft HTE[) Cflt1'ITY 11i 	t Cl () 
CU' 	11'JE S 	J 1 1H r4 1 
D tiSI.!E Si:itGTH 0. L 
FOUttDT r ON F: PERT T 
UCLE OF I TEFUrL FrTrTro1 
d:Lc OF 1 	LL 1.ICTI U 
EcSE (DHES1O1 
[E 	Tt'G crITy 6S 	3 
BEARVING 	VT t1I 4 i ci C- 
PATE 	4—OCT-73 I 	 BAS!C DATA 	 Imil 	t. 
TRILL C3 	B.'STC DATA 
IOiTE 4-OCT-73 I 	kU. CC'UON 
TRIAL C3 	SIMPLE', ANLy:Is TE?ULTS 
TRILL C3 	NiUD EDG 	LLYIf ?TLTLTS 
CPOtJHrJ 
JJRCHARGE 
40.37 45.00 0.00 
4? 	: 45 	220. 60 
241 (r3 45.  
WILL COORDI tTE 
¼, 
37 C 511 






C- - 	 --, -.11 
47 50 .. 
EC;;.F11..L 
iiILLE. OF IHrEL FRICTI ON 	0.59 
HLE OF Nc;LL FRICTION 	 0.3fs 
OF:' OENITY 	 110.00 
TU.TEO DENSITY 	 11(1. 60 
C0NE'Il.)E E;TF:EGIH 0.00 
OHE;J')E E.TF.:ENGTH 	 I1,JØ 
FC'LflT I ON F'ROFEF:T I ES 
FF?fl!T  
X—CCO']) 	 E., 
V—COORO 29. 00 
SLOPE 	 0.00 
SURCHARGE 	:0. CIO 
ANGLE OF INTERUL FRICTION 	35 
ANGLE OF NiLL FRICTION 	 0.50 
E:r-3E R[HEION 	 0.00 
EERING, 	 6860, 110 
EEP. I HG MiX I 1JM 	 0, 00 
[DATE 	1—OCT-73 I 	 BASIC DATA 	 tTRIAL NO 
TRIAL C4 : BASIC DTA 
U cFETY 
1.47 
IN; I .49 
!DATE : 1-OCT-7 	 -4.H-LL SECTION 	 I TR!L t40. 
TRIAL C4 	SIMPLE .N.&LYSIS F1:1JLT 
T1?IL L C 	INCLUI)Ti) 	)aE NLYT 	iULT 




IHG 	0.95 	1 
tDiTE 2-EP-73 	 LL 	 TI( 3. 
TIiJ c5 	 LN .iis 
F1CTCS OF E(WETY 
TIPPIHIS- 2.77 
SLIDING 1.54 
4E I Gill 	. 
IDATE 28-5EP-73 	 LL SECTO4 	 ITRIAL O. 
TRIAL C5 : TNCLUflIJJ J:J)OR ANALYSIS RESULTS 
MALL COC7 
X V x 	V 	SUcWE 
40 . 00 39.59 41.30 45.09 6. P413 




40. U 45.C3 
00 45.C3 
41 .Ol 40M3 
4.7O 40. 00 
4?.3' 
F:,:KF I L.L_ J 
E1GLE OF lUTE 	L F?!CTION 0.52 6.O 
GLE OF 1 	' L .c, ü :4 Vf 	J 41 G) 
fl1' 	OFftIT( 19 	J PLC, Ii (ji 
SiTUTEO CNTY 21 . C'$GE 0. 
CUhEIH 	%1 U I  ) 
ADHES 1')E STREiGfli U. uo 
FOUNDATION PROPERT E3 
ANGLE OF INTERNAL FRTCT1 0,2 
ANGLE OF W(LL FRICTIGI 1 	0 
EASE A[JHESICiN 0.r3 
BEARING C:PI'CITY 
SEARING MAXIMUM 0. GJi 
IDATE 	-OCT-73 I 	CASIC DATA 	 I TRIL NO. 
TRIJL C6 : BASIC DATA 
- --- --- 
FCVC'.3 OF £(T? 
	
TIPPING 	2. 09 
SLIDING 
EARI1G 	.82 
LL {1IiT 	99. 
DATE 10—CICT-73 	 WPILL. ESEECTICTI 	 Ji!fL 1O. -_j  
TRIAL c6 	LI1fL kNfLYTii 	UiTh 
I 	 - 
- 
IOTE 10-OCT-73 I 	ICLL SZC1I1 	 TRUL M. 
TRIAL C6. : I NC itiflED '.'WGIT JY T 	S1JLT 
4 00 20. 00 
4 cn:i 00 
liii ltd 
40 , OHSI 5 ti 




WALL c':inc  i 
SURCHGE 
41.00 4.03 13. C115 
58.00 55.00 
t2.Ct0 100'J. 
r3.00 55. U.  
269.00 55. 03 







E:HC:F iLL  f:.t(.!r.iTFc. 
1GL.E OP P•rEpiAL FF010H 
HGL.E OF WALL FRICTI11;1 
C'R' DENSITY 
TIJPHIED DENSITY 
C:CHE.RJE sic 'IGTH 
['HE;J')E :Ti.:JGTH 
FOLIH'T ON PROPERTIES 
4N1,LE OF INTEF.. FRICT i OH 
ANGLE OF .1i-i LFRICUU 4 
BASE 	HEE:ION 
E:EkIHT C:F:ITY 






TRIAL C7 	BM3TC DATA 
TRIAL C7 	TEMPLE NiLYIS RE;U1r3 
- 
JOATE 	1-OCT-73 1. 	 WALL SECTION 	 1 TRIAL NO. 
L C7 : INCLUDED DDGE AN.ALYS 15 RESULTS 
35.00 25.00 
27.00 
73 cui ' 
39 45. 00 
41.00 45j.1L 
41.00 27 	1i 
50 00 
50. Oi 25. UC; 
WLL_COORO;TEC 
x 	V V11 V Cl 	ru..-r 
41.00 45.03 0,00 
46 .00 48.00 0.00 
$7i@ 48.C3 
67.00 54.13 
267. 69 W.C3 
.. ' 	L 	..) 	•. - 
fHLE OF INTERW& FRICTION 	0.52 
HGLE OF I•ThLL FRICTION 	: 0. 215 
UP'i (1FJ-3ITY 	 110. 
TIJE-:kTEO DENSITY 	 110. CIO 
COHESJ 1)E STRENGTH 
OHE.rUE STRENGTH 	 0.03 
F 0UN['T I OH PROPERTI ES 
P.HGLE OF LNTEHL FRICTION 	0.52 
ANGLE OF WALL FRICTION 	 0.35 
E;E 	r'HEIoN 	 0. 010 
EE(:RI G [:F1: I TV 	 5000, 
EEHR I 	r::  I ?J1 0 . £0 
c. 








TRIAL c8 	B.\SIC DATA 
IOTE 	5-OCT--(3 I 	4LL 	CTQ'4 	 i TL F.O. 
TRIAL c8 	;ir:YtE ANALYT% }?T' 
IDATE 	5—OCT-73 I 	 ILL SECT!C4 	 ITRIAL {43 
TliTAI, c8 	 V ::VGi I LYST3 JV1JLTS 
T 
x V V SLcc.GE 
2900 41.00 	43.c 
29 &C,  , 241.00  
40 00 
41 00 4.00 
41.00 7. 
E':f I U.. PrOPERTIES 	 RU iiT cMiIc: 
A4GLE C 	INTERUL Fryc:TirJi 0.17 
GLU C' rLL FICTE U 10 V—ID 12 00 
( 	C :i 	Ti 103 0 0 
r,.4Tr H1 AD C'%HTY 1( 	) y (H+T 0 03 c 	TGTH C ' 
kOHES1'.E SJR64GTH 
FCi?JNiT I Ol PFOPERT Y ES 
ANGLE OF INTERNAL FRJCTIOH :0. 10 
ANGLE OF 	FF1' 	11 U 10 
BHSE hDHESIC 69 
Ec1dtG LfP4CITY 00 
EE(R I HG tA J MUM U. 63,  
DATE 	1-OCT-73 I 	BASIC TA 	 I TRIAL NO. 
TRIAL 09 	BASIC 1)ATA. 
TRIAL C9 	51:MPLE ANYsr3 	iJLT 
TRIAL C9 : INC IUDED HEDGE ANALYSIS RiSULTS 
WALL COOPO I MATES 
V 
 OCi 39 




 (if i 40,011 
42 . 7t; 400j 
MR ~UM 
X 	V 	CPJCE 
41.r( 45.( 24.E3 
241.L.J 45,C3 
BACF.'F ILL VROPEFTIES 
ANGLE OF JHTERNL FRICTION 
ANGLE OF WRLL FRICTO4 
D.,RY LENS ITY 
SJTL'ITEO OEHS Ii 




FOLJNOiL ION PROPE'TTES 
AN(LE OF lNTEN& FRXCTTO 
ANGLE OF HALL FRICTION 
ESE ADHESION 
BE(RIHS CHPCiTY 











r,... 	• 	 -. 
 
I DATE 	5—OCT-73 
	
4$!C DA TA 
	
TR!(L J. 
C.O 	B31C ')T. 
TRIAL dO : Sfl1PLI ANALYSIS RULTS 
JOATE5-OCT-73 I 	 WL E!CT1O1 	 TRIAL W. 
TRIAL CiD 	INCLUDED :r: 	:NiY;1 3 	JJtTS 
WALL C0OD I MATES 
V 
32.03 15.0" 
32.00 i; cn:i 
38.00 1: A. Oil 
39 50 45. 00 








E'4-CF.F ILL FfUF1 1LS 
ANGLE— OF IN1ERNcL FRICTION 0.11 
NGLE OF WiLL FRICTION 0.07 
DRY' DENSITY 103.Uo 
9HTU:HTEO DENSITY 
COHESI1 JE STRENGTH 40019 
DHESl'E STRENGTH :269.00 
FOL$.!DAT I Ot4 PROPERT IES 
ANGLE OF INTERNiL FRICTION 0.11. 
ANGLE OF 	LL FRICTION 0.11 
E ADHESI Ui-I 400. 
BEAR T1411 CAPACITY :6 0 0 0 (J 
BEAR I HG t1XI 11IMI 0. 00 
- t' 







TRIAL Cii : BASIC DATA 
DATE 	4-OCT-73 I 	 141LL CTWN 	 ITRIPC Ut). 
TRIAL Cli : SIM?E iNkLY3I$ RDiJLTS 
DATE 	4-OCT-73 I 	 WALL SECTION 	 I TRIAL HO. 
TRIAL C11 : INCLUDED UFJ)GL IN.PLYS1 T'E3ULTS 
JD :c :,1; 	 GROUXOf,7T!."--'r)MAM  
V suRc; 
33.00 15 03 41.00 45.') 
63 53 Li 0. 
3900 17 i 6:,0a 55.13 1O3M3 
40 Cu 4 i 
41 00 45 00 87 13 0 
'+1 ij 17 ci 92.  
54 C.i e 0 52 	J  $ E.i 
54 çi  
ANGLE OF INTR4 	MUD. CT4 0.11 <-CC0) G.0 
ANGLE OF 11iLL FPICTIUrJ 0.07  
D, 	(EMIT to 
C*1TL HTEE' rixi 11i 
CU:IuE 611 41 j 
DHEE.P..E STREi.GTH 
FOUND.ITION PROPERTIES 
fl1GLE OF INTERNL FRICTION 1.3.11  
,M0LE OF 	4ILL FP1C:TION :00. 11 
EE 	OHE6I011-1 40.Gf) 
	




DATE 	4-001-73 I 	fMIC D/IJA 	 I TRIAL NO. 





DATE 	4-OCT-7 	 WALL :ECTIO 
TRIAL C12 : SIflPL1 kNPJYI RETJT': 
f< C/:("' r i... 	 I 
0.46 
I ..LtJ 





TR14L F.O. 1. 
TRiAL Ci2 	INC1IJDID VDCL .NiLYI RESULT$ 
r 
.-287- 
APPENDIX 111 	$ 	PROGRAM LISTING 
NIAI ' PHOGRAI *4 
CO.'4104 I D'IL}4( 2003) 
COV140J/flL0C-( 1/4.4if AREA 
C044OI/V3L0C2/SIGAR,  AJG, ALE, 14,  1H 
CO 4:40 'uoLoc3/.(T, -{T, AIGF 
C01:1O.I/OLOCK4/)S, 3.vS, P?E, PfE2, P'E4 
C040J/F3L)C(5/2FED\J1 AIGFE1 
C04401/OLOC(6/W(, In (viLFEI' fLFAT 
C040I/0L0C(7/4SE' !PASE, APASE, P451 9E - 
C0440I/9LOCN/CO3 CA 
000I/OLOC()/S4)EPP' SA)PP1 541002 
C0.440I/13LOC<A/.4t \JOAS( 10) 
CO.:4401/9LOC<03/ (TOP, f TOP, (ROTs KROT, -110?, 1001 
CO.4100/ELOC<C/1?' 
 
WATER, 002, Pw4TEH 
CO44O1'0LOC-(D/S'i1W1' 50:4 11 
COl -40 1/ oro ci' oo i 
Cc4:4o1,rLoC:<F/ ci SLOP' 11 SLOP,  wSA1E(' OS 41E" (IC, fIC 
CO41OI/0L0CKG'L tI 1 IL [:42 IL 113, IL 145 
C0110'j/RLOC-(I/PA1OP' <04100, f PATOP 04001, <04001' IPABOT 
CO4 -4OI/0LOC<L/ALL:(<,  wALL f{, flBC IC, I SLOPE 
CO4YI0I/0L0C/10ED5P' -ATC 0 
CO140I/0LOC<I/41G10, 410F30T, 310045 
C01401/BLOC (O/DELf30T, DELTOP, ACTI IE( 10, BACK 
CO'4-IO J/13LOCP/PO101, <00 TOP, IPWTOP,  OwBAS, -(PwO.4S, (PvBAS 
C0:1v10\J/BLOCKD/ -i1, -(SAlE, S42E, 5<, Sf, OATEB 
TATC 
 
nofTAM iI'J I. 	Jwfl, <Ui, fSUR, <W0 
C044:1I/OL0CKS/( ,  ( 
CO 410 J/RL0CKI/I 19, .j\JQ TCSJAW PiJIE 
crViTvIfl\T I momj/.JS1'12T, JEID' iO' 45, .0 
CO 110 I/flLOC v/iEUJ ISC' 	I 1, :1 OILJAL, C.I Ii P, CI 1 
SL, CI 1 0C vv4LL 
C0-440,J/GW)t.JPD/\PAf0P, 	rQ'i, P40ASE 	3AS' -04, -(A5 
,('LJtThiL)'/-(hlT 'J4. 02, (.00, f Ow, 40W 
I) :J) JI 	 JL)• 	 -. 	- 
I1Y(" wAfR, iATR 
C0vJ1D0/GRIJ1JPG/C0 JOD, ), 	00, Q4C4A(, 	 (FO4T 
colic J/COUPt /STP, dSSL, ES0C, rSF3AS, SL 
C0440 V 	 1) GOUPJ/O4SCi ,  iT)1, DEL TOE, I 13ED Ov Al l, 044 	
)CL 140 
pv0Sj/GLjP;/G0, APPLE, IAft0' 41tO5 BASELO 0451 C 25 
IRASE, FRCIT, DFS1 £ P, DFSLI D DFSRC 
C0:440I/GEOUP:4/ ASE, A3E 
CrD1Oj/GEiOIJPI/ -;.) 001, (PLF3OT, i'P0O 1, Apt TOP, APWE3OT, 4045 
-•.- 
Dt-IEISI 01 5 	12), wi'( 12), SK( 12), Sf( 12), w(S AJE( 12), wf SAvE( 
12) 
DIIEISIOI BASELO( 13), <T0P( 15) fTOP( 15) fB0T( 15) (RO1( 15) 
Dt-IEISIOI RESBAS( 30), 041105(1 0), SJ0C( 12), (SiA01( 7), KEID( 7) 
DIIEISI 01 OALL<K( 4) 
DIIEISIOI 
D1:IEISI 01 OESTP( 33), EESSL( 30), EESRC( 30), 1 OES -14( 30), wSHAi( 30) 
Di 101St 01 EESWAL( 31), BASETD( 1 3), SI0E( 11), SEATI 0(11), SSRASE( 11) 
LOOT CAL STORE, 000JI, MI AD, CEAC-(, (1(1 T, 441U4L SI IPLE, PEIJIE 
LOGI CAL S1101 (00, 441041 
C 	 SET 111 hAL 54LJES 





LOGF. FAL 5. 
GO= • FAL SE. 
4AJDAI'=. FAT, S. 




\JLI 1 5=4L111+ 1 
A'JL I 4= 'J f, 14 1 
wEDG'JO=6. 013 
'1OwEDG=dEDG'JO- 1 
Pfl=3. 1 /1 2 
Pc'EG= 1 • 571 
P'E4= 0. 7 15 
PE1r0. 17/15 
P'E1'30=0. 017/45 
CALL DE FPI C(I DFILE, 2000) 
C 	*c DATA t'J?'JT k* 
C 	S1LECT 4ET-IOD FOE DATA I \JPJf 
4  CALL EEASE 
EERU=. FALSE. 
CALL SE\JDIS( 'IJAI'A I JLJj' 'JELL 13 
CALL S*,, JD-IS('.') 
CALL SEJD-IS( 'IA\JJAL ') 
CALL SEJD-IS( '')I A DATA FILE') 
CALL .0 331 \J(LOGF, 1) 
C AL L I i s :',-, E,f 	 1 
CALL I JSEETC ' 2', 
CALL CLJESOE(JC, 	IC!) 
E!=1POS'J( I C f ) 
IF(-E!.GT. 1)GO TO 60 
C 	4A3UAL IJPLJT OF DATA 
CALL EEASE 
CALL SEODES( kl-'NALL COOEDI 44'YES -kk 
CALL SEOD-IS( '105 EA\J! COOEDI \JATES 
CALL CILLLF 
CALL SEODI \J( \JC, 3, • TEUE. 
CALL :EEAsE 
CALL SE3D1SC ' 	SALL COOEDI JATES 
CALL 40ETO( 215, 760, I DUE, 10, 1) 
CALL L  \JE( 227, 3, . TEUE. ) 
CALL SE'JDIS( '. 
CALL SE'JD-IS( ' 	01(i) 	v'( I) 
CALL Yi3JET3( 204,713, 1 331, 0, 1) 
CALL LI 	E 70, 0, • TRUE. ) 
CALL LI0E(1020,.FAL3E.) 
CALL L I JE( 751 0, • TRUE. 
CALL DEPICT(IDILE, 1) 
DO 42 1=11C 
CALL JOECiO 
CALL SEJDRL(v(( I), 0, 0, • TRUE. 
CALL EC{0 
I f7i33/j3 
CALL 'IThJETO( 203, I f, I DUO, 3, 1) 
CALL RLDI SP( w( 1), 6,2) 
CALL DEPI CT( IDF1LE, 1) 
CALL \JDEC-IO 
CALL SEJDRL C wf( I), li 0, • TRUE. ) 
CALL EC-iO 
CALL EO VETO( 373, If, iDUi'iJ, 	3,1) 
CALL OLDI SP( cIR I) 1 3,2) 
CALL DEPt CT( I DFI L E, 1) 
42 	CO'JTI OUR 
PUSE 
CALL ERASE 
CALL SEJI)-iS( 'BACFI LL COO DI \JATES 
CALL SE'JD {S( ' -{3i1) AMf COORDI 'JATES 
CALL AILLUF 
CALL SE\JDL IC OSC, 3 • TRUE. ) 
CALL ERASE 
CALL SEJDiS( ' 	9ACFILL CODi-DI0A1ES') 
CALL 1OQETO(215,760,IDUO,01) 
CALL LI OR( 253, 3, • lEUR. ) 
CALL SR'JDES('.') 
CALL SEODIS( ' 	5: I) 	SNIP) 
CALL :VIOUET'J( 23/4,7 13, I DUO, 0, 1) 
CALL LIjE(70, 3, .TRUE. 
CALL LIOEC 102,0, .FALSE. ) 
CALL LI \JE( 75,3, . fRijE. ) 
CALL DEPI OTC IDFJLE, 1) 
DO 43 I=1,\JSC 
CALL OOEC-tO 
CALL SEODPLL ( 5:( I), 3, 3, • fiji. ) 
CALL EClO 
I x'=703-43I 
CALL 1OJETO( 200 I & I DUO, 0, 1) 
CALL ALDI SP( SAC I)62) 
CALL DEPI CT( I DFILR, 1) 
CALL \JOEC -IO 
CALL SE'JDRL( SR 1)10, 0, -TRUE. 
CALL ECEO 
CALL '4OJETOC 373, I ', I DUO, 0, 1) 
CALL RLDI SP( Sx'(I),6,2) 




CALL SEO DiSC ' SURCEARGESK ' ) 
CALL SE'JD -IS( 	SURCI( ) ') 
\JSC1\JSC— 1 
DO 4/4  11,\TSC1 
CALL SE\JDI \1( 1,2, • FALSE.) 
CALL ULLLF 








































SE'JDIS( ' icBACFILL PR0PERT1 ES* 1c ') 
SE\J]JIS( 'DR' DE'JSI If OF SOIL 
<ILL L F 
Z, \J 	P131, 0, 0, • TRUE. 
SJD-iS('SUV3IERGED DEJSIFx' OF SOIL 
c I L L L F 
SE'1DRL( P132,0,0, • TRUE. 
SE2)DS( 'A\JGLE OF SOIL FLECTIO 
K I L L L F 
SE'JDRL ( OS, 0, 0, . TRUE. ) 
SE'JD -IS( 'A'JGLE OF WALL FRICIIO"J 
'CILLLF 
SE\JDRL ( 2)2) S, 0, 0, • TRUE. ) 
SE\JD-IS( 'CO-lESt 2)E STHE'JGN 
KILLLF 
SE1DRL( CB, 0, 0, • 'fRUE. ) 
SE\JD-{S( 'ADlESIOO BI'wEE,J SOIL A2)D 1,vALL 	:') 
K  LLLF 
SE.\JDRL( CA, 3, 1, • TRUE.) 
SJt)iSC 
SE\JD-  IS( 
SE\JD'-lS( ' 	FOU'lDAfIJ'J POPERlI E5* ' ) 
SE2)D-iS( 'A\JGLE OF SOIL FRICTIO'J 
K I L L L F 
SE2)DRL ( 2)FS, 0, 0, . TRUE. ) 
SL, JD-[S( '.AOGLE OF BASE FRI CTI 00 
KILL L F 
SEODRL. ( Owi .5, 0, 0, • I RUE. 
SEODHIS( 'SOIL:r3ASE .AD-A   
K I L L L F 
SiDRL( CFI) U'JD, 0, 0, • TRUE. ) 
SEODIS( 'BEARI 00 CAPACI T 
K I L L L F 
SEODRL ( '2)0, Cl 9, • TRUE. ) 
SEJDlS( 'OA<IYIUVI FER'IISSIRLE 9  
K I L L L F 











. ' ) 
SE0D-tS('**FdO2)1' CO0DITIOJS - ') 
SEOD-IS('.<FROOT 
K ILL L F 
SE\JDRL( KFROOT, Cl 0' • 'TRUE. ) 
SE2)DIS( ''x'FRO'JT 	 : ') 
KILL L F 
SE"JDRLC fFkiOJT, 0, 0,  
SE"JD-lS( ' AOGFRT 	 : ) 
CALL <ILLLF 
CALL SE\JD if- ( A\JGFRT, 0, 0, • f.kUE. ) 
CALL SEJD3S( 'SJRC-EARGE 	: 
CALL <ILLLF 
CALL SEJDRL( QFHOT, 0, 0, • TRUE.) 
C 	I \JJT DAT.A FOR AJTf)OATI C AJAL'fSI S 
CALl 	SJD-iS( ' . ' 
CALL SEJD-IS( '. ' ) 
CALL SEOD-tS( 'DATA REOUI ED FOR AUTD4A1I C AJALfSI 5K* 
CALL SE\JDtS( 'STE'I T1 CK\JESS 
CALL KILLLF 
CALL SEODRL( TSTEyI, 0 0, • 'iRUE. ) 
CALL SE\JD-IS('fBASE 	'NICKOESS  
CALL < I L L L F 
CALL SE\JDRL( T9ASE, 0, 01 • TRUE.) 
CALL SEJDiS( ' DESI GO 	FS1I P ' 	) 
CALL KILLLF 
CALL SE\J DEL C DFST I?, (, C, • TRUE. ) 
CALL SE\ID IS( 'DESIGO 	FSLID 
CALL KILLLF 
CALL SEDEL( DFSLI D, 0, (2), • 
CALL SE'JDSC 'DESI GO 	FSRCr : 	') 
CALL .ELLLF 
CALL SEODELC DFSRCf, 0, J, • iUE. 
1A\JDAF=. TRUE. 
GO TO 1 
C 	DATA I \JPLJT \JI A DATA FILE 
60 CALL SE\JD-ISC '.JA:4E OF DATA FILE 
CALL KILLLF 
CALL READCSC I D, 5, I DU:) 
CALL IFILE(1,ID) 
C 	READ I \J 4LL COO ED  O ATE, S 
READ( 1, 100) \j 11  
DO 30 Il,\JC 
30 READ( 1, 110) i.0 I), iC I) 
C 	READ 1  COORDIOATES DEFIOI\JG RACKFILL PROFILE 
R-(AD( 1, 100) \JSC 
DO 0 I=1,OJSC 
)C EEADC 1, 110) S 	I), S(( I) 
C 	READ CO OACFILL P1O PERIL ES 
EEADC 1, 110) P01, P02 
READ( 1 1 10 ) 05, OwS 
READ( 1, 110) CR, CA 
C 	READ 10 FOUNIDATIOO PROPERTIES 
READ( 1, 110) QFS, O1FS 
READ( 1, 11:2)) 00, OOCN1A 
READ( 1, 115) CFO UOD 
C 	READ tO F!O'JT OF 4LL CO0J)tTtO'JS 
READ( i 110) CF:O0T, x'FiiO\JT 
READ( 1, 11 (3) 41GF1T, (3Ft-O'JT 
C 	READ 10 GROU'JD(3ATEH COJDtTIO.0S 
-FADC 1 115) w ATE!i9 
C 	READ tO TEft1S FOi AJT0:4i'tC AJALfSIS 
HJADC 1, 110) TF3SE, TST 
READ(1, 120) DFSTt±DFSLtDDFSflC' 
READ( 1, 115) -iFFO\JT 
C 	READ tO SLIRC-IARGE TERIS 
\JSC1='OSC- 1 
DO 95 I=1,JSC1 
	
95 	EAD( 1, 116) SUiC-IC I) 
C 	0.EA.D tO vALL DE\JSI Tf 
EAD( 1, 11 5) 	2L 1)EO 
C 	FORO(AT SfATEOEJTS FO( READ 10 
1 (3(3 FORMAT( I 2) 
110 FOR4AT( 2F:3. 3) 
115 	FOR OAT(F.3) 
116 FOROArC F9. 3) 
123 FOR1AT( 3 F 3 • 2) 
C 	FORfO CASt C DATA AR(3Af 
(31 9ASIC(1)=Pfl1 
3ASI CC 2)=P22 
}31ASIC( 3).9S 
FIASICC/D=(3(3S 
3ASI CC 5)=CB 
BASI CC 6)CA 
SI CC 7)'ATERB 
CASI C('3 = (3(3 
CASt C())=QOCYJA 
BASIC( 10)=QFS 
BASIC( 1 1)=L')F'S 
9ASICC 12)=CF000D 
CASIC( 13)rTSTE.'4 
CASt CC 1L4)=TCASE 
CASt CC 15)=iFROOT 
CASt CC 16)=DFSTIP 
CASIC( 17)=DFSLID 
BASIC( 10)=DFSRC 
R (AS IC( 19)=FR0\JT 
}3ASI CC 2(3)=fFROOT 
T3ASI (3(21) =A'JGFRT 
CASt CC 22)=OFROOT 
CASt CC 23)=APPLE 
C 	CALCULATE VALUE OF ISLOPE 
I = 0 
'?S 1=1+1 
IF( I.LT. 'JC)GO TO 03 
CALL ERASE 
CALL SE\JD-IS( ' DATA ERROR : FIRST 3AC'CFILL COORD1JATE DOES 50i') 
CALL SE\JDES( ' CORRESPO\JD IJ Alf ;ALL COOL-IDI\JATE') 
GO TO 10007 





141 CALL ERASE 
CALL SEJD-IS( 'DATA CEECK REQUIRED ?') 
CALL CURSOKIM IC(,  I Cr') 
IF(JC.EG."116)GO TO 4) 
I F( IC. OR. ''131) GO TO 141 
CALL 	O)ETO( 250, 755, 1 DU'j, 0, 1) 
CALL -LOL STir( ' 	DATA CRECK 
CALL DATOUT 
CALL :4ORTO( 10, 30, I DUO, J 1) 
CALL -jOL STR( ' DATA C-lODGE AMOMED 7') 
CALL DEPI CT( I DFLLE, 1) 
1/42 CALL CJRSOR(JC, I Cis ICfl 
I F( •JC. EQ. "116) GO TO 4) 
I F( IC. OR. ''131)00 TO 142 





ALJTO:'IATIC FORi:4ATIOD OF DATA FILE 
40 IF'(.JOT.L4ADDAT)GO TO 125 
50 CALL ERASE 
CALL SE'J Di SC 'DO fO U WAIT DATA FILE CREATED ? ') 
CALL CURSOE(JC, ICK, IC'f) 
IF(JC.EQ. "116)00 TO 125 
IF(0C.JE."131)GO TO 52 
CALL ERASE 
CALL SE.'JD-IS( ' DADE FOA DATA FILE 
CALL KILLLF 
CALL READCS( ID, 5, 1 DUO) 
CALL OFILE( 11D) 
WRITE( 1,100) DC 
WRITE( 1,100) I SLOPE 
DO 122. I=14C 
122 WRI TE( 1, 110)  
WRITE( 1, 100) DSC 
DO 123 t=1,\JSC 
123 
	
RITE( 1, 110) S 	I), SR I) 
WHIM 1 110) P01, 202 
WRITE( 1, 110) OS, OWS 
WRITE( 1, 1 10)CR, CA 
WRITE( 1, 112) QFS, QwFS 
WRITE( 1, 110) 00, QOCA. 
WRITE( 1,115) CFOU\JD 
0RITE(l11CJ) 	FRO'JT,flROJT 
U RI 1 5(1 , 11 5) WA T E  RD 
WRI TEC 1 110) TD(ASE, TS1' 54 
URITE(l 120) DFSTIP,DFSLIU,DFSF3C? 
0 H I T S C 1, 11 5 ) -I F HO \J '1' 
DO 12/4 t1,\J5C1 
12LI wRI TE( 1, 115) SURC-I( I) 
WRI T E ( 1, 1 15 ) wALDS'J 
NiA MAT= . FALSE. 
C 	 SPECIFICATIO'J OF DESIG\J FACTORS 
C 	IJ'IITS : 4ETHIC OR I:4PERIAL 
125 CALL ERASE 
CALL SEJD-ISC ' JJI TS  
CALL ILLLF 
CALL CURSO R JC, I C I C? 
IF(JC.E9,."115)GO TO 35 
I F( .JC. 15. 111) (30 TO 125 





CO TO 120 
C 	rOETHI C 001 TS : SET COJSTA0T TERS 
35 P0 ATE 5= 0 • 3 1 
RASL I 4= 1 • 0 
DEPTRR= 1 • 00 
DASEDC= 1 • 00 
C 	WEIGHT OF SOIL A90WE TOE 
12.3 CALL ERASE 
CALL SE'JD-ISC 




I FC UC. \JE. "131 • ADD. JC. JE. "116) GO TO 1 2,13 
I FC iC. EQ. "131) TOEFCT= 1 • 0 
C 	PASSIVE PRESSURE PEHCE'JTAGE 
120 CALL ERASE 
CALL SE.\JDHIS( ' WHIAT % OF PASSI vS PRESSURE C0 DE USED ?') 
CALL KILLLF 
CALL SEJ1)RL(APPLE, 0, 0 • TRUE. 
I F( APPLE. Li' • 0. 0. OH. APPLE. CI . 134. 10) GO TO 12) 
APPLE= APPL E/ 10 0 -  00 
C 	WATER 14 TE\JSI OW CRACK 
133 CALL ERASE 
DRi-\111=3. 0 
DEAl \J23. 3 
GO TO 136 
CALL SE3DI \1( I DLJ1, 0, • FALE.) 
CALL SE\JDES('IS WALL BACK DAt'JEi) ?') 
CALL CURSOR(.JC tC, ICfl 
DEAl 11=1 • 0 
DEAl 32=0.0 
I FC JO. Jig. "131 • AsJD. JO. 'JE. ''116) GO TO 133 
IF(JC.E0."131)GOTO 136 
D1AI 'J1=3. 0 
DEAl J2= 1 • 0 
C 	PROVISIO3 OF KEf 
136 CALL ERASE 
CALL SEJD-iS( 'DO '{OU WA 3T wALL Ef ? 
CALL KILLLF 
CALL CUESOR(JC, 10<, ICfl 
TO 136 
IF(JC.ED."116)GO TO 140 
CALL ERASE 
CALL LCE'S 
C 	 SELECTIO3 OF AJAL'SI S AETiOD '4 
C 	SIMPLE OR I\JCL(JDEI) WEDGE A.\IALf SI S 
140 CALL ERASE 
CALL SE3JHS( '1E'NOD FOR CAJTILEUER (A\JALf St S 
CALL SF Ili ]iHS( ' • ' ) 
CALL SE13 Ili S( 'I \JCLtJDEED WEDGE') 
CALL SE3DES( 'SI1PLE') 
CALL YIE\J'JI J(LOGF, 1) 
CALL 13 SEE i'(  
CALL I3SERT(  
CALL CfJOSO E( JO, I 0<, t C{) 
<E'=IPOS'JC lOx') 
SL4PLE=. FALSE
IF(cE{. ED. 2) SiI 4?L 0= • TRUE. 
C 	LMA1UAL OR AUTOMATIC A\JALx'S1 S FOR CA3TILEWER WALLS 
143 CALL ERASE 
CALL SE$D-IS( 'IS AJJTO:ViATIC CA9TILEER DES IG>J REDUIRE)J ? ' ) 
CALL CUESOR(UC I 	I Cf) 
1A\JLJAL=. TRUE. 
IF(JC."JE."131.A3D.JC.'JE.''116)GO TO 143 
IF( JO. ED. "131Y'IA3 UAL=. FAL SE. 
IF(JC. 03. ''116)00 TO 144 
C 	**K* L\JPUT DATA FOR (AUTOMATIC CA\JTILE1ER DESIG\i 
C 	DATA IJPUT 
146 CALL ERASE 
MA\JLJAL= • FALSE. 
CALL SE;'JD-IS( '-*AUTOIAi'IC CATILE¼)ER A'JALSL S*') 
CALL SEJD-IS( ' -lOW vlAJ' TOE DEPT-IS ? : ') 
CALL KILLLF 
CALL SEJDI(\JTO ED, 0,L0G) 
CALL SEIJDRS('TOE DEPT-I I\JCEYIEJT 
CALL KILLLF 
CALL SE\JDRL( DEL TOE, 0, 0,L0G) 
CALL SEJD-IS( 'I\JITIAL TOE DEPT-I VALUE : ') 
CALL ILLLF 
CALL Sr. \JDHL(TOEDEP, 0, 0,L0G) 
TOE 1= TO EDEP 
TO EDi,P= TOEDEP- DEL TOE 
CALL SEODRS( 'I\JITIAl, BASE WIDT-I : ') 
CALL KILLLF 
CALL SEJDRL(r3START, 0, 0,L0G) 
CALL S),'\JDRS( 'BASE I \JCREMEJT :1) 
CALL K ILLLF 
CALL SE\JDRL(DELTAB, 0, 0,LOG) 
CALL SE\DRS( 'JLJ1BER OF RATIOS TO RE COSI DERED ' ) 
CALL ULLLF 
CALL SE\JDI 'J( \JRATIO, 0,L0G) 
DO 147 I=1,0-ATI0 
CALL SEJDtS( 'RATIOS( 
CALL KILLLF 
CALL SE.\Ji)I\J( I, 1,LOGF) 
CALL KILLLF 
CALL SE'J DiSC ) 
CALL iULLLF 
CALL SE"DL( A, 1,  OLOG) 
147 RATIOSCI)=A 
JO'-\= 0 
C 	CECK iiATIOS() ARRA' IS I I ASCE\JDIG ORDER 
\J 	JRATI a 
IF(J.EQ. 1)00 TO 144 
DO 1/4710 5=1,01 
00= 
DO 14710 I=102 
IF(RATIOS(1).LT.IiATIOS(I+1))G0 TO 14710 
A= RATI 05(1 + 1) 
RATIOS( 1+ 1)=HATIOS( 1) 
RATIOS( I )=A 
1/4710 COJTIJLJE 










T.4JOS=St \J( OS) /COS( OS) 
SLOPEF=SI(A'\JGFPT)/COS( JGFHT) 
CFdO'T='fFOJT- SLOPEF*?FO\JT 
OJ1I \J= 10000. 00 
OI= - 10 0 0 0.  @0 




IFC4(AJUAL)CO TO 14? 
C 	**1C 	AUTO''I(Tt C C0JT ILTI)EF DESI GO 	ESTABLISH vLL COORDS ** K 
C 	EST9LI Sd FIEi) COOHDI\JATES 
BACK= 1 • (3 
I SLO PIE= 5 
\JC3 
OO1OE0 
Wi(( 4) = S.( 1)- TS'1E0 
W(( 4) = Si'( 1) 
v5)=SK( 1) 
W{(5)=S(( 1) 
J.'C(3)= SKI ( 1)-TSTETI 
WC(6)S'C( 1) 
i'OLFkT= SLOP 	OC( 3)+ CFHOOT 
C 	ESTAOL.I Si COORDIOATES 
3400 OOTOE='\JOTOE+l 
TOEDEP=TOEDEP+DEL[OE 
II= -IF HO 03 T+ TO E DIE P 
( 1)=Sf( 1) -TI 
W{(2)=Jx( 1)+TBASE 
W Z ( 3)  
DCC 6)=D{C 2) 
i{C 7)=DfC 2) 
D'C3)=DC( 1) 
\JORAT= 0 
3405 O -AS =OS TAR T 
\JAOT = 0 
'4 ATO T= 0 
'JORxT=0ORAT+ 1 
2ATIO=RATIOS( J9RAi) 
W'-{IC-I DAR'C DITi TOE DEPT-1 
C 	TISTARLI S-I COORDI \JATES OTIT C-I 
3410 TOEL=IASERATIO 
IF( TOEL.LT. TSrE4)TOEL=TSTE1 
'JAI T=\J.40T+ 1 
OATO T= 0 AT  T -F 1 
,2( 1)=SZC 1)-T1JTIL 
)AR' wIT-I TOE: RASE1ATIO 
0(7)=i:(( 1)±T3ASE 
AJGBAS= Pi'E2 
C\C 	• FAL SE. 
C 	**KK E? Aril IJE FOJT OF WALL C3\JDI T10'JS 




I F(W Y'( I + 1) • E0. i i'( I)) GO TO 1S3 
I F( WK( I + 1) • SE. \<( I) ) GO TO 151 
C 	(1) c Al, L ELE:iEJT VERTI CN- 
W 1, 
L
5L Fl T=0(( I ) 
YwU FRT= SLOF'EF* 0L F01+ CFOO ST 
GO TO 152 
C ( 2 	aALL ELEEE\JT I \JCLIJED 
151 T=( v( I+1)—W'( I) )/(i( .1+1)-0( I)) 
C v ALL 	[( I ) - 1* v. . ( I ) 
F 1 IT 	I ALL SL)l 	— CFlOSHc 1)/( $LO 	p - 1) 
vLFET= ( rvL FT— CALL) /1 
152 
	
	 TO 150 
GO TO 154 
C 	(3) ';ALL ELFEEST -tORI /0\JTAL 
153 RLFRT=Sf( 1) 
IF(SLOPEF.'SE,O.0)GO TO 156 
TO 150 
LFRi=Sv( I ) 
GO TO 154 
156 	LFRT=( SR I )—CFRO'JT)/SLOPE}' 
IF(<SLFRT.LE. )I).OR.vL1 T.GE.WK( 1+1) )GO TO 150 
154 4TOEO.0 
WTO.E=0. 0 
IF'(I.E.1)GO TO 170 
IF(TOEFCT.EO.0.0)GO TO 165 
C 	CALCLJLATIO\J OF iEIG-T OF' SOIL ABOVE TOE 
A= 'OFROST/Pol 
DO 155 J=1I 
?(TOP( J)=0( 5) 
(ROT(J) =Wi'( 5) 




fROT( STOP) =fSLFRT 
160 1vATER=SAl'ERF 
UP= 0. U 
C r. UEIGT 
K'TOE=0. 0 
i1 0 E= S LJ1 U T 
IF( vTOE. GT. 0. (3) oTOE SW'iL"IT/ SWIwT 
C 	i<k RAUY(IOES MET :.-iOD FOR PASSIUE PRESSURES 'K* 




IFC4PPLE.E0.(3.0)GO TO 300 
COSA=COS( A\JGFRT) 
SLOPEF*c(( 1)±C FRO \T—wf( 1) 
A=SQRT( COS A*2—COS( QS) 1c42) 
A= CO SA ( CO SA~ A) / C CO SA— A) 
PAS  iE=( 0. 5P91( Ii*2)A) APPLE 




I F( PASI JR. RD. 0.0. A'JD. PASt ill. E. 0.0)00 TO 163 
PASE=WR1)+(PASI)E*R/3.0~PAStQI0*R/2.0)/(PASIUE+PASIULi) 
160 PASIUE=PASI+PASIUQ 
PASEf= PASt VE 
I F( DEPEx'. EU. 0. 0) GO TO 300 
C 	CALCULATE PASSI 1E PRESSURE FOR KEf 
PASCRx'= 13. 51PO1C 	A lk  
PQSKE'!=-IKAPPLE( GFRO\JTA+2. 0*CftSQRT( A)) 
'!PSEf=( Wf(iC) —DEPKEx')+C PASKEf/3. 0+9QSCEr'*-i/2. D)/C PASKEx'+PQSKE') 
PASE PASE+ POSE E 
GO TO 300 
C 	 FRICTIOJ CIRCLE CALCULATI0J OF PASSIVE FORCE ***K 
170 PAS IvE=0.0 
<PA SE= U. 0 
'{PASE=0. 0 
APASE=0. C 
IF(APPLE.EQ.0.13)G0 TO 300 
IFCfWLFRT.EQ.'( lflGO TO 300 
CALL FRI CLE 
PASt JE= PASt UE*A?PLE 
C 	*K* C0'JSI DER WALL FACTORS •K1$ 




SRASE=( Wf( 1)— 	JC) ) /( .(( 1)  
DO 310 11,\JC1 
)+S9 A  
3ASE2=vf(1)+S3ASE*(.)K(I+1)—K(1)) 
CALL COG( W:(( I ) , W{( I), BASE I., vdK( 1+1), '( 1+1), :i3ASE2) 
WAREA = ARE+ AREA 
Td-MAT i'= 4:4Tr+ AY L4 Tf 
310 CO\JTI\JLJE 
WWALL=WAREA* UAL DE\J 
W ALL K = , v,4'1  T'{ -k W AL DEJ / W W AL L 
C 	CALCULATE A.\JGLE OF WALL RASE 
AGBASE=0. 0 
A=0(( 1)—v''(JC) 
I F( (A. J E. 0. 0) AGF3ASE= ATA)J( A/( v( JC)  
C 	*i* 00051 DER TEOSIIJO CRACKS 
C 	CALCLJLATIOO OF DEPT-I OF TEOSIOO CRACK 
CO\JST=P{E'4+( 05/2. 00) 
TA'JAOG=SI 0( CO'JST )/COS( CO'JST) 
10=2. 0 CB* TA0.\JG/PB1 
C 	Av10E\JD TEJSIOJ CRACK IF UOIFORLO SURCRARGE PRESE.OT 




320 TWATER=T JWAT*PWATEft' 0. 5-10-*2 
I SLOPE) 
-10=wR I SLOPE) —Hi0 
IF(0.GT.w{('JC))GO TO 325 
TfPE 322 
322 FORMAT(** TEOSIOO CRACK GREATER TRAO WALL HIIEIGRT') 
PAUSE 
GO TO 10015 
C 	ESTARLI S-I P051 TIO0 OF TE.\JSIOJ CRACK 
325 IF(R0.LE.0.(!)GO TO 1300 
C 	(1) FIOD POSITIO:J OF TEOSIOO CRACK 00 ALL RACK 
PRLJOE= • FAL SE. 
CALL TIGER 
'WATER=R0—w[(1)+2.0*.-I0/3.0 
IF(PRUOE)GO TO 1326 
C 	(2) ESTARLISK S-tAPE OF TOP SURFACE 4AKI0G ALLOWA:OCE FOR SURCt-I 
DO 260 I=1t'JO 
C 	t ) = 	) 
2 6 	f TOP(I)=S'(I)+SURC-I(I)/PBi 
1300+ 1 
TOP( I )=R0 
TOP( I )='S+SIjRC-j(J\JQ) 
\J TOP= I 
C 	(3) ESTAOLISI-I SiAPE OF 9OTTOL4 SURFACE 
3= 0 





(E3OT( 3) =10 
ROT( 3) ='i10 
\JOOTJ 
C 	(ID CALCULATE , EIGHT OF SOIL SEDGE 9ETWEEJ WALL A'JDTC 
CALL 	113  PS 
WATER= WAiER}0 
CALL WEIG -[T 
TOSS 00= S UIM ST 
'C TCW 50= 0. 0 
I F TCSEDS • CT. 0. 	crCSED= SU4IYITIr/SU;Y1WT 
GO TO 1305 
C 	00 TEl SI 003 CRACK PRESE'JT 
1300 HiALL:(  1) = S'C( 1) 
SALLt'R 1)=S{( 1) 
3START= 1 
FOO=ISLOPE 
C 	**K* DETEft4I 05 )ALL SHIAPE ++** 
1305 \JO=JC-I10O-2 
0 = W C 
IF( \JO) 13 10, 1313, 13 15 
C 
	
PT, A\IE CALL RACK 
1310 DEL TA=(DSPKE+SALL(1)_w(\3Cn/(2.0*A0LI:,I) 





\Ml CTHL= () 
A\JGTO P= P'E2 
AC GI3OT= 2! 52 
IF(W'C('JC).EC.WALL'('C( 1))GO TO 1312 
ACGTOP=ATAC((SALT.f!(1)-S!(CC))/(S'C(CC)-WALLi(1))) 





GO TO 1339 




DEL T.417, DEL TOP 
WSAVE(=W(CI- 1) 
TI) S AVE '=c( \J_ 1) 
A'JGTOP= P'x'EP 
IF( WALL<.K(1).EQ.W((  NJ- 1))GO TO 1315 
A\JGTOP=TA'J( ( W'LL'i'( 1)- '.,j Y, ( .9- 1)) /( 	9- 1)- WALL.( 1))) 
1315 ANJGROT=P{E2 
IF(WL9) • EQ. W: 9-1) )GO TO 1316 
1316 NJ"CTRL0 
A1JGL F =A9C TOP 
APATOP=A\JGTOP- 005 
APABOT=A\JGOOT- GO S 
CTEPJ9= CA 
GO TO 1339 
C 	TEt-PLA$AR WALL J3AC 
C (1) C,iECK SLOPES OF TOP TWO ELEY1EJTS 
1313 SLO PEE 1=100030.0 
I F( 	( I SLOPE) • ED. W( I SLOPE+ 1)) GO TO 13 19) 
SLOPE1=((IsLoPE)-cvf(ISLOpE~1n/(((ISLOPE+1)-cv(1sLOPE)) 
1319 SLOPEQ=19003U.0 
I F( W(( I SLOPE+ 1). EQ. W( I SLOPE+2) ) GOTO 13199 
SLOPE2=(.,((ISLOPE~1)-(ISLOPE±2))/((ISLOPE+2)-W2(ISLOPE+1)) 
13190 IF(SLOPE2.LT.SLOPE1)GO TO 1321 
3ACC= 1 • 0 
\J=OC- 1 
GO TO 1314 
C 	(2) Ci-IECK SLOPE2 SITE TA1(QS) 
1321 fTA9=Sr(ISLOPE+1) 
IF(SLOPE2.GE.TAOOS)GO TO 1327 
C 	(3) CIECK TO SEE IF I\JCLLDED WEDGE APPLICABLE 
1330 JSTAR'i*= 1 
I 1=T.SLOPE+1 
'JO 1=JC- 1 
IF( S(I SLOPE) .EQ.vP((I1))GO TO 1325 
C=Wf( I SLOPE)- A'WK( I SLOPE) 
C1=".)( 1C1)+TAJQS*OK( :901) 
TA1=( TADDS*C+4*C1)  
GO TO 1326 
1325-  
1326  IF(.-tO.0T.fTA9)GO TO 1327 
TYPE 13260 
13260 FO!-t4-(AT( '* TE\JSIO.3 CRACK TOO LARGE : Tft! RJJ\JI1\JG SIMPLE ') 
PAUSE 
GO TO 1LIO 
C 	CEECC -jET'ER I\JCLLJDED v,, EDGE A'JALi'SIS APPLICABLE 
1327 IF(.'iOT.SU'IPLE)GO TO 13279 
C 	* * * * SEI Pi- E AJALfSI S ** -it * 
C 	CALCULATE I JTERSECTI OJ OF VERTICAL TERO -tEEL 
SI:4O\J. TRUE. 
I = 0 
S-tEEL=0. 0 
13270 I=it±1 
C 	I C E E P RECORD OF :4AG'.t TUDE A\J U 'iO4EJT OF SIJRCE ARGE oOE .tEEL 
A=SQRT( ( SK( 1+ 1 	K( I)) k*2+( SR 1+ 1)-Sf( I) )**2) 
I F( A. E:I). 0. 0) A= 1 • U 
DEL SU[1=A*SURC-i( I) 
S-IEEL = SE EEL + DEL S UR 
AI-IEEL=ANEEL+ DELSUR*( SC I )-f-3. 5* C S'(( 1+1)- S(( I))) 
I F( SC JC) • 0'!. S,( 1+1)) 00 TO 13273 
fEEEL=SR 1+1) 
I FC 3<( 'JO) • EU. S.( I ~ 1)) GO TO 13272 
A=SQRTC(SI'(I+1-{-1EEL*-12+SI+1)-.,'\JC))*2 
DEL S1J H=A + SJRCE( I) 
S-IEEL= 5-t EEL- DEL SJR 
AEtEEL=A'4EE El- -D ET- SUR* C (( 'JO) + 0. 5*( S( 1+ 1) -.' (C 'JO) 
C 	F9R4 TOP( ) 'T0?( ) (EEA(S 
13272 JSTAUT=I+1 




?(TO P( I )=S: 	'JO) 
f TO PC I ) = ' i EL 
\J TO P= I 
C 	FOH4 'E0TC ) fF3OTC ) ARRAi'S 
1=3 





?ROT( I )=I'!-IEEL 
\JOOTI 





C 	:4AE ALLOWA"JCE FOR AJf SURC-IARGES 
S' 	T= S LJ4 U T+ S LEEL 
SW:8AR= C SLJ4'1 T'+ A1REEL ) / SwW T 
C 	CALCULATE A\TGLE OF PATOP 
AJGSI'4=P'[E2 
D=Sf(2)-Si'( 1) 
I F( 0. 05. 0.0) A\JGSI 4= ATA\J( C S<( 2)- S(( 1)) /0) 
I F( \JSC. E. 2) GO TO 13273 
A=2.0Cf(ISLOPE)-'4{('JCfl+U(CISLOPE) 
I = 0 
13277 1=1+1 
IF(A.GT.S<(I+1flGO TO 13277 
AOGSI '4=Pfl32 
DEL TA=-UYC I SLOPE) 
IF(DELTA.GT.0.)AJGSIAT.AJCCA-U(ISLOPEfl/DELTA) 
13273  
WALLf(( 1) =x't UL--IO 
GO TO 1310 
C 	* * * 4t S PEE CIFI CAT IO\J FOR I \JCLUDED UEDGE *** 
13270 DLT 1(i0-fTAJ)/UEDG0O 
5ACK= 1 • 0 
CTER.'I= CA 
1 = R 0 
COJ0T= 0 
<O[J\JT0= 0 
ALL:< <C 1) = :-I 0 
UALLxt( 1)=I0 
AOGTO P= ?E2 
I FC <( I SLOPE) • E . .<( I SLOPE+ 1)) GO I'O 1331 
AJGTOP=ATA0((R'(ISLO PE) -w[CI ST- O±1fl/(U?((ISLOPE+1)-W'((I Si- O PE) ) 




,j 09, = 2 
FACTOF1= C U <C I SL0PE+ 1)- UALL:<.<( 1)) / C W( I SLOPE+ 1)- WALL 	( 1)) 
<=W.(CISLOPE+1)+FACTOR*C1-[CISLOPE+1)) 
U 
WSAJEi'= 7,  1 




AOGL E= AJGTOP 
APA TOP= A\IGTOP- QOS 
APAOOT= A0000T- OS 
IF( {OU\JT. E0. 6. AIOD. SLOPE2. GE. TA\JOS) CTER1=CA 
C 	K** SPECIFICATIOJ FOR GRAP-I C DIFFEEE:'JTI ATIOJ *4* 
1320 DELTA=C )ALLx'( 1)-SEf)/A\JLI 
DEL TO P= DELT (A 
DELROT=(WSAOEx'_JR0C_lfl/AJLILV1 
\J. CTIiL= 0 
1330 7, =0ALL{Rl) 
TOPS C=0. 0 
T0PSPA0. 0 
C 	*** I 0CREy1E'JTATIC 	FD: GAPII C DI FE'iTI Aft OJ **** 
1340 =- DELTA 
1.71 	1 
I F( 0ACC. 00. - 1. 0) GO TO 1342 
I F( 'JCTdL . iO. JL I L'I 1) /=0SAQEf 
IFccToL.GT.'LI:41.AD.DELoOT.EO.0.0)GO TO 1346 
IF(..GE.WSAVE{)GO TO 1342 
C 	0ALL BACK JAS BREAK 
1341 'JO=2 
W AT- LK( 2)=4SAOEK 
ciALLf( 2)=v)SA)E' 
WALL.(K( 3)=w( I ST- OPE+2) 
U, ALL 	3)=0(( I SLOPE+2) 
ADCTRL=O. U 
GO TO 1344 
C 	UALL RACK PLA\JE 
1342 00=1 
W At- LK( 2)=WSA'JE< 
2)=iSA/Ef 
ADCTRL = - 1 • 0 
C 	CALCULATE COORDL\JATES OF EFFECTI V E iI Al- L CASE 
1344 K= 	LL 	(I\1O)+(UALL'I'( 0O)-)( 	 1)_.iALL:(:\JO) )/ 
1 (U4LL(J0)-UALL'fC.10+1)) 
:oo=oO+ 1 
)ALLK(( JO )=K 
) AL i- f f j O)= 
J OR C = \J 0 
GO TO 1360 
C 	!/ALL DACK ELEE\T - IOEU:OiTAL 
13L16 DELTAt=(2(ISLOPE+2)-0(ISLOPE+1)/0LI11 
00=3 
W Al- U ( ( 2) = U SA V E  ( 
W Al, LR'( 2)=WSAVEf 
= 0 7, C T JL - '0 L I A 1 
AJ= 0 
W ALL(( 3) = WSAVE(+ DEL TA- 4J 
-AD CTRL=0. 0 
CTE1= CA 
000C=3 
GO TO 1360 
C 	***1 TRI AL v2EDGE A\JAL''SI S **K 




A\JG PA= 0. 0 
PA=- 100000.0 
C= A\JGL E- QvS 
IF( SIi'OO\J)C=A\JGSIIVI 
I F( F3ACK. LT. 1 • 0) GO TO 1 369 
I F( A\JGLE. EQ. A0000T) C=AOGLE- 
136') PASAVE=PA 
AJ SAVE= A\JGPA 
1370 S=S- DELTAS 
IF(S.GT.QS)GO TO 1390 
PA=C. 0 
GO TO 1300 
1390 SWIUT=0.0 
TA\JS=SI0( S)/COS( S) 
C 	FI\ID W-ERE WEDGE CASE CUTS GROUJD SUiiF!CE A'JD QALUE OF SURUT 
1=0 
1400 1=1+1 
IF( S( 1+1) • 'JE. S<( I) )GO TO 1 /4 07 
C 	SLiFACE ELE4EJT JE0TI CAL 
'crs2 I) 
'=TA0S*(-UALL<( 100CC) )~ALL'f'x'( 00CC) 
SURW T= S LiRU T+ S U RC4 C I 
I FC Sx'( I + 1) . GT. SR I)) GO TO 1400 
1 + 1)  • OR. x'-GT. SRI) ) GO TO 1 /4 00 
($0 TO 1403 
C 	0O0-VERTICAL SURFACE LE4E'JT 




SWWT= SURWT+ DEL TAW 
C 	(2) CHECK SURFACE SLOPE \JOT PARALLEL TO c, 'EDGE BASE 
A=( SR I + 1)— SR I)) /( S( I + 1)— S( I)) 
DEL TA=ABS( TA:'JS—A) 
I F( DEL TA.LT. 0. 000001) GO TO 1 Li9 
TO 1405 
C 	(3) 9ORIO0TAL ELE1E\JT 
f=St( I) 
=:JALLK( 0020) +( f—OALLfY( 0080)) /T(AOS 
GO TO 14406 
C 	(4) SLOPI :oG ELE:OE\JT 
1405 f=( A*WALLff( JORC)_TA'JS*SR I)+( AfTA0S*( SK( I) 	0080))) )/ 
1 	(A— TAOS) 
K=S 	I )+( f—SR I)) IA 
C 	CHECK VALIDIT! OF I0TERSECTIOJ 
1406 IF((I+1).EO.:\JSC)G0 TO 1/4060 
IF( .LT. S 	I) .0R.>. GT. SK( 1+1) )GO TO 1,400 
C 	ADJUST SURCOA090 TOTAL 
14060 AT— E:0SQRT( ( S'(.( 1+ 1)—')1+2+( SR 1+ 1)—f)+2) 
ODAS-I= SURCR( I) AL. 00 
SUROT=SUROT— Si-IERL— ODAS-I — TCSURO 
1/109 	S U R 
f S U R= f 
JE0DI 
I F( 10. 00.0.0)90 TO 1/461 
C 	AOE\JD SUROT TO TAKE ACCOU\J'I' OF TEOSIOJ CRACK 
I A= I 
CALL CRACKS 
C 	CALCULATE TRIAL 'WEDGE 001 GOT 
C (1) ESTARLISO SOAPE OF BOTTOR SURFACE 
1461 DO 1500 K=i3OOBC 
XF3OT( K) =LJALLKK( K) 
1500 'ROT(K)=0ALLfRK) 
K= 0080+ 1 
KROT( K)=KSUR 
'(90 T( K)=f 




C 	(2) ESTABLISO SO(APE OF TOP SURFACE 
K= 0 
C 	000CK FOR SI4PLE A\JALf SI S 




I F( JST 4f1T. EQ. JEQD) GO TO 1565 
GO TO 15/45 





1545 IF(JE'JD.LT.JSTA1T)GO TO 1565 
1550 DO 1560 J=JST4J1T,JEJD 
K- + 1 
'(TOP( K)=SI( j) 




\J TO= f( 
C 	( 3) C Al, CLATE V, EI GIT 
CAL I- STRI PS 
WAT ER= W ATER13 
UP= 1 • 0 
CALL WEIGHIT 
C 	CALCiJLATIOJ OF RESUL TA. T iCTI WE PRESSURE 
C CALCLJLTE CO-1ESI OJ FORCE 
CO -[ ES 0 = AL*- C B 
C 	CALCULATE AD-IESIDO FORCE 
FAOGLE=0. 0 
AD-IES\J=O. 13 
IF( SIY1OJ)GO TO L24 
I F( ADCTRL) 421,422,423 
C 	(A)TOP WALL SECTIO.0 
42 	4D-IES\J=0. 0 
IF(.GE.-10)GO TO 424 
ALEO=SQRT ( ( WALLfx( 1) —'d LLx[( 2) )*2+(WALLC( 2)-4LLK( 1) )**2) 
AD -IES 0 = C A* AL 
FAJGLE=A0GTOP 
GO TO 424 
C 	B) 4IDDLE WALL SECTIO0 OR IOCLUDED wEDGE 
422 ALEO=SQRT( (WALLfR2)-WALLff( 3) )2+(WALLC( 2)-WALL( 3) )**2) 
AD-iES0= CTER3I*ALEO 
FAJGLE=A0GF3OT 
GO TO 424 
C 	(C) BASE SECTIOO 
L123 ALEOSQRT( C ½ALL'{( 4).v LLfi'( 3) )**2+(0ALL( 4) iALL:>((( 3) )**2) 
AD-IES "3 = AL 'J* CA 
FA\JGL E= A'JGBAS 
C 	C AL C (JL A TI 0 .J OF PA 
424 A=Pt'52-S 
13= S-OS 
SLJ1iT= SUNIWT+ SLJROT 
PART1= SI.\J(r3)k( SU'T-COS(A)*CO-IES.\J-SI.\J(F(MLE)*AD-IES\J 
1 	-TOPS PA*COSC TOPS C)-ADiTOP*SI0(ADT[AI"JG)) 
PAdT2= COS( 13) 1C CO 	S\T1SIJ( (A) -AD-IES\J*COS( FAI"JGLE)+TOPSP4*SI 'IC TOPSC) - 
1 	- TWATER* DdAI "31-AD-ITO P Co SC AD.-[A:"JG) ) 
A"J UM= PART 1- PART 2 
DE\JOi4=COS( C)*SIJ(fl)+COS( B)'SI '3(C) 
A"JG PA= C 
PA= A:\JU4/ DE:\J0: 
FLEACT= CCOIES:"i*SI\JC.(A)+Pa*SI\J(C)+TOPSPA*SI'3(TOPSC) 
1 	 _AD-IES\I1COS( FA\IC-LE) -TUATER*DFAI '31 
1 -ADHTOP*COS(AD-IA,"JG))/SI'J(B) 
C 	C-IEC VALUE OF PA 
IF(PA.LT. 0. 0)PA=-100000. 0 
IF(FREA CT. LT. 3.0) PA=- 100000.0 
IF(PA.GE.P(ASA)E)GO TO 1369 
I F( DELTAS. SO. P13 0) GO TO 1900 
1790 S=S+2.0*(DELTAS) 
DELTAS=PYE1•30 
PASAVS=- 100000. 0 
GO TO 1370 
C 	***ASCS-TAI\J CURRE:'3T POSITIO"J OF AJAL'SIS PROCESS **** 
1000 IF(T'-IIRD)GO TO 1961 
TO 1433 
IF( E3ACC) 1 33, 14 05, 14 05 
C 	TRA"JSFER RESULTS OF TOP A\IAL'f SI STO TOPSPA 	PROCEED SI T-I BOfTOYI 
1905 I F( PASASE. LT. 0. 0) PASAVE=0. U 
TO PSPA= PASAVE 
TO PS C= C 
JODC= 3 
A:'3GL S= AUG20 T 
DEL TA'=DELF3OT 
ADRTOP= AD:-IES'3 
AD-1 AU 3= (DJGTOP 
1 ,333 IF(FPEACT.LT. 0. 0)PASAJ.E=0. 0 
I F( PASASE.L T. 0. 0) PASAQE= 0. 0 
ACTI VEC .0 CTRL = PASAVE 
IF(0CT0L."JE."JLI'42)GO TO 1340 
IF( 13AC(.LE. 0. 01 )GO TO 1370 
I F( $L DPiD?. GE. SLOPE1 ) 00 10 136') 
C 	CALCULATIO\J OF DOIG-iT OF IDCLUIJED SOIL SDGE 
ñSAvEf= 1 
S0c1EK= AL f, 	1) 
. 	I SLO?E)—S.(( I SLO?E+ 1) 
1=1 SLOPE 
)+(')SE'Vf(I))A/( W'( I)—'[X'(I+l)) 
WSAV E lf +(\v?(( 1+ 1)—.S ALiE)'i(''( DC— 1)—WSA)E)/( S.(iC— 1)—vSA) 
I F( 3SAVEY. GT. v{( I SLOPE~ 1)) GO TO 1323 
S(vT=O. 001 
S/3A= 01. 001 
W AL L.K 3= SAL L<'(( 3) 
JALLf3=WALLU( 3) 
GO TO 1360 
1323 CTOP( 1)JSA/E( 
)(TOP( 2)=0(( I SLOPE+ 1) 
(TOP( 3)=W'C( 'iC— 1) 
f'TOP( 1)=JE( 
t'TOP( 2)=f 
YTOP( 3)=Wr('JC— 1) 
'flDOT( 1)=viS.4JE' 
CO T( 2) = v,' { C I SJ._ 0 9 E+ 1) 
?T3OT( 3)=fTOP( 3) 
\ITO.P= 3 
W .LL (3= WALL ()( C 3) 
WLL!3= JAL L1'fC 3) 
LJP= 0. 01 
CALL WEIGHIT 
SWW T= SU'i 3 T 
SW'CCAR= SU:'I4Tf/ 5Ur4WT 
C 	*$** CALCULATIOD OF ACTIVE FORCE OHI -iEEL PROJECTIO'J •** 
C (1) 	SET LIP IDITIAL CO'JDITIOS 
1360 :CI SLOP=.i(( I SLOPE) 
YI SLOP=Wf(I SLOPE) 
C'iC=W(C DC) 
1' HI C U ( DC) 
HORI TO PSPA* Si TO PSC) + PASWE SI DC C) 
JERT=T0PSPA*C0S( TOPSC)+PASAGE*COS( C) 
TOPSPA= SDRT( -10 RI/** 2~ JER'1'+* 2) 
TOPSC=ATA\IC -tORI /JERT) 
HI 0CC =4 
vALLC(C 4) = Q( ( DC) 
LLC4)=Li'CiC)—DEP( 
.DOBC1=JOCC— 1 
AD GL E= 9'! 52 
THI[RD=. TELlS. 
D=WALL:•(( 1013C) - WALL'L'(C .10CC 1) 
IF'(D.GT.0.O1) Ali GLE=ATAJ(CWALL'fL\JOBC)—WALLff(HIOBC-1fl/D) 
ADCTRL= 1 • 01 
HIORI=ADHITOP'i COS( A\JGTOP) +tJy-IE5HIJ* CO SC AUGGOT) 
LiERT=ADHITOP'SID(AHIGTO?)+ADHIIESD*COS(AHJGF3OT) 
AIJ-t TO 9= S'DRT( tORI .**2+J5RT- 14 *2) 
ADHIA"JG=0. 0 
I F( :IORI 71 • GT. 0. 0) ADHIIAHIGATAHJC DEET/HIORI ) 
GO TO 1360 
C 	( 2 ) 	STORE RESULTS 
1361 T-II RD= .FAT- SE. 
P(ABSE= PaSAJE 
I F( PAT3ASE.LT- 0.0) PA ASE= 0.0 
APABAS= C 
XPABAS=0ALLK( OOT3C1)+0. 5( ')ALL:( oo3c)-ALL:c 0080 1)) 
? PAPA SiALL(JOBC)+0.5K(WALL(0OOC1)-. ALT Lf(.\JOBC))-i(( 1) 
AD-I TOP= 0. 0 
ADH[AOG= 0. 0 
C 	*- EST(ABLISI POI\JT OF APPLIC'TIO\J OF PATOP PBOT 
1370 <ISLOP=v1(ISLOPE) 




C 	*** COLCULATIO0 OF OATER FORCES *K* 
C (1) SET ALL FORCES TO .ERO 
PFTOP=0. 0 
:PJTOP = 0. 
?PWTOP= 0. 0 
.APi TOP= 0. 0 
PWBOT=0. 0 
:p38OFzO. 0 
P0fl0T= 0. 0 
APWBOT= 0. 0 
PWF3AS= 0. 
XPOT3AS= 0. 0 
'[P0.BAS= 0. 0 
APWBAS= A\JGOAS 
IF( ATERB.LE. ALL'( 0080)) GO TO .307 




IF()aTER13.LT.IY'(I±1))FO 10 1.3/5 
IF( WAi'EiIB. SO. z'( 1+1)) 1+1 




IF(S(I+1).S0.Sf(I))GO TO 1430 
X.2T=i.K I) + C SATERE3- if( I) ) ((1+ 1) 	I)) /C v!( + 1)- f  [ ) ) 
( WA T  8= (ST 




C 	(4) ASS.tG\T VALUE TO TOP vjATER FORCE 
1335 PUTOP=i3 
PUT0P=PW 
PW TOP= fPU- i(( 1) 
APWTOP= APU 
GO TO 1390 
C 	(5) ASSIGJ VALUE TO ROTTO4 WATER FORCE 
1 337 PWBOTPc) 
(P1.1E3O T  
'P.)BOT=-r(( 1) 
(APUBO T= Al' 
1390 II-1-1 
WT =  W; ( I ) 
x'WT=W(( I) 
GO TO 1380 
C 	(6) ASSIGJ VALUE TO BASE WATIfF?. FORCE 
18 ) 3 PWBAS= PU 
P C 13AS < PU 
?PwPAS='PW-cif( 1) 
A1UF3AC= APJ 
C 	*** CAL CIJLATIO"J OF FACTORS OF SAFEI{ 
C 	ESTAT3LI SR FORCE LEVER ARM  
807 SU>COR1= S) RA.R-5K( 1) 
IF( sUo:C1.LT. 0.0) S,CO:1=3. 1) 
UTOE 1=:CCTOE- vC( 1) 
WALL 1=ALL-U.( 1) 
cTI PT=:(PATOP-U!(( 1) 
cTI P9=(1-1 A9- OT- 1J(( 1) 
(TIPBS=( PAD AS-c.( 1) 
1) 
(TIPWBPWBOT-C:( 1) 




C 	CALCULATE IAG\TITUDE + ECCE'JTRICITY OF RESULTAI\JT O\J BASE 
383 RJ= PATOPI COSC APATOP-AGBASE) + PAT3OT*COS( APABOT-AGBASE) + 
1 	PWTOP*COS( APUTOP-AGOASE) + PwBOTCOS( APUBOT-AGEASE) + 
1 PUBAS*COS(APUOAS-AGSASE) + CCALL+COS( AGBASE) ± 
1 	PABASE*COS( AP(Af3AS-AGBASE) + TWATER*1)RAI \12* S  .'J( AGBASE) + 
1 SUWT*COS( AGI3ASE) + WTOECOS( AGI3ASE) 
R = PATOP*SI R( APATOP-AGOASE) + PABOT* SI:\J( APABOT-AGBASID + 
1 	PABASE* SI \J( APABAS-AGF3ASE) + PUTOP* SI \J( APWTOP-800ASE) + 
1 PUROT* SI 'J( AP[BOT- AGBASE) ~ PW.RAS* SI \J( APUBAS- AGBASE) - 
I 	cJOALL* SI J( AG.ASE) + TIATER* DRAI .\12*CO SC AGBASE) 
R=SQRT( RT** 2+RJ**2) 
RAB4= 	'ALL* SALL( 1 ~ SWST* Si(BR1 + ii'DE 	QTOE1 + 
1 	?ATOP*( COS( APATOP) iCTI PT - SI \J( APATOP)*'!PATOP) + 
1 PABOT*( COS(APABOT)+.KTI'A - SI 'J( AP3THfPAI3OT) ~ 
1 	PABASE*( COS( APAS)*''i'IPRS - SIJ(APABAS)*fPABAS) + 
1 PWTOPC COS( APWTOP)*(TI P1' - SI\CAP5 TOP) *P5TOP) + 
1 	PWBOTC COS( APW33T)*TI P52 - SI:1(APWBOT)P5BOT) ~ 
1 PASKCCOS(A?WRAS)TIPB - SI (APsBAS)*PwBAS) 
1 	 - TWATER* i)RAE \j2* '5ATER 
=F"AHM  
RA.FlL1= RAR''1/ R\J 
E=ABS( flASE0. 5—F1AFS4) 
IF(STORE)GO TO 3030 
:CBASE=w<( 1 	4R:4C0S( AGBASE) 
YBASE=W'{( 1)— EASM+ SI 'JC AGOASE) 
C 	FACTOP OF SAFETY AG(IOST SLIDIJG 
3030 IF(STORE)G0 TO 309 





I F( DEPEEf. EQ. 0. 0) GO TO 311 
C 	STORE RESULTS FOP FIRST CALCULATION 
S 1= AG BASE 
R\J 1=RJ 
E 1 = E 
B A S El BASE 
STO IE= • THUS. 
C 	ES'!' ABLI S-i EFFECTI OS BASE BET:,EE'J TOE POD Ef 
DELTAf= (C 1)— S(( 'JO) ~ DEPCEf' 
BASE=SI1RT( DELTAk2+DELTA*2) 
AGBASE=ATA'J( DEL TA(/DEL TAC) 
GO TO 1303 
C 	CALCULATE FSLID FOR ALTEROATIVE FAILURE e40DE 
309 	S= CFO 1JOD*BASE+RUJ*SI'J(QFS)/COS(QFS) 
FSL I 02=99 • 00 
I SC ET. GT. 0. 0)FSLI D2=C S+PASI VE*COS( APASE—AGBASE) ) /RT 
IF(F ST— ID1.LT.FSLID2)GO TO 310 
FS—I I D=FSLI D2 
GO TO 312 






012 STORE=. FALSE. 
C 	FACTO F OF SAFET'! AGAI '1ST OJEHTJF'iI \JG 
Svl= Uc LL*UALL1 + sc T*5 OR1 ~ 
1 	WTOE*9TOE1 + PASIE''fPASE1COS( APASE) 
O4= 	PAT0PSI.0( APATOP)'!PATOP + P.AJ3OT*SI\J( AP A B 01)1fPA130T + 
1 	PA9ASE*SI9(APA9AS)*'!PAF3AS + PW TOP* SI'J(A?OTOP)*{PWTOP + 
1 
	
P9OTKSI \J(APcJBOT)'PV)BOT + 	BAS*SI'J( 	wBAS){PvdBAS 
0:41= PATOP+COS( APATOP)*2c I PT + PA130T*COS( APAflOT)TI PB + 
1 	PABASE*COS(APABAS)*.<TIPDS + PTOP*COS(APviTOP)TIPcIT + 
1 PwROT*COS( 4PcJBOT)*TI P03 + PWi3AS* COS( APvBAS)KTI POA 
FSTIP=9. 00 
I F( O4. CT. 0. 0) FST.[ 	( S:1+OYI 1) /O4 
C 	FACTOR OF S.AFTE? AG-AI:JST F3EAFI9G FAILURE 
(. 	 Cl) C-rECK DEPTi OF BASE 
DEPT-I='!c1LFRT—c. '( 1) 
I F( DEPT-I. LT. DEPTLIB) DEPTi= DEPT-lB 
C 	(2) C-[ECK .POSITIO\1 OF FESULTAOT 09 BASE 
BASE3= RASE/ 3. 0 
9ASE232. 9*13ASE3 
I F( FAH"1. GE. BSE 3. A9D. FAftO. L S. 2A5523) GO TO 2100 
C 	(3) FSS'JLTA\JT LIES OUTSIDE LIDDLE TilED 
ALE.\J=BASE-2. 0 * E 
I F( ALSO) 2092, 2094, 20)5 
C 	FESUL TA\JT LIES OUTSIDE BASE 
2092 FS13Cf0.0 
GO TO 2155 
C 	RESULTA9T CUTS EDGE OF BASE 
2094 BPFES=FO 
GO TO 2110 
C 	EESULTA\IT CUTS OUTSIDE THIRD OF 03S 
2095 BPRES=CLI.O*E\J)/C3.O*ALEO) 
GO TO 2113 
C 	(/4) CO-IESIOJLESS SOIL YiAE ALLOOAOCE FOE BASE 01 DTYI 
2100 	=9*( 1.3+6. (0*5/BASE) /BASE 
2110 IF(C9,Gf.0.9)CO TO 2130 
COO ST= 1. 0 
I .F( BASS. LT. OASFBC) 009 ST= RASE/ f3ASEBC 
'3D=C0NS T*OO( 1. 9+( DEPTH— DEPT-18)) /EASE) 
FACTO ti= rC4,/ 00 
GO TO 2140 
C 	(5) CO-iESIJE SOIL 
2 13 0 OD= 00* (1 • 0+ ( DOPT I— 052103)/ ( 4. 0*BASE) ) 
FACTO 0= 1.5 
C 	(6) ESTAT3LI51 FACTOR OF SAF'ET'f 
210 3LI:1=O0C4AK 
IF( 01). GT. C1L 1:4) 013= CL 1:4 
FSBC'= 01)/ SPRES 
C 	*** 	4A.\JIPLJLATIOJ OF FACTORS OF SAFETY **': 
2155 IF( OACK.GT. 4. 0.A'D. SLO?E2.LT. SLO PEI) GO TO 2160 
CRITSL=FSLID 
041 TTP=FSTI P 
Cdl TI3C=FS9C{ 
IF( 61 A\1LJAL)GO TO 10015 
GO TO 3260 
2160 K=KOLI"JT 
IF(KOLJ:4T. GT. 1)GU TO 2175 
091 TTP=FSTI P 
0:21 T ST, =FSLID 
041 TPC=FSO 
GO TO 1331 
2175 IF( FSLI D.LT. (,41 TSL)CRI TSL=FSLI 1) 
I F( FSTI P. Li. 041 TTP) Cdt TTP=FSTI P 
I F( FSRCi'.LT. CIR.I TBC) Cdl TBC=FSBC'i' 
tFOUJT.LE.:1OWEDG)GO TO 1331 
IF(:4AJLTAL)GO TO 13015 
I F( .'4ETI-IOD. 53.. 1) GO TO 3260 
COU:JTS=KOLi:JTS+ 1 
K = KU U \J T S 
C 	*:* AUf 44T1 C A\1 AL !SI S 	CI 50K FACTORS OF SAFETY 'T* • 
3260 I F( CR1 TTP.LT. DFSTI 9) GO TO 3270 
IF(CRITSL.LT.DFSLID)GO TO 3270 
I F( C91 TOO. GE. DFSBCf)GO TO 3230 
3270 IF(BASE.GT.BASTOP)GO TO 3271 
13ASE= RASE+ DEL TAB 
GO TO 3141 -/1 
C 	BASE OIDTE SrcCEEJJS 4AKIK1J1 : 0-150K IF 5155 IS ACCEPTABLE 
3271 CALL SE\JDES( 'BASE WIDTE GREATER TEA>J ALL HIEIGHIT : ') 
CALL KILLLF 
CALL SE'1D9L(OAS'1'OP, 6., P., .FALSE.) 
3272 CALL SE:\JD-IS( • DO 0  SADT S  DE BALES 003511)5.951) ? ') 
CALL CLIESOR( 50, I CS, I C?) 
IF(UC.EO.."131)GO TO 3274 
TO 3272 
GO TO 3230 
C 	SET 'JEv) LI1IT FOR BASE 4AKI:vDJNI 
3274 CALL SE1D-IS( ':\JES MAKIIAUM VALUE F34 BASE 
CALL KILLLF 
CALL SE:3DRL(9ASTOP, 6, 2,LOG) 
GO TO 3270 
C 	CHLECK 'JLB49ER OF A\I1AL'I'SES 
3200 IF(JA\JT. GT. 1)GO 10 3290 
9 4\J  T= 0 
A=OASE- DEL TAB 
IF(A..9ASL0/)G0 TO 3290 
BASE=A 
GO TO 3410 
C 	STORE RESULTS FOR OUTPUT AS TABLE 
3290 I RE S= I RE S+ 1 
RESTP( IRES)=CRITTP 
RESSL( I RES) = C!-!I TSL 
RESRC( I RES) =CRI TOC 
I RES'JA( I RES)=9ATOT 
RESBAS( IIS)OASE 
RESRAT( I RES)= RATIO 
RESTD( I RES)=TOEDEP 
RES)AL( I HES) = WOALL 
RASETD( :\JORAT) = BASE 
C 	T(PE OUT RESULTS OF LATEST JALSIS 
TYPE 13353, C'- II TIP, CR1 TSL, CR1 TOG, TOEDE?, RATIO, BASE, \JATOT 
10053 FORAT(F7.2, 5F6.2, 115) 
C 	**** ALJTOEATI C A1ALi'SI S : EA\JI ?LrLATIOJ OF RESULTS **** 
C 	FI< SJALUE OF OSTAIiT FOR :JE:T SECTIOJ OEAL'!S1 S 
13START= BASE- DEL TAB 
I F( BSTART.LT. )3ASLOW) BSTART=F3ASLO3 
10054 IF(JOdAT.LT.9RATIO)GO TO 3405 
C 	AEAL'SI S COEPLOTE FOR CURRE9T !OE DEPT-1 : FI9D yIIOI14UE BASE 
BASEO= 1 1100. 00 
OAS3:=- 1 333. 
DO 10357 I=15\JRATI0 
IFCOASITTD(I ) .LT.flASE:')GO TO 10056 
OAS=OASETD( 1) 
10056 I F( OASETD( I) • OT. EASEO) 30 TO 10057 
9ASE9=FASETD( I) 
10, 057 CO.OTI\IUE 
BASELO( 'JO TOE)=BASL'49 
C 	L=P RECORD OF OVERALL EIEF4U:4 A1D EAIEUE 
IF( BASE 3. L T.O VM 13)0 V.41 \J=BASE 3 
I F( BASE:. OT. OVEA:() 0 AK=OASE( 
IF('JOTOE.LT.OTOED)GO TO 3400 
C 	CALL FOR GRAPHICS SUBROUTI1E 
13015 CALL BLAST 
IF(.(I 1)00 TO 10007 
IF(.4ALJAL)G0 TO 13016 
IF(RERU3)GO TO 146 
10016 IF(RERLJ9)GO TO 40 
C 	SUBROLJTI:'JE AQUA 	CALCULATION OF WATER FORCE 
SUOFOUTI\fl AQUA 
COYII'.lO 'J/BLOCCC/UP, iAT}i, P02, PATER 
COMM/GROUP'/5T, (wi, XwJ13, (wE3, P), CPw, fPw, APw 
A"JGLE= 1.571 
I F( :<w T. EQ. (wH) GO TO 1 r 
10 PT=?UATEEK ( WATER-f'wT) 
P)F3= Pw ATEH C QATE- '( vR) 
ALEJ= SO.RT( C iT-.(wB)*2~C wT-(wB) 	2) 
ALE'= ( ALE\14 2)* ( 2. 0 PWT+ P.v0) / C 6. 0* 
(P=UG-ALE\J*COSC (iGLE) 
?Pw= 	0+ALE'J* SI \J( A\IGL E) 
APW= A'JGL E 
RE 1' U £ 
E'J1) 




CALL DATE( I DATE) 
CALL MOVETO( 2,779, 1 DUN, , 1) 
CALL LINEC 1C17, 2, • TRUE.) 
CALL LINF( 2, -7771 • TRUE.) 
CALL LINE(-1217, 2,  •TR1.JE. ) 
CALL LINE(C,777,.TRtJE.) 
CALL NIOVETO(2,56,IDUM,0, 1) 
CALL LINEC 1017,9, • TIP UE. ) 
CALL NJOVETO(25 556,I DUN, 9, 1) 
CALL LINE(fl,-56,.Tfl.UE.) 
CALL NOVETQ(995, 5 6, 1 DUN, (, 1) 
CALL LINR(9,-56, .TPrJE.) 
CALL MO VETO (10' 20, I flf TM, 9, 1) 
CALL HOLSTR('DATE : ') 
CALL. NIOVETO( 100, 22, IDIJM, 2, 1) 
CALL STRI:\JC(I DOT E,9) 
CALL MOVETO( 922, 20, I DUN, 0, 1) 
CALL OLSTR( 'TRIAL NO. : ') 
END 
C 	SUPPOUTfl\IF COG : CL JLATIO OF ARE AID MOMENT 
C OF P 	LL EL SIDED STRIPS 
SUPROUTII\IE 008( A, AY CY, P(, DY, DY) 
COMMOJ/DLOCK1/AMMTY, AREA 
C 	(1) ARRANGE Y-COORDS AT TOP OF ELEMENT 
IF((AY.GT.DY)GO TO 8114 
YYTOP1=PY 
YYTOP2=AY 
FACTT= 1 • 0 




C 	(2) 14ETANGF Y-COORDS AT ROTTONI OF ELEMEMT 




GO TO 8 /40 
830 YYPOT1=DY 
YYEO T2 = C? 
FACTi3 = 1 • C 
C 	(3) CALCULATE AREA AND MOMENTS OF ELEMENT 
9414 DFLTAE=  MX- A( 
1-)7,,LTAY=YYTOP1 -YY 13OT1 
DY TO P=YYTOP1 -YY TO P2 
DYPOT=?Y IRO T2-YYDOT1 
AR Fn= 0. 5* DELTAX* ( ( A?- C?) + (DY-DY)) 
AIv4TYDELTAX*DFLTAY*(AX+ (9. DIEL 	) 
CORRN= 14 • 5* DSLTAX* C DYTO P* C AE+ FACTT* DEL TAY/ 3 • C) + 
DYPOT*(A(+F4CTD*DELTAX/3.0)) 
AMMTY= ANINTY- CO DEN 
RETURN 
EN D 
C 	SUBiO[JTI\E CRACKS : ASCERTAI'4 PJSITIOJ OF TFNSI'J\J C1'ACK 
C r4 li-iIAL iAILUi-E SJ0JACE 
sJ113E0urI'IE cwcFs 
CJiI4Oj/i3L:3CKI/WALLXX, WALL'',.jO)3C,4C, ISLOPE 
CON1O\J/BLOCK0/ HO, XSA\E, YSAVE, 5K, SY, GAi5iO3 
COK'4O\J/}3LOCKz/ I A, T\j, DELiAG, DASH, Ui i, SIJiCH, ESUE, 'SWj, XWFO 
CO1VINIO\J/i3LOCKS/X, Y 
CONIN1OJ/}E3LOCKLJ/JSTAdT, 3E'JD, Ri4, S, XF-IL) 
DIKE>JSIO\J SJiCH(12),SX(12),SY(12),LLXX(L!),ALL'Y(L1) 
I = I A 
CTRLSJ=O . 00 
4i'fl3j'A\J S 
C)TWALLYY (\1013C )-1A0SALLXX(0O}3C) 
1/tlO IF(SX (I).  EQ. SX(I+1))GO TO 11155 
AT (SY( 1+ 1 ) -SY (I) )/ (SK( 1+1) -SX( I)) 
CT=SY(I+1)- AMT * SX(I+1) 
KWH 1= (00+ COOT- CT) C A'i1- A4B) 
XLOWEH=SX( I) 
l 	IF(SX(I).GT .WALLXX(\3013C))GOTO 1L112 
XLO WE 	LLXX (00 BC) 
1412 I FCXWHO. GE. XLOW FE. AOl). X 	LE. SEC I + 1) GO 10 1440 
C 	EEEO UF SUECHAEGE OJ ELELOE\JT CUT DY PLA:.\J  F WEDGE BASE 
I F(CTELSU) 1/41 5,11115, 1/420 
1/115 SU;T=SJWi-DELTAG+Wi)A5H 
CTELSLJ=1 • 00 
GO TO 1435 
C 	CALC LIL ATE SUECHAEGI4 04 CLJHFN 1' EL E:VIEO 1 AND EE:40 UE 1-0.1 
C TOTAL 
1420 ALEU=5Q.FT((SY(I+1 )-SY(I ))++2+(SX( 1+1 ) -SX(I ))**2) 
I F UAL E0 ) 1 /12 5, 1 /4  2 5, 1 43 (4 
1425 ALErO=1.00 
1430 SUE UT= SUFWi-ALEO* 5rJFC(-( I) 
1435 IF(I.GT.1)GO TO 1/457 
C 	TE:\JSIO\J CRACK CUTS FIEST ELE:4EOT 
1436 SUi-iWT=2 • 2 
1() 
151 1=1+1 
IF (SEC I). EU. SEC 1+1)) GD TO 1/451 
IF(WALLXX(\JODC).  LT. SK(I).DE.WALLXX(ODDC).  GT. SX(I+1) )GO TO 1L451 
A:4T= (SI (I + 1) -51 (I) )/ c±: (I + 1)- s:: (I)) 
CT= SY(I+1)- AMT* SX(I+1) 
Y=AKT'GALLXX( .\JOBC )+ Ci 
X=WALLXX (NO 0C) 
GO 10 11460 
C 	CALCULATE I'JTERSECTIOJ Pa IT OF TO a A1E41) SUH1T TOTAL 
1/4/40 YA MT* X.R0+CT 
XXN0 
I F(CTLSU) 114142, 1/142, 114113 
1/1/42 ALE=S 	T( (XS[J-X)2+ (?SU1-Y)**2) 
GO TO 1/1/44 
14143  
1444 SUT=SUHT - C ALEi*S1 JHCE( 1) 
GO TO 1/160 
C 	VERTICAL SUrFACE ELEMENT 
1455 i FCSXC I ) • LE. ALLXX LO 130) ) GO TO 11436 
IF( Si (I + 1) • CT. SY (I)) GO TO 157 
yA'4l3*S:Kc I) +C13DT 





GO TO 1/460 
C 	NIO\)E MACK 3JE ELEYIENJT 
1/457 1=1-i 
GO TO 1 4 1 0 
1460 XSU=X 
YSLJd = 'f 
dEN D= I 
i El UFN 
EN 1) 
(11 	JrPf)rJTI\J flATA1 	DATA \JG 
S(JnpQrJTi\J 	ATAG-1 
GOMMO'\J IDFIL(2 
GDMMO\1/LOGc/f/(c, n q, pyt;, 	pp7i1 
GOJ\J,PLoGc5/rF9J\1T, A'JGFT. T 
CONM/DLOr/Gn, G 
GONMO\J/LDGcG/rjp, 
COM MON  
C1OM IM O\J/DLOCcfl/Lii, 'SAJE, (SAVE, 5", SY, 	TGD 
CJN1V1rJJ/GPQ11PG/GpDr)\1r), AFS, 	fl G, fliGN1A<, '<FP.0'JT, Y FT) \YF 
GO[1OJ/GJtiP(/G'), APPL, \jPATI), 9ATI OS, tASL), 'ASI CC 5) 
JN1NiJ/GOUPL/TSTiM, TPAS, ¶-TFRO\JT, T)FSTI P, DFSLI C, DFS2G{ 
T) T M 11SIO:'J nASLOc lAY, RATIDS 11) 
LOGI GAL LOG, LOGP, GO 
L0G. TRU. 
LOGF= • FAL'. 
CALL. FRASF 
C 
qR '4 1 G 
( 1) OTJTPrIT DATA L  ST 
G'LL q F \Jfl45c 
GALL SF\Jr)tS( I) 
	
GALL 	91-T q 
GALL SF\Jr)TtS( 
GALL cflLTç( 
GALL S "IT fliSC 
GALL 57\Jfli45( 
GALL 5\Jfl( I 
CALL S7NJDT4S( 




CALL SEN DH S( 






CALL S 1fl4S( 'FO3T SOIT-
L L 	'sJTT4S( 
GALL ENTT-rS( 
GALL •sT-)T-( 
GALL 5fl5( '. ') 
GALL 55\j1-)t5( I I) 
ALT— 573fl45( • I) 
GALL SEND{S( 
GALL SE°Jfl-tSC ADNIE\)T5 
GALL MF\JrjI\JCLOIF, 1) 
DO SS'iG I=1,G5 
CALL I:\JSEDT ( '. , 1) 
IG DATA G4A\iGE***' 
DAY DENSITY : 
SJ1EAGFT) 	DE\ISITY 
t, I., 	Fl? IGTIO 
GOt-IFSIO\) 
: 	ADtASIui\J : 
:iATAA LEVEL 
flEAPTJG CAPACITY 
DAARI\JG 	NA'<IN1[JNii : 	') 
SOIL 	FRIG1'tD\J 
DASE FAIGTID\1 : 
: 	GOI-1ESIOJ I 
: STFN 	THI(7K\JESS
T~F 
: 	TRASA TLII GlASS I) 
TAI'.\JF,f) 	I-TEl (31-IT 
CAST GM 	F S T T P I 
: 	DETGM FSLITD 
DASIGM 	FSflGY : 	') 
-GOOGfliMATA I ) 
Y-GOOPDI\JATA I 
: 	AMGLE OF SLOPF 
: ? 	PASSIT) 	P 	S5ifl' 	') 
('OMPLETE') 
C 	(2) SELECT ITEN TO ANIA:\JD 
55/42A GALL CTJASOCC JG, ICY, ICY) 
7Y= I PC) ,SJ C I C() 
IF'(K 7Y.GT.2/!)GO TO 9/2 
I (=7/7-22 
rT.ALL MO\)TTOC 652, I 	I nJri, fl, 1) 
CALL. 	LflI cL(flAI  
CALL DPICT(T0FILY, 1) 




CALL MO V 7,T0(9fl, I"( I nJi, 	1) 
CALL 1RLflISPCnAIC("{),c<,2) 
CALL flFPiCT(I)FILF, 1) 
GO TO c2/i22 
C 	C/i) 2ST 7ASIC flT ATRA'( 
F%1133 P1 1=fl(SIC(1) 
Pfl2zflAI CC 2) 
fl5=P(yiC( 3) 
fli,)SSI CC/i) 
CP=OASI CC 5) 
CA=flA5I CC 6 ) 
WATPn=nAI 2(7) 
23 = fl A S 1 C ( 3) 






TF3RO\JT=flASI CC 15) 




YOiJT=2A,Si CC 2(A) 
A)GF3T=ASI CC 21) 
A FRO JT=flSI 6(22) 




SUndOUTIJE DATOLf 	OUTPUT CO-ODt \JATES AD BASIC DATA T 
SURIR.OUTI \TE DATOUT 
Colloy IDFtLE(2000) 
CO11O/BLOC4/ 5' OwS, PfE, PfE2 PfE4 
CO4'lO J/BL0C5/3FiOY1' A\JGFi- T 
C0140/9LOC6'' Of ,  VALF45 'wLFi-(T 
CO,:4'40SJ/9LOCK3/CO3 CA 
COAAOv/qL o C jC/ jpI  W AtER, P92  PwATER 
COYHO\J/OC 	P01 
wALLff 000C, 	I SLOPE 
CO111O3/flLOC<i./ ID' ?SAVE, ISAVE, SK I Sx', wAl Ed}3 
CO 4.00/RLO C/I A, TA 5, DELTA,, wDAS , SUw T SUC I,AS" TS" Kw I U 
CO 	I0/PLOCKW/EU' USC, 	
Kt 1, 4AUUAL CL1 TTP C1 TSL, CI TOC' WwALL 
CO : OU/DDOUPG/CFOUD DFS, 3iF5, 
30, QUC4A, cFtO 1, fFiOU I 






C 	(1) 	OUTPUT 	WALL 	CD- 0 1IDI U A IE.5 
CALL UOwEIO( 725 	IDUU 	0, 1) 
CALL IOL ST 	( ' 	WALL COO rlDt '3 / 
CALL yID'JETO( 35, 7 	1, .1 DJ4, O 	1) 
CALL LI 	(235,c,LOG) 
CALL iOD.EiD( 351 6)4, I Dill 0 	1) 
CALL -IOL ST( ' 
DO 306 1 = 5M 
t f= 63(3-1 	20 
CALL UOJETO( 25, 1 f 	I DUU, 0 	1) 
CALL IILDI SP( w( I) 6 2) 
CALL 4O)EfO( 1.65, If, I DUU, 0 	1) 
336 CALL LDISP()f(I),62) 
C 	(2) 	OiTPUT OF 	SURFACE COO iIDI .3 AlES 
CALL AOMTO (5513, 725 I DWb O 	1) 
CALL :-OLSTR( 'G(IOLJUD 	COO IDL \IATES') 
CALL 40/EfO( 552, 721' 1 DUU 	0 1) 
CALL LI10245,  0,LOG) 
CALL .40'iETO( 430, 604, IDUU, 0, 1) 
CALL -[DL ST( ' 	 . 	 SWiC-IAHEE') 
DO 	3357 151SC 
I f=630 -I20 
CALL 1ODETO( 475' 1 & I DU'I, 0, 1) 
CALL RLDISP( ST( TA) 1 7,2) 
CALL :4OUEI'D( 530 	11, I DUU 	01 1) 
CALL FILDISP(Sf(I) , ?' 2 ) 
J.F( I ED. \3SC)GO 	TO 	3357 
CALL OUETO( 6313, If' I DJ4 	0, 1) 
CALL RLDISP(SUlC{(I) ,41 2  
3357 	COUTI\JUE 
OJTPLJT SOIL PRDPU I s 
:40JETO( 35, /410, 1 DJ4, 0, 1) 
{OLSTR( 'OACKFILL PROPR1 EE') 
.09ETO( 35, 406, I DLJ4, 0 1) 
Lt \JE( 257, 0 LOG) 
103ETO( 35' 330' 1 DC 4, 0 1) 
-IOLSTR( 'AJGLE OF 13T \JAL FRICfIO'J 
lO9ETO( 360, 330, 1 DW1 On 1) 
PLDI SP( QS,  12,2) 
O\JETO( 35, 360, 1 DJi, 3' 1) 
-IOL STR( 'AOGL E OF v ALL FRI CTI 03 
vIOCETO( 360, 360 I DUN, 0, 1) 
AUDI SP( OwS, 12,2) 
409E1'O( 35, 340, 1 DUN, '3, 1) 
0L STR( ' D' 1)E3JSI T' 
	 : ') 
4OCRTO( 360, 3/40, I DUN,On 1) 
HLDI SP( Pfl1 12,2) 
vlQ.JETQ( 35, 320, I DU'4, 0, 1) 
-{OL STH( ' SATURATED DE'JSI Ix' 
	
:') 
MO VETO( 3601 320 IDU 4, 0, 1) 
RL Di SP( P22, 12, 2) 
'339TO( 35, 300, 1 DUN, 0 1) 
flLSTR( 'COESI 3E STLLEOGT-1 
	
:') 
40 CETO( 362 300, 1 DU 4, On 1) 
RLDISP(C2, 12,2) 
'40'IETO( 35,230,0, 1) 
-IOLST R( ' AD3ESI 9E SiRE"JGT-I 
	
: 1 ) 
OOQETO( 360 230,1 DUvI, 3, 1) 
RLDI SP( CA 12,2) 
'3rJ9ETO( 35, 250, 1 DUN, 0, 1) 
-IOL STR( ' FO LJ\JDAT10 1  PiOPER0' I ES ) 
No 	TO ( 35, 2116, 1 DU4, 0, 1) 
LI \JE( 270, 0 LOG) 
'3OCETO( 35, 213, I Dtj4, 3, 1) 
-IOL ST]i( ' AOGLE OF I \i1'ER1AL FRI Cii 03 : • 
'3OCETO( 360 210, I DUN, 0 1) 
RLDI SP( OFS, 12,2) 
10CETO( 35' 1)0, I DUO, 0 1) 
OLSTR( '4\JGLE OF WALL FRI CTIOJ 
3O VETO ( 360, i)O, IDU'3 (3, 1) 
HE. DI SP( QWFS, 12,2) 
.300 ETO( 35, 17 0,  I DUN,0, 1) 
JOUSTS( 'RASE AD-IESIOO 
	 :') 
L. 10sJETO( 360, 170,1 DU:3, 0, 1) 
RLDISP(CF0U3D, 12,2) 
L 400ETO( 35, 150, 1 DUOS 3, 1) 
L -IOLSTR( 'OEARI1G CAPACITi' 
	
: 
L '30JETO( 360, 1501 I DUO, 3, 1) 
L HLDI Sp( Q2, 12,2) 
L 000ETO(35,130,IDLJO, 0'1) 
-IOL STR( ' Bk'A0I \JG 3Ac1 :4J4 
L :4002T0( 360, 130, IDUO 0 1) 
























































C 	(4) OUTPUT F'RO3T OF WALL CO9DITIO3S 
CALL NOVETO(600,/410,IDJY1, 0, 1) 
CALL -IOLSTH( 'FiOJT CO\DITID\JS') 
CALL 0O\JETO(600,406,IDU:4,0,1) 
CALL LI4E(235,0,LOG) 
CALL 19 VETO( 600, 310, I DU:4, 01 1) 
CALL [OLSTR( 'c-COORD 
CALL VIOJETO(731, 330, 10114,0 1) 
CALL RLDI SP( WHO IT, >3,2) 
CALL '4OETO( 600, 360, I DUO, 0, 1) 
CALL -IOL STR( If_  COOdD 	: 1 ) 
CALL NOMM 731, 360, I DUO, 0, 1) 
CALL RLDIS('FO0T,3,2) 
CALL OCUETO( 633, 343, 1 DU;i, 3, 1) 
CALL -{OLSTd( 'SLOPE 
CALL :OOETO( 71 ly 3140,  I DUO, 0j 1) 
CALL RLDI SP( A'JGF'RT, :3, 2) 
CALL 4O\ETO( 600 320, I DUO, 0, 1) 
CALL +JL STR( ' SLJRC lARGE 	: ' ) 
CALL ODVETO( 73 1, 323, I DUO, 0 1) 




C 	SU9dOUTIJE F'RICLE :PASS I ~IE  PRESSURES B' FRICTIOO CIRCLE 4ETJOD 
SLJBROUTIOE FRICLE 
COR'IO 0/BLOCK 1/AyI1Ti', .2EA 
C04y10\T/I3L0CK2/SI G\JR, A\JGR, ALR, KL., 'fR 
CO'4Yi00/BLOC -C3/KT, 'T, A'JGF 
CO1yi00/BLOCKL1/QS, QS, PfE, PE2, PI'E4 
CO4I0 o/BLOC:-c5/ UFROO T, AJGFRT 
CO'::0O0/r3LOCK6/W(, lof, KWLFOT, 	LFHT 
Cal 400/9L0C(7/?CPASE {PASE, APASE, PASI vE 
C0i000J/BLOCKS/CB CA 
CO4L400/9LOCC0/SA]EPP, SAQPP1, SAJPP2 
CO NJ  
DI4EJStO0 SK(12),)f(12) 
C 	(1) SET COOSTA\TTS FOR AJALxSIS 
FRT= <jL FRT- 	(1) 
P=SIJ( AOGFRT)/SI0( i5) 
P=0. 5<( ASI \J( P)-AOGFRT) 
A=PIE'4-P-( OS/2. (D 
TA=SI0( A)/COS( A) 
0 ALL = ,f 0 L F T - ' (1) 
TAOF'2T= SI 0 C A0GFHT) /COS( A'IGFR 1') 
AiALL=P'E2 
I F( KFRT. 05. 0.0) AOALL=ATAO( 5.i-\LL/KFRT) 
TAWALL= SI 0( AWALL) /CO3( AWALL) 
COSFRT=COS( A.\JGFRT) 
CO \JST= SWRT( COSFftI** 2- COS( OS) **2) 
AK 2= CO SFRT* ( COSFRT+CO.\JST) /( COSFRT- COO ST) 
TAO2= 2'! 5/4-( OS/2. S)+2 
T(A\J2=SI\J( TAJ2)/COS( TA\J2) 
E=P'E4+(QS/2. 0)-A\JGFR'1+0. 5*2 
E1=Px'54+(OS/2.0)-0.5*P 
SAJEPP= 1000000.0 
ALS\J= C KWLFRT- WK( 1)) 4-* 2+( fWLFRT- ll jf( 1)) **2 
AD-IESO= CA* SORT( ALSO) 
: D 1= 0 • 
DEL KD1=0. 10 




'!1= {L F OT- -[1)1 
'(=(TAJ2*TA.ALL*(K1-0K( 1))~TAWALL*f1+TAO2*wf( 1) )/(TAvALL+TA.'J2) 
IF(f.GT.'vf( 1) )G0 TO 15)3 
SU!L=-1D2*SI!0( 5)/SI OC 51) 
KD2=SURL*COS( A.'JGF'RT) 
!D2=SURL*SI 0( A\JGFOT) 
fS=f 1+ -1D2±{D2 
fl T=f 1+-1D2 
C 	(3) ESTARLI SL-i CE'JTRE OF FRI CTIO\J CI ROLE 
AJC-LE=PfE4+P-( OS/2. 0) 
D=0f( 
R1(C2+D**2)/(2.01C+SI.\(.\iGLE)+2.0D*COS(AJGLS)) 
IC(1 	1*SI J( A\JGLE) 
fC=f 1+1111CO5( AJ CL 5) 
LC=R1'SI '( OS) 
AJGC-I.J=ATA'J( (vf( 1)- 1) /( j:( 1) -. 1)) 
IF(C0.GT.0.0)GO TO 1E-)J 
IF(QFRO\IT.GT.0.0)GO TO 13935 
P11=0.0 
GO TO 915 
C 	(4) STORE SURC-tARGE DATA FOR COdESIOJLESS SOIL 
10905 AL=D1+:(FRT 
ALR=AL*QFRO:\JT/COS(A'JGFRT) 




(30 TO 110 
C 	CIALCULATIO'4 OF PASSIVE FORCE O>J FROI\JT OF OALL 
C (5) RESOL V E, ADRESIOJ AJD COiESI OJ FORCES 
10)) 9Ls=SORTc ( 	1 )-.l) !+2+( fl -If( 1) )+2) 
CO-tESPLEJ CO 
AJGCEJ=ASI 'J( 0. 5KBLE.'J/R1) 
AJGCEJ=2. 0*A'JGCLN5 
REP= 01* CO S( 0. 5*A:'JGCEO) 
ARCF3D1=RlKA\JGCEJ 
OL E 1 1=01* A0CRD1/ALEJ 
DEL IAL=ALEO1_RLVIP 
A\JGLE=ATA\J( (C-.K4P) /C fC-f4P) ) 
CS 1=;'iP- DEL TN- *SI :\J C A\JGL 5) 
fCS1=iP- DEL TAL*COS( AJGLE) 
CALL RESOLJ( J;(  1), . f ( 1), ADEi1CSO, -1 • ), AwALL, CS 1, 
fCS1, CO-[ESJ 1.0, AJGCfl) 
C 	(6) RESOLVE RESLJLTAJT AJD SURCEARGE FORCES 
AL =?' 01+ , FRI 
AL2=AL* QFRO\)T/COS( A\JGFRT) 
2=>(0LFRT-0. 5*AL 
Y P- =f W LFHT+ 0. 5*AL* TA\JFRT 
AL 3= AL 0 
S  GJ3=SI GJF( 
AJG 3= A\G0 
CALL 
C 	(7) RESOLVE RESULTAJT AJD PD11 
1910 PD I 1= ri 1)1((2.0*CB*SQRT(AKP))+(QFRO\JTKAKP)) 
A'JGPD1=- AJCFYT 
Y2=fl+0. 5*1D2 
3= >( R 
SI G\J 3= SI 0\JR 
AL 3= AL B 
AJG3=A'JGR 
CALL RESOL)((3 '(3, AL3, SIG.J3, A\3G3, (1, '(2, P011, 1. 0,AJGPD1) 
C 	(3) FI\JD POI\JT OF I:\iTEHSECTI0J OF BESULTAJT A\JD P11 
AJGP11=QwS+ALL-P'(E2 
'(P1 1=HtALL/2. 0+wf( 1) 
AL RSA1= AL B 
A\JGRSJ= A'JGR 
( 3 	( R 
'(3 = '(B 
A1'JG3=A"JGR 
AL 3= AL B 
SI C3"J3=SI GJR 
CALL BESOL((3,'(3, Al- 3,SIG3,AJG3,'(P11,'(P11,10.0,-1.O,A"JGP11) 
'(Fl 1=H 
'(Fl 1='(R 
C 	(9) EST49LI Si LI\JE OF ACTIOJ OF BASE RESLJLTA:\TT AD {E.\JCE 
C MAGJITLJDE OF P11 
CALL  
A\JGF1 1=A ,4GF 
A1=A\JOF1 1-AJOP1 1 
A2=P'(E-A'JOF1 l+A\TOHS\) 
P11=ALBSAV*SI\3(A2)/SI.J(Al) 
C 	(10) RESOLVE FORCES 51 AJD P012 
915 '(=jLFBT+TAJFT*.FBT 
CALL C00 WX( 1), !, W'(( 1), XSLFBT, '{)LFRT, '(LFBT) 
S A BEA= AR BA 
S4J"1 T= AM  Tx' 
CALL COG( : 1, '(iT, '(1, S(( 1), f, SR 1)) 
WA1EA= JAREA+ AREA 
WT=iiIT+AN1T? 
A\JG=ASGCES/2. 0 
AREA=AJC*R1**2- C R1 COS( A\JG) •BLEJ/2. 0) 
S AREA= SAREA+ AREA 
<TE':1Pc(1)-0.5*BLEJ* COS( A'JC-Cd'J) 
FACTOR= 1 • 0 
IF(.TE>P.LT- 0. O) FACTOR=- 1.0 
W.4R1 T= S T~ FAC TO R AREA* TE1P 
(BAR=W'R4T/ WAREA 
S 1=WAREA* p  1 
P012=0. 5 PB1(RD2*K2)AKP 
f2='f1+1D2/3. 0 
CALL 
C 	(1 1) FI'JD ROI.iT OF I\JTERSECT1OJ OF RESLJLTA\JT AJD P12 
i(P12=P(( 1)+( FRT/3. 0) 
P12=vh'( 1)+L)ALL/3. 0 
A.JGP1 2=AL -AL L+ QU, S— PE2 




AL 3= Al- R 




C 	(12) ESTASLIS-t LINE OF ESULTA\JT F12 AJD •[EJCE P12 
CALL TAJGJT(CC, !C, (F12, F12, C) 
AJGF12=A'JGF 








(30 TO 1098 
C 	(13) FI\JI) POI\IT OF APPLICATIOi"J OF PASSIVE FORCE 
920 -IBAR=( C SAPP1-IJALL/2. rT3)+( SA)PP2*-I)ALL/3. 0) )/( SiPP1+SA¼iPP2) 
'(PASE=F-tBAR+f( 1) 
(PASE=<WLFRT+( i'PALE— fLFRT) *FRT/iALL 
APASE=A\JGP12 
PASI JE= SAc1EPP 
RETURN 
E J 0 
C 	SUBROUTINE GRAPH : GAPH DRAIG ROUTINE 
SUBROUTINE GfLAPH 
COMMON IDiILE(2000) 
CO44OD/ GROU?X/ (3iAPH 1, ID, I ?O , XSCALE, YSCALE, I PTX, IPTY 
corio:' CROUPY/1 X, 10 FACTO As! C±X, iciY 
COYliiOr\T/ (iRO UPt/ I CaO SS, I k)Ei.T, IOU R 
DIiENSIOJ IPT( 10), IPTY(2O) XSCALE( 1)), YSCALE( 20) 
LOGICAL GRAPH15L0G5LO(iF 
LO (i= T.OUE 
LOGF= FALSE 
C 	GiDJ ERAL GRAPH DRA I Yft$ IOSTRUCTIOr\i S 
C ( 1) DRAW AXES 
CALL OOVETO(IKO,T.::O,IDJ0,O,1) 
IY=290 00FACTO0 
CALL LI\JE(O, IY,LO(i) 
CALL LIOE(U,-IY,LO(iF) 
i x= 32o. 00 * FACTOR 
CALL LIr'JE( 	r),LQG) 
CALL LINE(- IX, i,LO (iF) 
CALL MO VETO (I XO , I YO , I DUO, 0, 1) 
C 	(2) SCALE VERTICAL AXIS 
DO 5010 I=5r\F{ 
I{= IYO+ IOCHY* I 
CALL  
CALL SU8PIC(I0uR, 1 ,O) 
IE=IXO-6Ci 
CALL MO VETO u X, I?, I 00:/1,1::, 1) 
5010 CALL RUDI SP(YSCOLE( I), A, 1) 
CALL MOVETO(IXO,ITO,IDUL4,0, 1) 
C 	(3) SCALE HORI0r\ITAL AXIS 
10=2 
I F( GRAPH 1 ) 10=1 
DO 5015 I=1,UX 
I 0= I :.o ± I * I 0 CR0 
CALL i'10\ETO CIX, ITO, IDLJ14,0, 1) 
CALL SUi3PIC(I)ERi21.,0) 
I 	1 = I 0- 1 6 
IY=IYO-27 
CALL HO VETO (IK1, IT, I J)U1, 1J, 1) 
5015 CALL RLDISP(XSCALE(I),3,II:3) 
CALL 00 VETO (50, IYO, I DUO, 0, 1) 
C 	(A) MAnK POINTS 00 GRAPH 
DO 5017 1=1,00-1 
CALL HO VETO (I PTX( I), I?TY( I), I DUO, 0, 1) 
CALL 51J13?ICCICROSS,ie,U) 
IDO=IPTX( 1+1 )-I?TX( I) 
C 	SUBROUTINE KEYS 	I\JTERACTIiE CO4iv1EJDS FOR INPUT OF BASE KEY 
SUBROUTINE KEYS 
WI DCEx, (WAT8, WATB 
CALL SEJD-[S( 'DEPT-I OF KEY 
CALL <ILLLF 
CALL SEJIJ{L ( DEPCE', ii,  0, • TJE. 
CALL ERASE 
CALL SE\JD-{S('wIDTi OF 
CALL KILLLF 
CALL SE\JDRL( WI I}<E, 01 9y -TRUE.) 
IE T LI R "I 
'I I) 
C 	SURElOJTIJE PAPA : ASCEiiTAI POIT OF APPLICATI0 OF ACTIVE FO10ES 
S[JBPOUTNE PAPA 
CO:'Io\J,RLoCc6/C, ', :VLFT s {wLFRT 
COI4OJ/GLOCF/.<I SLOP, I SLOP, w SAJE, w SA'JEi' 	JC, JC 
CO4:vJO\J/0LOCKG/\JLIhi1, \JLI12, JLL13, LI:i5 
CO11O\J/BLOCK/PATOP, 'ZPATOP, fpAro?, PARO L KPABOT, PAF3O 1' 
CO4)O'J/GLOC<I/WALL , U ALL{, JO13C, \j C, I SLOPE 
CO 140 J/flLOCJ/A'GTOP, A'JGGOT, AAG9AS 
CO.Oj/3LOC-(O/DELROf, DELTOP, ACTI JE( 12), RACK 
DI4E\JSIOi 
C 	(1) SET I 'H TI AL TE4S 
A'L I'I 1=JL I 'i 1 
JL I V14= '1L I 12+3 
IL I 16=IL t[11+2 
IF( RACK) 19 06, 13  
C 	(2) 2ALL RACK ROKEJ 
13)) DO 1930 J=1,ILU4I 
J2= IL 142+3- J 
J1=iP- 2 
1900 ACT NJE(J2)ACTIJE(J1) 
ACTI 'JE( IL I 46) 
DO 1905 •J= 1, \JLIO1 
J2=\JLI"41+2-J 
J1=.J2- 1 
F)05 AcTIc)E(J2)ACTI OE(J1 ) 
ACTIVE( 1)=I).0 
TO TL 5 = Alf- I 41 
1= IL I 1 1 
PATOP=ACTI JE( ILL 45) 
GO TO 1909 
2EAkEA'JGE ACTI I 5( ) AHA'{ 
C 	(3) OALL BACK PLA'JE 
1906 DO 130 j=1,\jLI:i2 
I=\1L142~2-J 
1903 ACTI vJE( I )= ACT I )5( I-i) 





1= IL IA 
PATOP=ACTIVE('JLI42+ 1) 
iEARHA0GE ACTI I5( ) AUA' 
C 	(4) EST.BLIS-I POIJT OF APPLICATLO\J OF FOLCE 01 TOP PA1 OF 'ALL 
1909 ELLE\J=DELTOP/SL l( AIG fOP) 
TO TL 51= TOTLE\J ELL 59 
A14T=0. 0 
DO 1010 I=1,\J 
Al = I 
A\J'JOAIO. 5 
ARi=TOTL E\J — AJ\JO ED— L E\J 
DE,1,'f (AF= AC1'I ,7 E( I + 1)— ACTI JE( 1) 
19 1 0 A44T AiIv1T+ DEL TAF AR4 
AR1=0. 0 
IF( PATOP. OT. 0. 0) AR=A44T/PAT1JP 
PATO?= SAVE —AFM+COS( AGTOP) 
{PAT0PWSE{+AR SI 9( AOGTOP) 
PATO P= ,f PATO P— x J C 
I F( RAC) 1020, 1912, 1012 
C 	(5) ESTA}OLI 5-1 P01 OT OF APPLI CATIO OF FORCE O\J BOTTOM PART OF WALL 
1012 A'1IT=0. 0 
EL LE0DELB OT/ St'J( AJt3flOT) 
ToTLE=A9Lt Ill+ELLE 




4R'4=T0TLE0—A\J\JO ic ELL EJ 
DEL TAF= ACTI \J5( J+ 1 ) — ACTI VE( J) 
1915 AMT= A41T+ DEL TAF* AR1 
JLt171LI 44— 1 
A•YI=A1T/ACTI \)E( \JLI47) 
'=\1C— 1 
IF( OAC. E0. 0.0) .0=\J+ 1 
PA0OT= )( 1J) * Ac4+ CO SC A\J000T) 
PAfl0T=AR4SI \J( AJG0OT)~5f( 'fl—'( \JC) 
PARO T=ACT I )E( 'L 14 7) 
1020 HETU0' 
E.'.J D 
C 	SU0UTIJE 1EDL.0 : CALC(JL\TI0 	OF 	E(JL'iA'Ji' 3 F 	
0 FD:CE 
SfJ}313JUTI\1E 
CO40J/F3LO Cc2/ S  G0t-, A G1,6 	Xii, j? 
COOJ/HLOC('/QS, Qk'S, PYE, YE2, P'E/4 
C 	(1) CAL,C 1.JLATE RESiJLTAIF1 'YIAGJ I TLJI)E 
H01I.=SICJ1AU1<CDS(O\1G1 	 GJ2KC0S(A4G2) 
VERT=SIG.'1AL 1* SIJ 	(31) +AL2*SIJ 	SI\J 	(32) 
ALr=SQT( 	 ) 
C 	(2) ESTABLISH POINT OF IJTEPSECTI*J 
SLO?E1=SI\J(A\JG1 )/CO3(A"JG1 ) 
SLOPE2SI0(A1"JG2 )/C0SiJG2) 
Cl =Y1 -SLOPE1 *Xl 
C2='2-Sr.DPE2*X2 
Ii(03(1.JE.P'x'E2)GO 10 10 
x=x1 
Y=C2+SLDPE2*X 
(3:3 T3 33 
13 IF(3JG2.:E.PYE2)G0 TO 2(3 
Xi ~= X P 
'rR=(" 1 +SL)PE1 *XR 
GO 1') 3) 
20 XL=(C2-C1 )/(SL1)PE1-SLOPE2) 
YR= (SLOPE 1 * XR ) + Cl 
C 	(3) ESTJ3L I SE AJGLE 3J 1) S I GJ OF HESCJLTONT 
30  
sI(;=HLDEI/3SROII) 
i El' (3d 
E'JD 
C 	SrJPorJTI\JT S\1 : GPAPtrCS I\JTCTIO\J A\1T) OUTPUT 
StjTr)rJTtt' qLAST 
COMM) O'J I flFILT( ppr7P) 
J/1] 	/MI)flAS( 1 rl ) 
fl WS, PT, P'(72, P{L4 
A\JCFRT 
'<\JLF'PT, '{WL. FPT 
CO 	D/LOrJCS/Cfl, CA 
C(JO\J/fl1OCT/P21 
MO\J/uOrtI/pATOp, <P(TOP,  
1OiO/1 LOi<I 	 TALTt"(, JC, \Jfl, SLJP 
COMM O\1/Lr/ (, XSAP, '?sAc)t', cv, 5?, W A TF'~q  
COiNO\J"flLOCCP/i A, TA\JS, nLTAW, WDAS4, 5rJ9JT, 	 IJP, i5rp:?, 
COD/?LOIJ/Pf1\1, \J5fl, ''KXI T, NIA\PJAL, CI TTP, CPT TSL, CCI TnC, WALL 
COtjJ/flLO7/PAS, ?pAsr, ADAS', PA S T V7.  
C()rN1\J/puor7cp/PLTijp, "cpJTOP, YP)TJP,  
COJ/CCOrTPn/APATOP, APAR(Yf, PA flA5, APAnAS, '<PAA, (PAflAS 
CO1NO 	 )I flY, '<gTn, ?Tfl 
COF\/1Q[JPC/CFiJTJ\Jfl, flF'S, O'M';, nri, 	CN1AK, XF'CO'IT, ?FROJT 
rJO\1/CCOrJPI /9113TP, RSSL,, C'SC, CSAS, 	SWAt, 
COiN1OJ/GCOUPJ/nASF'TD, TO1, T)—LT ), \JTL.)5V), JU VJI \3, U VMA, T)FT,,TATl  
COIMO\J/G?OtJP/PO, APP1,1, \J9ATIfJ, CATT OS, flA51Th,U, TAST CC 25) 
C0O/PROfJPW/ASE,'{flASE 
CoN1o\J/GCo 1 .JpJ/PWOT, <PCiO T ?PWflOT, APWT']P, APWJ F, APWPAS 
COOJ/GCOTJP'</GRAPH1, l'O, '),(SCAT,5, {SCALF, I PT', I P T 
COO/G R1) rjY/\J'<,\if, FACTOC, ICR.<, I  




flINCIO\J PATIOS(1(1 ),fSS1),STP 'I q ,PSTC(P) 
LOCT C'L. GCAP1, DPAW, 20 	OVC,LDGF, 	I T,MA.\JUAL,LOG 
C 	k 	STT LOGICAl.. JACtA2LFS TO IJITIAL /ALUES ** 
flO=. 'AL5. 
PFRf.l\J. 
XXT T • FALSE. 
LOG= • TRT1. 
LOGF . FAT-S'. 
GRAP'-rl=. FALSE. 
FALS'. 
5205 CALL flPTC(IflFILF',2(02) 
C 	 fl'F'T\JITIO\T OF STIPPICTIIRF'S ** 
C 	STJPPI CTrJCF' TO DRAW L TTER C 
CALL flFS1l(IRAR) 
CALL LI(-5,Ql,LO(F) 
CALL L 	(1f,,LOG) 
CALL LI'(-5,fl,LOGF) 
CALL LI(n,O,LOG) 
CALL L 	,(LOG) 
CALL LI\TR( 1r,-11LDfl 











CALL LI'JR( 	1,LOGi') 
CALL LIR( -/i5,L0O) 
CALL LI"\J(-5,C,L0GF) 
CALL LI\i( 1, n,Lr)fl 
CALL LT\J'.(-55,(,LOGF) 
CALL \JfliTfl(IRAP) 
C 	SrnPi ("PTRIF FOR rjpwARr) (fROW 
CALL nFFSJfR(IMAP) 
CALL LI\JF(-6, -OfR,L014) 
CALL LI\JF(1,fR,LOG) 
CALL L  J1(-6, 2,LOfR 
CALL LI\(fl,-'fR,LOflF) 
CALL 	 /1 n 
CALL 
C 	rTnPICTJRF TO flOAfi CROSS 
CALL DTFS11n( I CCC S.S) 
CALL LIW(_B,_5,.FALSF.) 
CALL LITF( 1(, ifl, .TOIJF.) 
CALL LI 	(fR,_1fR,.F AT- SF.) 
CALL LI\JF(-in,ln,.TCIJF.) 
CALL L  3E( 5, 5, . FAT-97. ) 
CALL TNDS Tin ( I flOOS) 
Cq rJnP CTrJCF TI) DRAW ARROW 






CALL LI NjF( 6.' -2,n,L)fR) 
CALL 7\In5fJ(IARR0W) 
C 	SIJnPICTTJRF TO DRAW DOT 
CALL flFF'( I DOT) 
CALL LI \IT( -1 -1, LOG) 
CALL LIF\JF(n,2,LO(1) 
CALL L  NJ T7 ( 2, ,LOfl) 
CALL LI\JF( PS, —2,L()5) 
CALL LI .\JF( 2) (TO(- ) 
C'LL LIN( 1, 1,LOGF) 
CALL FJi)SrP(Ir)OjT) 
IF(4tJTiAL)GO TO 5./19 
C 	ADDITIO\iAl— SUPICTORFS Q EnOtRFr) FOR GRAP-tS 
C SORPI CTSJT7F FOR JFRTI CAL 'JO OF pOI:JT 
CALL DFFSJR( I VF!-?T) 
CALL LI \JF( 1, iC. TOOF.) 
CALL FJfl)fl( I JFRT) 
9IJ2PT CTSIRF FOR  
CALL r)rFSr  Jr) ( P - OR 
CALL LI\JF(1fl,PS,. TT? FTF.) 
CALL Fjr)Sin(Ir.TOR) 
A 1 J1'] C 	AL?5 IS : rJ571 I\JTFRACTIO\J 
5PSPS6 \J=\JTOFfl 
CALL FR/ -SF 
CALL, SF'JDFS( '*:SAUTONJATI C CA.:\JTIT.. FO FR A1AL\'SI Ss<* ) 
CALL SFJOHS( 
CALL SFJ1Y4SC ' ' ) 
CALL STJfl!(  'GRAPF OF RASP, AGI\JST TOP DFPT TS 	 ') 
CALL 5JflS5(  'GRAP-r OF sASt, AGAI \IST RATI j') 
CALL SFJTY-S( 'TPS2LF OF RFSSJLTS') 
CALL SPJDt-TS( 'DRA)IJG OF SFCTIOJfl 
CALL .SFJR-TS('ASF  
CALL c'OflT( 'RF — TJ\J PRO (77RAN1') 
CALL 	r)t45( ir 	2i\j AUTOMATIC A\JALfSt 5') 
CALL S JfY-iS('CFA'JGP TO 1"JSJAL A'\IAL'{,SIS') 
CALL SF'JflHS('ASIC RATA C4A\TGF') 
CALL SF\J1DT-t.S( 'TP'tT') 
C"LL \4T\JITI  \1(LO('F, 1) 
CALL IJS FT? T(  
CALL DJSFRT(  
CALL INSFRT( 
CALL I\JSPRT( ' 
C ALL I \J S 7p 'r C ' A', 5) 
CALL IJSFRT(' 5',S) 
CALL INSFPT(' 
CALL I>JSPRT' 
CALL U\JSPRT(  
CALL i\JSFRT( ' 
CALL I\JSPRT( ' 
CALL CrJRSOR(JC,tC'<, ICY) 
CF1=i PO .9 	ICY) 
CALL MrJNccFY) 
60 TO (5 	),5020,5 	r), 59 'lq,%/iQ,% 	,%901,%002, 
I 	 s2s, o%ic<, 
fl 	*c 	,MJT1)9TTi AJtL'{41 S : GPH OF fl(SF (Gt\1ST TOF T)FPT4 *- k 
2 	(1) $fl(LF'<-/V<1S ()\J T) FORM 	 \J A 
59 6\LL FTUSF 
GP-r1=. TRrJF. 
CALL FTRIP(1) 
I \JC17 = 6.30/JTO Fl) 
\I TO TO 
1T=T0F1-DELT0 17, 
flQ 5207 I=1, TOED 
!4= I 
SCLF(I)T+(flTLTOFA) 
5207 1 PT' (I) = 1 flO+I I \ICRX 
(2) ';CALF '(-,IS 9\lt) FORM 7-6')O1-?flU'JOTFS 
'J ( = 2 ± P. • 0 
I \1CR'{ 551i4/\J 
1)0 522%  1=1,\TTO7O 
520% IPT{CI)=132+I0CR{(i+"J) 
1)0 	5 0 0% 0 I = 1 , i\J ' 
A= I - 1 
52040 	lE(I)O VLA IJ+flTLTP* 
C 	(3) STT OTHFR VALUES RTOTJIRF,n 17  GRAP-I 
FACTOR=2. 00 
I ,<O= 100 
I (0= 132 
C 	(/4) L2P1L GRAPH AJD LIST OATIOS CO\ISIDFRED 
CALL MO VTTO(270,20,I IT) TTY! , 0,1) 
CALL HOLSTP( GRAPH OF PAST AGAr'ST TOT DF.PTHfl 
CALL MO VTTO ( 32 q, 721, I OTJM, 0, 1) 
CALL M0)TTO( 750,752,1 OliN, (1, 1) 
CALL 40LST9('RAT1O% CO\JStflTR.Fi') 
CALL MOVTTO(75O,7/14,Tl)TTM,0,1) 
CALL L1iT(223,0,LO0) 
DO 52045 I=1,NRATIO 
IY=750-25* I 
CALL MOVFTO(%00,I'(,11)TJM,9,1) 
(CALL PLflI SP(RATIOS( 1), 6' 3) 
59%5 COTIJUT 
CALL Nl0J7TO( /420, 7/4, I OTJM, 2, 1) 
CALL HOLSTF('TOT OTPTt-t') 
C 	(5) 1)TAW GRAPH A'J1) OIJTPTJTDISPLA'( TILT 
CALL GRAPH 
CALL 71,0007R 
CALL DTPICT(TPFILT, 1) 
CALL CURSOP( I T)j1, I nrYr, i flrjM'{) 
GO TO 5226 
C 	-1c** 1JTOMATIC A\i0L'(SIS 	GRAPHS OF ASF AG(IsJST RATIO *** 
C 	1 S'LFCT SfloL FACTOR FOR GRAH 
502,2 CALL FRASF 
IF(JRATIO.GT.1(70 TO 5021 
CALL. SFfl45( 'O\JL{ ONJ 7, PATh) CO\JSIDFRFD : GRAPH C0'JJOT RF flPA1J') 
GO TO 5(06 
5°21 GRAPHi=.FALS. 
CALL STRIP(1) 
FA (TO 'Th 1 • (I 
IF(JTOTfl.Ffl.1)FACTOR=2.00 
C 	(2) SCALF X 4JD Y AXFS 
DO 52202 I=1,JRATt0 
522,22 XSCALF(I)=RATIOS(I) 
)JX='JR0T1 0 
F'JCPX= C 300. 00* FACTOR) irj 
'J'(= 1 • 0+ (OJMAX - OJNiI \J) /DFLTAfl 
I1CPY=( FACTOR*252. on/rj'' 
DO 50210 i=1,Nj( 
0= I - 1 
50210 '(SC0LF( I) =OLYN1I \J+ DFLTAfl*A 
C 	(2) FSTATRLISH ' A'JT '( C000DI 	TFS FOR GRAPH 
52222 J=.J+ 1 
11= 1+\JPATIO*(J- 1) 
I2=.J*RATIO 
A=J- 1 
TF)=TOF1+ 0* DFLTOF 
1=2 
C 	(L,t) CHFC VALMF OF 5(3 NJOT GREATER THAJ L 
IF(J(".LE.'4)GO TO 50225 
J (3 =J (3-14 
C 	(5) SELECT OPT GIRS FOR GRADH 
52225 I'O=122 
I F( JG. Efl. 2.012. JG. Efl. '4)1 XO= 600 
IF(,JG.Efl.3.OTi.JG../1)I?OL76 
C 	(.) ESTALI SR X- AJD '(-COO'3D5 FOR GRAPH 




DO 50200 <=1,JRATIO 
520 IPTX(<)1X0+K*I\JC9'< 
C 	(7) TRA\JSFER C3RAPt1 TO DISPLAY FILE 
CALL GRAPH 
r 	(ç) MA9K TOE DEPTH OJ GRAPH 
I = FA  1TOR 
I?=TYO+(275*I ) 
I'=IO+ 62 
CALL NOVETO( IX, Ti'-- I flfJNi, 0, 1) 
CALL HOLSTR( 'TOE DEPTH : ') 
IX=1'<+ 122 
CALL NIOVFTO( I<, I'P, I pr, 0, 1) 
CALL ELDI SP( TI),  7,2) 
IF(.J.N1E.'\JTOED.AD.JG.\E.'1)GO TO 52220 
C 	(9) OUTPTJT DISPLAY FILE 
CALL MO1JETO( 350, 2, I DJM, 2, 1) 
CALL HOLSTR( 'GRAPH OF DASE AGAtJST RATIO') 
CALL 00131)E1? 
CALL r)EPI CT( IDFILF, 1) 
C 	(10) CHECK TO SEE, IF MORE GRAPHS REAUIRED 
CALL CURSOR( I RUM, I DUNI'<, I RUNIY) 
CALL ERASE 
IF(J.LT.\JTOED)GO TO 50222 
GO TO 5026 
C 	c** AUTOMATIC AMAL"{SIS : TARLE OF RESULTS *c* 
5030 CALL ERASE 
CALL fl020ER 
CALL MOUETO(272,20,IR UM, 0,1) 
CALL 4OLSTIR( [JTOC'IATIC A\JALYSIS 
CALL MOVETO( 165,739,1 PriM, 2, 1) 




CALL LIJE( 53, 0,L0(3) 
CALL MO j1TO  ( 710, 73(), I RUM, 01 1) 
CALL LIJE(150,C3,LOG) 
CALL DEPICT(IDFILE, 1) 
CALL SE\JDUS( '. ') 
CALL SE\1PHS('TOE DEPTH 	RATIO 
CALL SE\1DT-N('.') 
A=TOE1- RELTDE 
p() 5237 I=11X 
P EL TO F 
DO 5037 41,'JRAT1O 
1.J=J+MR0TIOk( I-i) 
CALL SEMRRL( A, 6, 2,LOGF) 
CALL ULLLF 









GO TO 5006 
C 	*** DRAW WALL SECTION AV) GROUND PROFILE *** 
C 
	
FIX SCALE FOR DRAWI\JG 
4L9 SLOPEF=SI -NJ ( ANJGFRT) /COS( ANJ("iFRT) 
C FRO NJJTYULF'T— SLOPEF*"WLFRT 
950 OJER=.FALSF. 
JSCALEL100/(WY(ISLOP TT) —W?(1)) 
FORM ARRPA'!S FOR DRAWING CROSS SECTION 
IXWALL( 1)20 
IYWALL( 1)i50 
NJ Cl =N C - 1 
DO 955 I=1NJC1 
DELTAX=(UX( I+1)—'<( I) )*WSC4LE 
]U<=DELTA 
IXWALL( I + 1) = IXJALL( I) + I( 
IY=DFLTAY 
955 I(WALL( 1+ 1)IY1ALLC I )+I'{ 
C 	DRAW CROSS SECTION 
I START= I \JSTAT( 200, 150, 1 CROSS, 1) 
CALL MS.SLP(ISTART) 
DO 960 1=11NC1 
J= I + 1 
I'<=I]AL,Lc.J)—I'cWALLCI) 
IY=IYTJALL(J)_1?JALL(I) 
I G=NJEWSEC( —1) 
CALL NIOYETO C I<iALL ( I ) , I'(  
CALL LI"JE(IX,IY,LOG) 
IPOI NT= INSTATC IX WALL( fl, I'(WALL( 1), I('ROS 5, .-J) 
CALL MSSLP(IPOINT) 
960 CONJTI\JTJE 
I'<=IXJALLC 1) —IXWALL( NC) 
I{=IYW ALL ( 1)—I''W ALL flJC) 
C 	DRAW EY IF PRESENT 
IF(DEPKEY.E0.0.0)GO TO 9611 
I =DEPFf*USCALE 
I ''= N I DK EY* U SC AL E 
CALL MOUETOCIXJALL(NJC),I'{UALL (NJ C),IDUM,0,1) 
CALL LINE(,—IY,LOG) 
CALL LINJE(—I,0,LOG) 
IF(SSSSS.Efl.0.fl)GO TO 9612 
I DELTA=WSC4LEWI DFY*SINJ( SS9SS)/COSC SSSSS) 
IY=1Y+I flFLT' 
9612 CALL LI\JFcO,IY,LDG )  
9611 CALL LIF(IX,I,LOG) 
C 	FORM APTYS FOR nAJI:G GRO1Jifl PROFILF 
ISX( 1)=TIALL(ISLOPF) 
IS'C 1)I'JALL(ISLDPE) 
'SC 1\JSC 1 
1)0 961 I1,JSC1 
DFLTAX=( SX( i+1)-SX( I) )*WSCALF 
I X= T1 FL T AX 
ISX(I+1)ISX(I)+IX 
flFLT(C{( SY( T+1)-SY( I) )*WSCfLF 
I 	= fl FL T A 
961 I S Y ( 1+ 1)i .Y( I )+IY 
0I1T SIJ9F'0C7 OF flACFILL 
I TOTX= I 'ALL (I SLOPF 
I T0T'{=I(WALL( I SLDPF) 
\jQ SrIlR= 101 
CALL. N'JO)FTO( 200, 1 50, I 1)IJNI, 0, 1) 
I = 
965 1=1+1 
J= I + 1 
'JOSUF=\JO5IJ9+ 1 
Is(=I SY((J) - I S{( I) 
I TO TX = I TO TX + I X 
ITOT'= I TOTY+IX 
970 IF(ITOTX.GT.1029)GO TO 975 
IF(ITOT'.GT.79fl)GOTO976 




IF(SUDCU(T).F0 .0.0)GO TO 972 
IF(IX.Ffl.0.fl.U(.FX.fl)i3O TO 971 
C 	XAXF 2OJI 9IDJ FOP. DI 9LA'{ OF StJPC'-TARGFS 
972 A 	LF=AT(\J( C SX( I + 1)- .SY( I)) /( SX( 1+1) - SX( I)) ) 
'- 10. 00*5I( AGLF) 
"= 10 • 00*COS C A. \J CL F) 
I DX= 
I D?=? 
CALL MOIJETO( I SX( I), I SY( I), I 1)tJNj, (21,  1) 
CALL LIi\JFC I DX, IDX, LOG) 
CALL LUNJ FCIXIYLOG) 
CALL LIOFX - IDX, -ID{,LOG) 
IX=ISX(I)+CIX/2)-50+3*IDX 
1Y1 SYC I )+( IY/2)+ITY{ 
I S=SfJPCH( I) 
CALL MOV7TOCIX,I'{,IDUM,0, 1) 
CALL T\1DI 9P( Is, 5) 
CALL MOVFTO(ISX(I+1), IS'(( I+1), IflJNI,fl, 1) 
GO TO 973 
DISPLAY OF LF'JF LOAD 
971 CALL STJrPIC(tAO,1.,0) 
I<I S'<( I )-2 
I?=I SY( I )+50 
CALL LIOVFTO(IY,I)(,IDTJM,0,1) 
IS= 	( I) 
CALL IJT')I5P(IS,5) 
CALL NiO VFTO (IS"( 1+ 1), 1 S'{( 1+ 1), 1 DUM, 0, 1) 
973 IF(OVET)GO TO 490 
IF(I.Ffl.'JS('-1)GO TO 990 
GO TO 965 
C 	EDGF, JIOLATIO\) ADJtJSTMF\JT 
C (1) < ADJJSTMFMT 
975 ITOTXITOT'<-I'< 
ITOTY=I TOTY- lY 
I A'= 102 0 -T TO 17 
I{( IY*I A)/IX 
IX=I A' 
OVFF?= • T31JF. 
GO TO 47( 
C 	(2) '( ADJrJSTMFNT 
976 ITOTX=ITOTX-F< 





GO TO 4721 
C 	DISPLAY OF GPDJJD I J FROJT OF "(ALL 
490 X=2.0+(JLFDT-X(ifl*VSCALF, 
{= 154.0+ ( YWLFCT - i'JY( 1) )*'1SCALF. 
I FX=X 
I FYY 
A'1GF'PT)+( 14.(-X)/COS( AMGFPT) 




I ? =1) FL TA Y 
CALL LIME(IX,IY,LO(17) 
IF(CFPO'JT.EA.0.fl)GO TO 991 
C 	DISPLAY OF 51J9CTAPG7 I3 FRO\IT OF MALL 




CALL MO VETO( I FX, I FY, I DUM, 0, 1) 
CALL LII'E( I DX, I T)Y,LOG) 
CALL L1J7(I'<IYLOG) 
CALL LI\JE(-IT)":.,-IOY,LOG) 
C 	DISPLAY OF WATT? LRVFL TEI\iD WALL 
491 IF(WAT7RP.LT.WY(\1C) )GO TO 4420 





N C 7- IX) /20 
DO 442 1=1,J 
CALL LIJF(1°,0,LOG) 
442 CALL LINTE(lr'l,O,LOGF) 
C 	MA0 POSITIO\J OF DASF TJLTA\JT 




CALL MOVTO( IX, I{' IDUNI, 4, 1) 
CALL SUPPICCINIARK,1.'0) 
C 	DISPLAY FACTOIRS OF 5AFFTY AND SRLF WFIGc-TT 
I F( .NOT.NrJAL)GO TO 4423 
I G=NEWSEO( 50) 
CALL (vi  OUFTO(700,370,Ifl1jM,0,1) 
CALL t-OL4TR( ' FACTORS OF SAF'RTY') 
CALL MOVRT.) C 704, 3L0, I DUNI, 0, 1) 
CALL t-IOLSTR( 	TIPPING : 
CALL RLDISP(CRITTP,7,2) 
CALL '4OJETO (700, 310, I DrJNi, 0, 1) 
CALL HOLSTR( ' SLIDING 
CALL -PL DISP(CRITSL,7,0) 
CALL MOVETO( 700, 290, 1 OlIN, 0, 1) 
CALL ROLSTD( ' flRAFiI.JG : ') 
CALL OLDISP(CRITDC,7,2) 
CALL NIOVETO( 700, 220, DUNi, 0,  1) 
CALL T-IOLSTR( ' WALL JRI CT-iT : ') 
CALL RLDISPCWWALL,4, 11) 
C 	CHF'C FOR ilE-OPAW 
IF(.NOT.DRAW)GO TO 4423 
CALL MOIETO(950,2%0,IDTJNI,0,1) 
CALL SUPPICCIRAP, 1.,0) 
C 	CONIPILF' ANT) DFPICT DISPLAY FILF 
4923 CALL EPASF' 
CALL POPDFP 
CALL DRPICT(IDFILF',I) 
GO TO 44.3 
C 	*** MA.\1jAL AAL(SIS : USER INTERACTION *** 
25 NAi'JUAL=.TRfiE. 
R 3 CALL CIJRSOR( JC I 	I Co 
IF( JC.Efl."113)GO TO 1399,3 
IF(JC.Efl."12)CIO TO 9F94 
IF(MFiAL.E.LOGF)GO TO 5Q6 
IF(JC.E ) .t'114)GO TO F7O 
IF(JC. En. "12)GO Ti) 990Q 





I F( JC. Efl  "10 4)  DRAW=. TRUE. 
IF(.JC.Efl."19'1)GD TO 
IF(JC.Efl.  Ill (717)GO TO 990.1 




IJEJ=I IJFI \Jfl( IS\I) 
IIEW- 1(1 
IF(JC.Efl."120)GO TO R931 
tF(,J(',.E1.v123)GO TO 532 
I F(.JC. JE. ''1 17) GO TO 33/49 
C 	* -k 	flO'JTOLLRfl CHAJ6E OF ORflIJATR **K 
IF(IJEJ.LT.1fl(1)GO TO 4%3 
C 	(1) .JRFA(,E ORDI\JATF. CHAJGE 
IiEJIJFW - ml 
CALL SE'JDHS( 'SIJRFACF ORflIATR CHA"iflF 
CALL 5E\JD1?L(S'(IJEW),6,2,LOG) 
CALL SE'JflRL(S'O(IJEW),6,2,LOG) 
GO TO 933 
C 	(P) WALL ORDI\IATE CWA'JGE 
FM3q CALL 57PJD9S( 'WALL ORDIATR CWAi'JGE : ') 
CALL SJDRL(W'(IJEW),6,2,LOG) 
CALL SRNJDRL(U{(IWEW), 6,2,LOG) 
IF(IJEW.1E.ISLOPE)(-'iO TO 333 
S( 1 )=W'K( I SLOPE) 
S'O( 1 )=WYC I SLOPE) 
GO TO 393 
C 	*** CHANGE OF 51JRCHAI3E LOADING *** 
39.1 IF(S<(I+1). 	.<R(I).AND.SY(I+1).RD.S?(I))GO TO 9333 
11-1 
GO TO 3333 
3333 IF(INEW.LT.1(9)I1 
I F( SC I) • Fo. SX( 1+1) • AND. SYC I) • Efl. SY( 1+ 1)) I =1+ 1 
9933 CALL SENDHS( 1 $11PCHAGE CHANGE 
CALL SEDRL(S1J0CH(I),c,2,LOG) 
GO TO 9E3 
C ** 	OUTPUT FORCE DATA *** 
0E35 CALL ERASE 
TYPE E5L9 
5149 FORMAT( '.'//////) 
TYPE 0550 
0550 FORNIATC ' 	 Efl1E AGJI TTJDE 	AJGLE 
1 
Y=YPATOP+1JY( 1) 
TYPE 0551,PATOP, APATOP,XPATOP,Y 
0551 FORMAT( 	 ACTIVE TOP 	',E13.0,F'10.2,F11.2,F9.2) 
Y=YP APO T+'JY( 1) 
TYPE 0552, PAOOT, APAOOT,XPA1.O T, '{ 
0552 FORMAT(' 	 ACTIVE flOTTONI',F13.0,F10.2,F11.2,F9.2) 
Y=YPAflA5+\!Y( 1) 
TYPE 055,PAflASE, APS,XPARAS,Y 
0553 FORMAT(' 	 ACTIVE TRASE ',F12.2,F10.2,F11.2,F9.2/) 
TYPE 0 55L, PAi VE, APASE, XPA SE, YPASE 
055Lt FO RM AT 	 TDASSIVE ',F11.0,F'1(A.2,F11.2,F'9.2/) 
Y=YPWTOP+Y( 1) 
TYPE 0095, P1TOP, APWTOP, vPWTOT, Y 
0095 F'ORMATC' 	 WATER TOP ',F11.0,F'l2.2,F11.2,F9.2) 
?=YPWPOT+WY( 1) 
TYPF .0096, PcJOOT, APWTROT,XPWROT,Y 
9096 FORNIAT(' 	 WATER POTTOM ',F11.0,F10.2,F11.2,F9.2) 
Y=WY( 1 )+YPWF3AS 
TYPE 9007, PWTRA5, APVOAS,XPWTRAS, .7 
99.07 F09tiAT C ' 	 WATER TASE  
CALL 	1',10VETO(120,611,ITWJM, 14,1) 
CALL LIJE(70,0,.T91JE.) 
CALL 	4OVETO(365,611,IDIJNI,0,1) 
CALL Lr\TEc1po,o,. TI? 1JE.) 
CALL 	NOVETO(563,611,ITRU4,0,1) 
CALL LINE( 65, q, • TRITE.) 
CALL 	NOVETO(7L12,611,IDIJM,0,1) 
CALL LIME( 16,0, .TRIIE.) 
CALL 	MOVETO(96fl, 611, IDUM,0, 1) 
CALL LINE( 16,0, • TO.IF.) 
CALL MOVETO( /330, 20, I nUN, 0, 1) 
CALL HOLSTP('FORCE RETAILS') 
CALL OOPDER 
CALL 	DEPICT(IDFILE, 1) 
GO TO 093 
C 	**K DATA CHANGE *** 
o0 CALL ERASE 
C 	(1) OTJTPUTOATA LIST 
CALL DATACH 
C 	AENDNIENTS CONIIPLETE 
IF( MAWJAL)GO TO q q 3 
GO TO 52(6 
C 	*** MOVE COORDIJATE WITH CROSS—HAIRS *** 
2L!9 IE(IJFU.GT.1fl)GO TO R55 
C 	(1) \.TLJL  COOfiDIt\JATR CHANGE 
CALL CtJRSOR(JC, I CX, I C?) 
IX= I CX— I XiJALL (I [\3  E) 
I(=IC?—I?WALL( IJEW) 
RELTAX = IX 
DEL T A Y= I? 
TTX( I HEW) =tJX ( IJ'J)+flFLTAX/WSCALE 
IF(I\JEW.HE.ISLOPE)GO TO 
SX( 1)=HX(ISLOTE) 
S ( 1)7?(ISLOPE) 
R5° CALL SPflROP(ICX,IC(,IflOT,2.r?1,) 
CALL N'IOVETO( I CX, IC?, I RUM, 0, 1) 
GO TO 23 
C 	(2) SUIREACE, COOPflJATE CHc\TGE 
RR 55 Ii 	7=1 \1 7,  
I = I HEW 
I F( SX (I) • E) • SX( I + 1) • OH I). 5? (I) • F?) • 5?( I + 1)) I H EW I HEW+ 1 
CALL 000SO)-l( .J(' I CK' ICY) 
IX=I CX—I SX( I \IEH) 
IY=I C?— I S?( I'HEW) 
DEL TAX IX 
DELTA?=I? 
SX( IHE1i)=SX( IHF?J)+DELTAX/HSCALE 
S?(IHEW)=S?(IHFJ)+DRLTAY/iSCALE 
CALL SPDIIOP(ICX,ICY,IDOT,2.2,0) 
CALL NIO\)ETO 1 CX, ICY, I DJM, 0, 1) 
GO TO 293 
C 	 OUTP.JT COORDIHATES AHD SOIL PTROPERTI ES ** 
295 CALL ERASE 
CALL DATOtJT 
CALL PORDER 
CALL NIOVETrD ( 43(21, 22, I RUM, 0,  1 
CALL HOLSTH('WALL SECTIOH') 
CALL DEEP ICT(IDF'ILE1) 
GO TO 993 
C 	**K PROVIDE TEMPORARY CHANGE TO ALpTAHrJMEp.IC MODE *** 
2972 CALL \JOECHO 
CALL SEHDIH(IDUI'4,2,LOG) 
CALL ECHO 
IF(MAHUAL)GO TO 993 
GO TO 5996 
C 	*** PROS)ISIO\J OF USER ASSISTANCE ** 
CALL EAS' 
CAT,L SDHS( ' 
CALL SENJDHSC 
CALL SENDHS( '*USER CONTROL 	 T-) S* ') 
CALL SE'fl)HS( ' . 
CALL SD-TS( 'A 	ANALYSE SECTION') 
CALL S FF14('D PORDER FOR DISPLAY') 
CALL SENDH(3('C 	CHANGE DATA') 
CALL SENDTiS( 'D DRAW SECTION') 
CALL SENDHS( 'F 	ERASE CROSS-HAIRS TEMPORARILY') 
CALL SENDH5( 'F : FORCE DETAILS') 
CALL SENJDHS('G 	GO TO START OF ANALYSIS') 
CALL 5TJDH5( 'H : HELP - LI ST OF USER COTvIN1AAJDS') 
CALL SENJDHS( 'K : K'' FOR PASR' 
CALL SEMDHS( 'L 	LINE LOAD ADJUSTMENT') 
CALL SE\J1T)HS( 'N : MOUF ANOTHER POINT NO REDRAW') 
CALL SENDHS( '0 : COORDINATE CHANGE '.)TA KEYDOARD') 
CALL SENDHS( 'R 	RE-RUN PRO GRAX, ' ) 
CALL SENDH.S( 'S : SURCHARGE CHANGE') 
CALL SFNDTrS 	T4 T? ITE OUT WALL COJEDINATESfl 
CALL SEN IT-TS ('< 	R'(IT FROM PROGRAM') 
GO TO SE 
C 	*** PROVIDE 7ASE KEY ** 
5593 CALL KEYS 
DRAW= TRrii. 
IF(MANUAL)GO TO 9595 
GO TO 5fl(6 
C 	*** PROVIDE TBOUNDARY FOR DISPLAY *** 
9594 CALL TI, ODDER 
CALL DFPICT(IDFILE, 1) 
GO TO 993 
(11 	 ** REDRAJ  
C 	(1) CHECK INTERSECTION OF WATER AND WALL RACK 
9555 IF(WATERR.Efl.R.G)GO TO 999 
1=1 SLOPE-i 
9996 1=1+1 
I EC WATERD.LT.WY( 1+1)) GO TO 5996 




XFATTR=UX( I )+ (WATERR-UY( I) )*( ifix( 1+ 1)- U'((  I)) IC WY( 1+1) - UY( I)) 






ywLFpT5LOpEF'*.r':( I )+CFPONT 
GO TO 996 
995 	 I)) 
97 ALL= 7Y( I) -WX (I) * T 
7LFl? T=(TFROJT-SLOF'*C  WALL) /(TSLOPEF) 
X7L Fl T= ( {9LF'PT- CLL) / T 
996 IF'(YWLF'9T.9T.JY(I+l))GO TO 992 
C 
	
( 3 ) P9D97 
997 CALL STPIP(1) 
CALL E1SF' 
GO TO 5205 
C 	*** ST-.T LOGI Cc'L TFPNS *** 
999 X'<"IT=. T21 59. 
9900 PEP tJ\J= • TIJJE. 
9921 60=LOG 
C 	*K* CHECK ON X-COO 	 OF J4LL *** 
999 DO 900 I=1,NC-1 
902 IF((7'(I+1)-JY(I ) ) .LT.9.2) WX(I+1)J(I) 
P FT URN 
EN 0 
C 	SJRiOUTI'JE STRIPS 	D1)I 5100 OF WEDGE I JTO iEPT1CAL ST-IP5 
SURROUTI JE STRI PS 
C04400/flLOC/i:OP, f10P, f }3Qi', ROT, OTOP, 0001 
CO140J/RLOCC/W4TER, P02, PWATEH 
CO4.00/RL0CKQ/I 00, HO, TCS'Jw 
DI E\JS1O0 croP( 15), i'TOP( 15), !BOT( 15), ROT( 15) 
DIIE\JSIOO <T0P1(15),fTOPl(15),f0Ojl(15) 
C 	.kJGE LL C-CO00DS DEFI 0100 TOP MD F3OT1OYI S'.JRFACES 
C I 0 SE0LJE\JCE I 010 KTOP( ) Ad' 




260 	c=<- -i 
262 DEL TA= crnP( J) -ROT( I) 
I F( DELTA.LT. 0.001. A\JD. )L. 1. 0. 01. -0.01)00 102'/U 
I F( DELTA. GT. 0.0)00 10 2/5 
K lOP 1 ( K) =KTOPC .5) 
GO Ti) 260 
270 1 F( I • E0. \JOOT. AJD. 1J. EU. \iTOP) GO 10 270 
ccni ( K)= ci'OP( 5) 
IF(J.EQ.OTOP)GO 10 272 
.1=0+1 
272 IFC1.EO.3 ROT) GO TO 260 
1=1+1 
01) TO 260 
275 IF( 1.01.2)00 TO 276 
I FC ROT( I) • EU. Kf3OT( I - 1)) GO TO 277 
276 	TOP1(K)K  ROT( 1) 
;çç - 1 
277 1=1+ 1 
GO TO 262 
273 IFCTDP1CK_1).EU.KTOP(J))0l) TO 232 
KTOP1 C K) =KTOPC J) 
K=<+ 1 
230 ciO=c- 1 




235 tF(KTOP1CK).0E.U'OPCJ~1))CO 10 207 
{ TOP 1 C K)=fTOPC 1+1) 
JzJ+ 1 
GO TO 200 
207 SLOPES( TOP( J+1)TOP(J))/C10PCi+ltJJ 
CSLJHF={TUP(.J)-KTO P(.J)SLOPE5 
I'TOPlC 0 = SLOPES*KTOP1(K) ~CSURF 
290 K=K+1 
IF(K.LE.K00)Gi) TO 235 
C 	FOR EAC-I )OLUE OF i< TOP 1( ) CALCULATE {BO1'l( 
= 1 
.1= 1 
2)5 IP'(TOP1({).\JE.90T(J+1))GO TO 207 
f ROT I( <)=T ROT ( J+ 1) 
.J.J+ 1 
GO TO 2) 
2)7 tF 	OT(.J).EQ.GQT(J+1))GD TO 2)6 
SLOPE3=(OT(J~1)flBOL(J))/(B0I(J+ k(Jfl 
C 301(U) MOT( J)*5LOEF3 
OT1(K)SLOPETOP1(O+C0ACK 
GO TO 20-3 
2)6 fl3O11(flx'9OT(.J) 
20-3 c-c+i 
tF(c.LE.JO)GO £0 2)5 
C 	1ASFE1 S !dt P O0 D[ \ ATES TO < TO P( ,f TOP( 	MD (201 
 
DO 2)0Krn 1, K'JC) 
KT0P(K)=i'OP1(K) 
(F0PC K) =(TOP1C K) 
2)) iflOT(K)=x'20T1(K) 
,j 90 f=K'JO 
ITO P= KO 
EEl U \J 
E. Iq F) 
C 	SUBHOUTI.E rAftJT : EST A}3LISH LI\E OF ACTIO>J OF RESULTA\J'I FOI CE 
 
C OJ LEDGE L3A5E I.J PhlCTl')I4 CI;CLE 
	/L'SIS 
SUII3ROUT I\JE TA]GT XC E\JTi, YCENfH, XRES, rU-ES, 	DI US) 
CO4O/13LOC3/XT, YT, A\JGF 




GPlt= C P :3 / C P2 
GP 5= GP  /GP2 
GP6=1 • ( r+Gp52 
GP7=2. O*GP5* (YCEN T1-—CP'I) —2 • 
S'*2-2. 0*YCE\JTR*GP4 
(3?9=SCRT(GP7*'2—'4. )*GP6*GP8) 
X1= C— CP7+CPO )/ (2. 3*G9() 
X2=(—CP7—GP9)/(2.O*G?6) 
IF (X2. GE. Xl )Xl=X2 
GPlC)--'l\T*2+ (Xl —XCE?\T) 	2—iiDI US* *'.21  
?TYC E Ti —S OIT C YCEJ Tr*2— GP 1 0 ) 
X T = X 1 
(1GF=AT0L\J C (YT—YHES ) / C XT— XHES ) 
RET .Ji i.IJ  
C 	S'JPW)UT \JE TIGER 	SSTAMSi pQS ilO'J OF TEJSIOI CRACK f3E4I JD wALL 
SLJ0FOU I JE TIGER 
c31iOJ/0LOCKC1/A14T, AtEA 
CO'i4O J/0LOCK6/vK, w {, 	LFii fwL F'ti 
COO,RrOC•<fl/TOP, TOP, fRO 1, <001, TOP flO 1• 
C0140/RLOC<C/UP, cvAIE' P02, PWATER  
CO41O \J/flLOCCD/SJ.1v',1, SU.vIFx' 
CoOvoLOCcE/Pr31 
COi4O\I/RL0CK[/VALL;<<, wALLfL' \JOBC, 'JC [SLOPE 
CO1401/040C<0/ iO, <SA/E, i'SA)E, 51, Si', wAi3J3 
CO4:4O/flLOCKR/I A, 1AJS, DELTAW, WDASi, SUAW to SURC-Is KSUR fSJ 
C01103/9LOCC)/I \JO, J\jO, 1•CSUHJ 
C341O/0LOJ/JSTART, 4E3D, i 10, C 5, KiO 
DI4E\JSiOJ w( 12),wf( 12),1IO( 15),1OFC 16), ?DOT( 15) 
DtStO 	W 	L 	(L4),WALL( 14)' S 	12), S{( 12), <ROT( 15), SUHCi( 12) 
.J= 1 
1=1 SLOPE 
200 IFC CI).EO.W<(t+l))GO TO 210 
C 	WALL RACK \JO1 VERTICAL 
CRACK=WiCI4-1)-SL0P11<(t+l) 
IFCSKCJ)..SK(J+1flGD 10 235 
C 	SURFACE ELE4E\jT:OT VEATICAL 
SLOPES(S(J+1)S{(J))/CS<CJ+l) fl 
CSUHF SR fl- SLOPES SK( 1) 




GO TO 255 
C 	vALL RACK ELE4Efl j3iICAL 
213 IF(S<(4).E3.S01+ 1 ))GO TO 225 
C 	SURFACE ELE4E'JT 101-ER'IICAL 
215 1 FC W<C I). GE. 5K J) • AJD. .<C I ) • LE. 5< .J+ 1)) GO 10 220-
GO TO 215 
220 SLOPES=(Si'(J+1)-S{CJ))/(5<CJ+I) -5 J 
CSJRFSi'(J+1)-SLOPE5<(.J+ 1 ) 
'.S=.K( I )SLOPES+CSUHF 
-13= S- -10 
I FC -10. Li. VJ i'( I + 1)) GO TO 2140 
113=WKC I) 
GO 10 255 
C 	, ALL AID SURFACE ELE.'iE'J15 VERTICAL 
225 I F( S U) • JE. wK( I) ) GO TO 240 
' S S ( .3+ 1) 
IF( 5'( .J) • GT. S'( .1+1)) SSf( J) 
S- i0 
IF(O.LT.{( 14-1) )GO 10 21-10 
GO TO 2.55 
C 	SL, OPI'3c- wALL RAC< jEdTI CAL SURFACE ELE4E\JT 
235 	 TO 240 
? S= Sf( .1+ 1) 
IF(S(J).CT.S{(J+1))Sl'(l) 
7 4 tl=SLOPEkSJ)+C3ACK 
1F((7S-'--10).LT•I0)GO TO 2145 
GO 1 253 
2/10 1 F( 4.(( 1) • EQ. 	1 + 1)) 00 TO 245 
IF( S 	) .LT.w 1+1) )CT) TO 250 
2L15 .1=1 
1=1+1 
GO TO 200 
250 .J=.J+1 
GO TO 200 
255 I\30I 
.JSTiT=J+ 1 
S ALL  
wALL'(  
C 	CALCULA'1- wEIC4IT OF SUtC-IAHGE ACTL'.JG OVER IC wEDGE 
.j1=J+ 1 
TCSUEw=. 0 
DO 256 K=1J 
I F( ALE'J.LE. 0.0) A1-E'3 = 1 • 0 
256 TCSURw=TCSUEW+5JRCE( .J) ALE\J 
ALE=SQET((S.(i1)i0)4-4-2 4-(b(J1 2)  
TCS(JS TCSLJRS- ALE'J+ SiJEC-1( .J 1- 1) 
EEl 
E 'ID 
C 	StJPPOUT IN) E -NE! GHT : CAL CUL -AT IONJ OF \JEI GHT OF SOIL WEDGES 
SUO1JTITE WEIGHT 
CO' Lis OD/DLOCK1/ANNT'i', AR EA 
COMMO\,T/2LOCKI?/XTOP, YTOP, YIROT,XFOT, JTOP, \IBOT 
COMMO\j/FLOCKC/UP, WATER, PF2, PUATER 
COMNIOJ/RLOCKD/ STJMWT, SUVINTY 
COM4OJ/DLOCKT,/TU 
flIME'JSIOi KROT(15),KTOP(15),YTOP(15),YJT(15) 
C 	(1) SET INITIAL VALUES 
PP3=P22—JATER 
S Ut4M TY= 00 0 
SUMMTY=fl. 0 
S UMW T=0.0 
NJ TOP1=NTO-1 
DO 420 K=1,\ITOP1 
IF(XTOPC() • F,fl•XTOP(K+ 1)) GO TO L120 
C 	(2) ARRANGE Y-000RDS FOR SLICE 
I F(YTOP(K) .GT.YTOP(ic+1) ) GO TO 330 
S(TQPA_?TOP(K± 1) 
TO PR=Y TO P K 
GO TO 31i0 
330 YTOPA=YTOP(K) 
YTOPR=YTOP(K+ 1) 
3LC4 I F(YPOT(K) • GT.YT11-1)T(K+ 1)) GO TO 350 
YPOTA=YFOT(K) 
YPOT 1-1 YPOT(K± 1) 
GO TO 360' 
350 ?POTA=YDOT(K±1) 
YROTR=YROT(K) 
360 	IF(W  -AT ER.LE.YFOTA.Ofl. HATER. GE.YTOPA) GO TO 410 
C 	WATER CUTS SLICE 
IF(WAT7R.LT.YTOP1D)GO TO 380 
C 	(3) WATFJ? CUTS TOP TRIANGLE 
X=KTOPCK)±(YTOP(K) —XTOP(K+ 1) )*( WATER—YTOP(K) )/(YTOP(K)—YTOP(K+ 1)) 
I F(?TOP(K) • (7,T.YTOP(K± 1)) GO TO 370' 
C 	(3A) 'TEDGE IS HIGWF? AT P,.H.S. 






GO TO /420 
C 	(313) WEDGE IS T-i Gl IE13 AT L.T-T.S. 
370 CALL COG(XTOP(H),?TOP(W), WATE, W, WATER, WATEt) 
CALL SUM( PP.1 ) 
CALL COG(XTOP(W),UATER,YBOT(H),'(,WATER,Y) 
CALL STJH(PT33) 
CALL COG(E, WATEB,Y XTOP(H+ 1), YTOP(H+ 1), ?OT(E+ 1)) 
CALL SUM(PP3) 
GO TO 420 
350 IF(WATR.LT.YBOTIR)GO TO 390 
C 	(4) WATER CUTS MIDDLE TRAPFZIUN 




UPLI F'T=U0* 0 • 5*PPTEP* ( 2 • 0* WATER— P, OT( H) —YPO T( H+ 1)) 
SUMWT=SUMWT—UPLI FT 
GO TO 420 
C 	(5) WATER CUTS BOTTOM TRIAMGLE 
390 H=XTO ID (H)+(WATER_YBOT(K))*(XTOP(H)—TOP(H+1fl/( OT(H)—YBOT(KA 1)) 
Y=YTOP(K) + (HXTOP(K) * YTOP(K) —YTD P(H+ 	YTO'( ) - TO PC H+ 1)) 
I F(YUOT(K) . [3T.YI3OT(H+ 1)) GO TO ttfl( 
C 	C 5A) WEDGE BOTTOM HIEGER AT .U. . 
CALL COG(XTOP(K),WATER,Y13OT(H),', •TJTP, R'TE2) 
CALL SUN(?T33) 
CALL COG(XTOP( H), 'TOP(H) L.j( ''13 ' 'r WATER)) 
CALL SUI4(P131) 
CALL COG UK, Y, WPTEP.,XTOP(K+ 1) ,YTOP(K+ 1), Y130T(H+ 1)) 
CALL SUM C P131) 
UPLI FT= UP* 0. 5PWATEF* CX—XTOP(H) ) * C WATER— fl3OT( H) ) 
SIJI4WT= SUMWT—IJPLI FT 
GO TO 420 
C 	(513) WEDGE BOTTOM HIGHER AT L.H.S. 
400 CALL COGCH,HATEB, HATER, XTOP(H+i), WATER, YRO T( K+ 1)) 
CALL SU14( P133) 
CALL COG(XTOP(K),YTOP(H),OT(H),H,,J4TER) 
CALL SU14(PP1) 
CALL COGCC,Y,1.7ATE13,XTOP(Tc+ 1), YT'JP(H+ i) WATER) 
CALL SfJW(PF31) 
UPI, I FT= iJP0.5*PWATE5*(XTOP(H+l)—K)*(W(AT FR— ?'13OT(K+1)) 
SUMU T= S tJMWT— UPL I FT 
GO TO 420 
C 	(6) WATER El THEB COMPLET1LY SuBMERGES SL  CE OR DOESWT CUT ATALL 
413 DEJ=PB1 
IFCWPTER.LE.YBOTA)GO TO 415 
DEW = P13.3 
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